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ABSTRACT
INSPIRATION:
AN EXPLORATION OF THE EXPERIENCE AND ITS ROLE IN
HEALTHY FUNCTIONING
FEBRUARY 1993
TOBIN R. HART, B.A., UNIVERSITY OF FLORIDA
M.Ed., ST. LAWRENCE UNIVERSITY
Ph.D., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
Directed by professor: John W. Wideman
This dissertation reports the results of an investigation into the
experience of inspiration. While the phenomena and concept of
inspiration have been considered in religious studies and in
momentous creativity, very little has been written about the
experience from a social scientific view with respect to people who
may not be noted for their creativity or religious revelation.
This study conducted qualitative research in the form of in-
depth interviews through two research projects. Results of these data
combined with information gleaned from literature on creativity,
transpersonal psychology, and religious experience helps in
formulating a portrait of what inspiration is and what role it plays in
healthy functioning.
Rather than a rare event reserved for the gifted artist or great
mystic, inspiration appears to be something that all of us experience
and have some understanding of. All of the eighty-nine participants
interviewed in this study described significant inspiration in their
vi
lives. It is a concept that is grounded in consistent identifiable
experience.
Inspiration appears to unfold in three general contexts:
problem solving, spiritual events and in "everyday" experience. It is
an event that is most easily noticed by its dramatic emotional,
epistimological and, in some forms, spiritual, aspects.
Inspiration provides psychological and spiritual sustenance
through "remembrance". This is an experience which was shown to
be consistent with Plato's understanding of uncovering the highest
knowledge - anamnesis. This involves an expanded perspective of
personal identity and a sense of recognizing some truth.
Inspiration was shown to be significant for: problem solving,
decision making, uncovering meaning and spiritual perspective, and
in finding joy and vitality in daily living. Depression was named as
the common and inevitable consequence of a lack of inspiration.
Through inspiration individuals found dramatic "clarity", "energy",
"connection" and an "openness" to the world. As we consider the
extremes of depression and of inspiration, it appears that inspiration
is related to fulfilling and vital functioning.
While it does not seem possible to will inspiration into
existence, this study found that it does seem likely that we can set
up favorable conditions to encourage it. This varies depending on the
context in which inspiration is desired, but have as a common
essence an attitude of trust or faith and an ability or willingness to
"listen" or to "allow" events to unfold.
Applications for this knowledge seem particularly appropriate
to education and to psychotherapy.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
This dissertation explores the experience of inspiration and its
importance to healthy functioning especially in "ordinary" people.
While the phenomena and concept of inspiration have been
considered in religious studies and in momentous creativity, very
little has been written about the experience from a social scientific
view with respect to people who may not be noted for their
creativity or religious revelation.
This study conducts qualitative research in the form of
interviews through two research projects. The first involves students
in an upper-level college psychology course working as a research
team to develop and conduct interviews with participants of their
choosing. I was the teacher for this course. The second consists of
seven in-depth interviews that I conducted using the information
gained from the class to construct interview protocols.
Results of these data combined with information gleaned from
literature on creativity, transpersonal psychology, and religious
experience helps in formulating a portrait of what inspiration is and
what role it plays in healthy functioning.
Background of the Problem
The word inspiration is used to mean a host of things: catalyst,
impetus, intuition, revelation, hope, purpose, discovery. Common
usage sometimes finds it synonymous with motivation - "After
seeing how fit he was I was inspired to start jogging again." We may
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use it to describe a flash or insight - when the pieces seem to come
together as in making a decision. In the creative process we seem to
either be waiting for inspiration to get us started or for that moment
of discovery or intuition when we have a breakthrough in the way
we have been thinking about a problem (e.g. Crick and Watson's
"sudden" discovery of the structure of the D. N. A. molecule or the
artist's new perspective on a painting). We also use the word
inspiration to address concerns of religion and of meaning. We may
talk about inspiration as a fullness, a sense of hope, purpose or
guidance. We may speak of a revelation, a guiding light, an inspiring
prayer, song or word that provides strength. A literal meaning of
the word - "to be filled" - may hint at phenomenological
experience or may connote a more mystical dimension. Clearly what
we mean when we say inspiration is many things or, at least, has
many facets.
The opposite of inspiration may give us more clues as to its
meaning and significance. We hear this side described as flat, bored,
"blah", lifeless, ordinary, plodding, stagnant, stuck, empty. When we
examine this antithesis we begin to get a sense of the relevance and
importance of inspiration to daily living. Empty or filled, lifeless or
vital, hopeless or hopeful, stagnant or moved, uninspired or inspired
- if we consider questions of psychological health and of meaning in
our lives or those of our clients, students, children, friends or family,
inspiration seems monumentally important, not necessarily to
achieve "normal psychological adjustment" (whatever that is) but to
live with vitality and meaning.
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Little has been written about the process from the perspective
of the social sciences. Under the heading "Inspiration" are found
words intended to bring hope, salvation, or material success, but not
a great deal on the process of inspiration or even one that attempts
to define the experience.
Included in some of the literature on creativity is the
acknowledgement of the "breakthrough moment" and the
relarionship between "perspiration and inspiration." Shallcross and
Sisk (1989) cite a dozen examples of the "inspirational moment" in
scientific discovery noting that the insight came after significant
preparation. In these examples inspiration is seen as very similar to
or intertwined with intuition - a direct apprehension of something -
in this case a fresh solution to a problem. There are a works
exploring composers' or writers' inspiration. (Armstrong, 1946;
Bowra, 1951; Chadwick, 1942; Harding, 1985; Vogt, 1987; Williams,
1982) Among artistic expression in general Arieti (1976) suggests
that inspiration occurs in the moment of finding a means to translate
a creative idea into form.
In the helping professions inspiration is often hinted at but, but
has rarely been directly acknowledged or examined:
"The literature of counseling is an inspired one as much
as it is a scientific one, and even in there ascetic disowning of
inspiration, the counsellors testify to an inspired dedication...
they use the language of reverence, and even a theological
language and imagery, as if they could not do their job without
their evocative power... the counselor applies himself in a way
that suggests a set of convictions, a powerful mood, a moral
stance, a faith." (Halmos, 1966, pp. 6-7).
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In the realms of transpersonal psychology and religious studies
we begin to find a somewhat different emphasis on the term.
Raymond (1908) attempted to reconcile epistemological questions of
scientific inquiry with a Christian notion of inspiration as revealed
truth. Religionists (Heschel, 1962) have written of the concept of
revelation and prophecy as related to inspiration. Eliade (1963),
Goodman (1988, 1990), Harner (1980), Walsh (1990) consider
inspiration as the "divine madness" or "possession" of the ancient
shaman - a means of obtaining knowledge through an altered state of
consciousness in order to bring back guidance for the benefit of the
community. Ecstatic reverie or unitive experience understood
through transpersonal psychology and mysticism (Bucke, 1901;
Laski, 1971; Maslow, 1971, 1983; Underhill, 1911; Wilber, 1981)
hints at the transformative nature of an inspirational moment. As an
inner voice or sense (Alschuler, 1988; "A Course in", 1985)
inspiration may take the form of a dialectical exchange or a dictation.
In certain traditions inspiration is considered as a direct contact with
spirit. Assagioli (1965, 1973) applies a transpersonal template of
consciousness and suggests that inspiration occurs when the ego or
personality contacts a higher or transpersonal self.
But in none of these descriptions is there a comprehensive or
singular consideration of inspiration's influence, presence or absence
in daily living. It is mostly reserved for the gifted artist, the
breakthrough scientist or extraordinary mystic. In psychology,
religious study, philosophy, education, literature and the arts there
are frequent references to the phenomena of inspiration but very
4
little exploration of the experience and the process as it might relate
to the daily functioning of any one of us.
Statement of the Prohlpm
There is very little social scientific research on the phenomena
of inspiration. There is neither a clear definition supported by
research findings nor a comprehensive discussion of the process or
phenomenon itself especially as it relates to daily functioning. At the
same time inspiration may be an integral part of healthy and
meaningful existence.
Purpose of the Study
It was the intent of this study to understand the phenomena or
process of inspiration and address its relevance to healthy
functioning. The primary task was to formulate an answer to the
question: "What is inspiration?". Uncovering personal definitions, the
phenomenology of the experience, and interpretations of inspiration
provided a useful starting point. The secondary consideration was to
explore the significance of inspiration for healthy functioning - Does
inspiration play a role in our day-to-day existence? Is it something
that we all experience? It is possible to cultivate? What are the
consequences of being inspired or the impact inspiration has on
people's lives? This study sought to form preliminary and
impressionistic answers to these questions.
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Significancp of thp Stn^y
Certainly such experiences as motivation, insight, spiritual
realization or creative breakthrough have significance for
comprehending our human condition. As we gain some
understanding of what impels us toward something, how we make a
leap in understanding, or how we find meaning and vitality in life,
we may gain more likelihood of achieving these things and helping
others to do the same. As inspiration is woven through these
characteristics it seems appropriate to consider the phenomena in
detail.
At a scholarly level this study may add to a very small amount
of social scientific literature on inspiration that currently exists. It
appears to be alone in its singular focus on inspiration of "ordinary"
people and therefore may provide new information as well as a basis
for further inquiry.
At another level, having a conception of the process of
inspiration and the role it may play in daily functioning has
implications for personal understanding and for professional helpers.
If we assume that inspiration contributes to personal meaning and to
shaping behavior, then understanding the phenomena seems
important as we attempt to help others in therapy or in creating a
classroom environment that enlivens rather than numbs. We may
also begin to see the significance of inspiration by its absence. As we
consider a life or a day or even a task that is uninspired it lacks the
fullness and vitality that so many of us seek in living. When we
remember a moment of inspiration we may recall some dramatic
changes that accompanied it - a perceptual shift, a fullness, joy.
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a sense of being moved or motivated. As we begin to learn what
inspiration is we may indeed decide that it is something we want and
need more of. This in turn may lead us to learn how and whether we
can cultivate inspiration in ourselves and others.
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW
In this chapter we will explore what has been written about
inspiration. We begin with examining the concept through historical
usage of the word and then consider related mythology. Generally we
will be looking at two fundamental types of inspiration - spiritual or
religious and creative (artistic, inventive and scientific). For the
spiritual nature of inspiration, perspectives of religionists and then
transpersonal psychologists will be used. This will provide both a
classic or conventional view of religious inspiration and a social
scientific approach to spiritual experience. Inspiration as an element
in creativity is examined next. Phenomenology as well as the
meaning that we give to inspiration in religious and secular
experiences will be considered. Finally in this chapter we will touch
on ideas about cultivating inspiration.
Two definitions of inspiration that Laski (1961) quotes from an
unspecified dictionary seem particularly clear and useful for this
study:
1. "A special immediate action or influence of the Spirit of God
(or of some divinity or supernatural being) upon the mind or soul;
said esp. of that divine influence under which the books of Scripture
are held to have been written." (pp. 280-281)
2. "A breathing in or infusion of some idea, purpose, etc. into
the mind; the suggestion, awakening, or creation of some feeling or
impulse, esp. of an exalted kind." (p. 281)
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The first definition captures the classic religious use of the
term, the latter a more secular, rationalist understanding of the
experience. These definitions will help to frame this chapter.
There seems to be considerable agreement that the concept of
inspiration can be traced back to many of the earliest writings and
has been used consistently and commonly throughout. Therefore, it is
somewhat safe to assume the phenomena is not unique to any people
or time although some special forms and alleged differences will be
addressed below. Ancient Greeks, Hebrew prophets, Inuit shaman,
Midevil poets, modern scientists all seem to describe some similar
experiences that we can categorize as inspiration. We will consider
whether they reflect closely related experiences or a range of
different kinds of events. It is also fair to conclude that inspiration
will be a difficult concept to understand simply or define precisely; it
is an elusive event - "...one which can not satisfactorily be defined
naked but which may be approached through an image." (Williams,
1982, p. 2) Therefore, images, metaphors, rational models and
empirical evidence will be considered with equal attention.
To breathe into, to inspire, to be filled, to inflame - these are
the meanings of the Latin "inspirare", which seems to be a likely
etymological origin for "inspiration". The word is most commonly
used in religious experience and in artistic creativity. In spiritual
usage the inspirer is seen as God or as some non - physical entity. In
ancient inspired creativity the Muse is often described as whispering
or breathing into the person.
Inspiration is also conceived of as divine madness which is
perceived as a blessing in many cultures, the ancient Greeks among
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them. Plato (1952, pp. 56-58, lines 243E - 245C) in Phaedrus
indicates four types of divine mania:
1. prophetic or through divination; e.g. the priestess at Delphi
2. Dionysian; the purifying frenzy of ecstasy.
3. erotic; i.e. love, sexual and otherwise.
4. poetic; for which the Muse directly intervene.
Related to inspirare and perhaps its Greek origin (Duchesneau.
1986, p. 15; Heschel, 1962) is "enthusiasm" which implies being
possessed (by a god) or having a god in oneself. "Enthusiasm is the
state of man in whom a God dwells, while ecstasy denotes the
separation of the soul from the body, and also the state in which the
soul surges toward the God and tries to become one with him."
(Heschel, 1962, p. 326) The myths of the Muse and of Dionysus
provide useful images for understanding inspiration as enthusiasm
and as ecstasy; we will consider both immediately below.
The Muse
The conception of inspiration as a visitation by a divinity finds
mythic representation with the Muse. Hesiod's Theogony, Homer's
Illiad and The Odyssey give evidence of the early Greek's conception
of the Muse.
In Greek lore the Muse live on Mt. Helicon at the spring around
the alter of Zeus. By Hesiod's account they are nine daughters of Zeus
who serve as mediators and as the active force in infusing
transcendent knowledge to humans. In other, perhaps later, works
each Muse has a specific sphere of influence (e.g. history, comedy,
music, etc.)
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"So spoke the the prompt-voiced daughters of great Zeus
(Hesiod, line 29)
and breathed into me a voice divine,
to celebrate the things that will be
and what was" (Hesiod, lines 31-32)
..."they pour Sweet dew on his tongue, and from his lips flow
honeyed words. (Hesiod, lines 82-84)
It was customary to begin a work (i.e. a poem, a song) with an
invocation to the Muses asking for them to "visit" the person and
"sing" into them so that the story or information or music might be
shared.
"Hail, daughters' of Zeus, give me sweet song. .."(Hesiod line 104)
"Sing in me. Muse, and through me tell the story. .."(Homer,
1942, p. 130)
The Muse may be significant not as a location of any actual
source of inspiration, but as a reflection of both the phenomenology
and the beliefs about the inspiration.
The experience of such inspiration is described as both all
consuming and contagious. In Ion Plato writes that the Muse is "... a
divine power, which moves you like ...a magnet" ..."the Muse inspires
man herself, and then by means of these inspired persons the
inspiration spreads to others, and holds them in a connected chain."
(lines 533, D-E). The Muse represent inspiration as a song or breath
or idea infused by the divine into a person. It is welcomed by
invocation, although there appears no guarantee that this will
produce the desired result.
1 1
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By contrast the myth of Dionysus provides a model of
inspiration via ecstasy. Rather than the clear illumination from on
high that the Muse bring, it is an experience of contacting some
knowledge through losing oneself.
Dionysus as son of a God and a human represents an unusual
figure in Greek mythology. His birth, once ripped from his mother's
womb by Zeus' jealous and angry wife and born again from the thigh
of Zeus (he was grafted there by Zeus himself to complete his
gestation) gives him an even more unique beginning. The way of
Dionysus was making contact with the divine by a losing of the self.
This loss came through the experience of ecstasy which was induced
through passionate abandon. The followers of Dionysus would
attempt to lose themselves through wild and ritualized dance,
singing, drinking, feasting and the like. Mere drunkenness or it)ss of
control was not the hallmark of this process, although it seems to be
understo(,)d as simple sensuous hedonism by some. Instead, it
appears to have been a sensory bombardment in service of an
experience of ecstasy that was the intent. And through this ecstasy
there was thought to be either a temporary vacating of the self or
personality and a resulting possession by the essence or spirit of
Dionysus or an experience of the soul leaving the body and making
contact with the divinity.
As half God and half human Dionysus, for some, symbolizes a
pathway for regaining a primordial sense of wholeness. Of this path
Nietzsche wrote: "The mystical triumphant cry of Dionysus breaks
the spell of individuation, opening the way to the Mothers of all
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Being, to the innermost heart of things." (as quoted in Vogt, 1987, p.
34) Jungian analyst Robert Johnson (1987) writes of the same
potentiality: "The transformative fire of ecstasy would burn away the
barriers between ourselves and our souls, bestowing on us a greater
understanding of ourselves and our universe. " (p. vii)
Knowledge an d Learning
Inspiration supplies the receiver with knowledge, insight or
information that springs not from logic but from another process.
Both the Muse and Dionysus offer knowledge that is non-rational,
different from knowledge that comes from thought. Neither is it
knowledge that comes from sensory awareness, it is instead a
contemplative understanding that exists apart from a rational -
sensory experience. Nietzsche and Johnson see Dionysus as an
opportunity for wholeness and unity precisely because he
"prescribes" an alternative form of knowing - "The god of passions,
wine and unconscious communion tears down the barriers that have
been erected by excessive rationality and individuation and unite
man once again with his fellow man with Dionysus in nature." (Vogt,
1987, p. 34)
Williams (1982) suggests that inspiration exists as a specific
mental process; "...(It) describes the poet in the process of learning.
For inspiration is in its essence a means of gaining knowledge ...of
achieving wisdom." (p.l) For Plato the gaining of knowledge beyond
the mere acquisition of facts is a process of remembering reality
(anamnesis). This knowledge is a glimpse at truth, at reality beyond
the intellectual construction or interpretation of knowledge. "Every
human soul by its very nature has beheld true being - otherwise it
would not have entered into the creature we call man - but it is not
every soul that finds it easy to use its present experience as a means
of recollecting the world of reality." (Williams, 1982, p. 4) Williams
(1982) summarizes her view of inspiration with these words: "The
mental state of inspiration is, in essence one which allows new
knowledge into aesthetic form. By knowledge I do not mean a piece
of information, or accumulation of facts, but something closer to
revelation or intuited understanding." (p. 21)
Heschel (1962) describes the ancient Athenian philosopher
Philo's conception of inspired knowledge. He writes: "Accepting the
Pythagorean assumption that the body is the prison house of the soul
and a hindrance to the perception of pure truth, and convinced that
the human mind stands in sharp contrast to the divine spirit, Philo
maintains that the highest degree of knowledge can be attained only
in an act of ecstasy." (p. 332) Philo expresses his own experience of
ecstatic inspiration: "I have approached my work empty and
suddenly become full, the ideas falling in a shower from above and
being sown invisibly, so that under the influence of the divine
possession I have been filled with corybantic frenzy and been
unconscious of anything.... For I obtained language, ideas, an
enjoyment of light, keenest vision, pellucid distinctness of objects,
such as might be received through the eyes at the clearest shewings."
(in Heschel, 1962, p. 333) Evelyn Underhill describes knowledge
through inspiration in the following way:
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"The Great Religion, invention, work of art, always owes its
inception to some sudden uprush of intuitions, or ideas for
which the superficial self cannot account; its execution to
powers so far beyond the control of the self, that they seem, as
their owner sometimes says, to 'come from far beyond.' This is
inspiration; the opening of the sluices, so that those waters of
truth in which all life is bathed may rise to the level of
consciousness." (Underbill, 1960, p.63)
There are so many descriptions of inspiration that we can
assume that they are not delusion and that they, to some degree,
represent an authentic experience as described through the color and
form of a particular language and culture. However, such
descriptions may have been contrived at times since such statements
served as validating the information that was to follow. That is,
because the assumption in some cultures has been that the highest
knowledge comes from a divine source, maintaining that the source
of one's ideas is divine instantly assigns more value to the material.
Today western culture uses the device and language of science in the
same way that some "pre - rationalist" authors may have used
divinity. The assumption of a predominantly rationalist culture is
that highest knowledge comes from scientific - rational empiricism.
We may find ourselves saying "research indicates" or "scientifically
proven" to introduce and validate our ideas perhaps in a similar way
that some authors assigned responsibility to a divine influence.
The Muse and Dionysian ecstasy were not the only implicated
sources of divine inspiration. For example, Socrates wrote of a divine
sign or voice, "diamonion", that provided guiding influence to his
work. Others used the Greek "diamon" which names a "vague
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transcendent power." (Frieden, 1985, p. 82). The Latin word "genius"
refers to a transcendent being. All of these are indicated as sources
or mechanisms for inspiration. However, according to Frieden (1985)
the idea of a guardian spirit or of divine intercession has gradually
become internalized. That is, what was divine spirit or mythic Muse
animating our ideas is now assumed to occur wholly internally.
"Following Greek sources, Roman religion posits that every man has a
genius, a familiar spirit; eighteenth-century aesthetics maintains that
a great poet has genius; and today an extraordinarily creative person
is a genius." (Frieden, 1985, p. 15) "Ancient mythology has not
disappeared but has turned inward." (p. 7) "The classical conception
of a guardian spirit is gradually supplanted by modern ideas of an
individual extraordinary mind." (p. 8). This apparent internalization
of source will be considered further in the section on creativity.
Religious Inspiration
In concert with our two original definitions above, inspiration
will be considered first from a religious or spiritual perspective and
then from a secular point of view. In many instances the lines blur
between these two. It is not unusual for a secular poet to describe his
or her work as divinely guided or an apparent mystic to speak of
poetry or song. This section examines conventional and alternative
(for mainstream western culture) religious meanings of inspiration
and is followed by consideration of spiritual inspiration through
transpersonal psychological eyes.
Raymond (1907) maintains that religionists conceive of
inspiration as the influence of one mind upon another, without the
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use of the person's senses. He suggests that their are four possible
sources for this religious inspiration:
1. The mind of some person now living on the earth. (The
contagious nature of inspiration indicated by Plato above.)
2. Some spirit that formerly lived on the earth.
3. Some intelligence of a different order than has lived on the
earth.
4. The mind of a deity.
By contrast, a modern scientist might assume that inspiration
was developed within one's own mind as a natural process of hard
work and asking the right questions. Raymond's four sources seem lo
capture the possibilities for religious inspiration. Like a visitation
from the Muse or a Dionysian fervor, the source is considered
separate from oneself and nearly always located outside of the body.
Although there are references to the soul being in contact with the
divine: "There is a God within us; we are in touch with heaven: from
celestial places comes our inspiration." "There is a god within us. It is
when he stirs us that our bosom warms; it is his impulse that sows
the seeds of inspiration." (Socrates as quoted in Heschel, 1962, p.
463)
Most religions and their texts claim to have been divinely
inspired. For example: "All Scripture is given by inspiration of God,
and is profitable for doctrine, for reproof, for correction, for
instruction in righteousness." (2 Timothy 3;16) The Hebrew
scriptures are alleged to be the product of God speaking through
selected men, the prophets. And the use of the term inspiration in
this context means just this. Some have even argued that all
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inspiration, all prophecy has ceased with the completion of the
Scriptures and cite the following biblical passage as support for this:
"I testify unto every man that heareth the words of the prophecy of
this book, if any man shall add unto these things, God shall add unto
him the plagues that are written in this book" (Rev. 22; 18.)
The Hebrew prophets appear to demonstrate a certain type of
inspiration. They do not, according to Heschel (1961), experience the
wild fervor of Dionysus in which there is a loss of normal
consciousness, nor is there any striving on their part to obtain
contact with divinity. While ecstasy is a a psychological process,
prophecy "...has its origins in a transcendent act." (p. 433) "The
prophetic event impresses itself on the prophet as a happening that
springs exclusively from the will and initiative of God." More than an
encounter "...it is a moment of being overwhelmed ...(or)
overpowered by the word", (p. 445) Heschel suggests further thai
while there is clearly evidence of inspired people in every age and
place, the prophets represent a unique experience of revelation.
There appears to be evidence that contradicts this stance, however.
Mohammed's revelations from Allah, for example, are described in
very similar ways. The Hebrew prophets may not be unique in the
nature of their experience.
A different form of inspiration is seen in the ancient and
enduring religious practice of divination. As a means of obtaining
hidden or inspired knowledge the diviner: examines the entrails of a
sacrificed animal, reads tea leaves, interprets cards, swings a
pendulum, interprets signs in nature or any number of other acts. A
native American diviner might interpret the flight of a bird or the
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nature of a dream, a homeopath might consult the movement of a
pendulum to determine the proper prescription. The intent is to tap a
source of knowledge not ordinarily available in order to gain
guidance, often about the future. The source of information is
apparently not available to our ordinary perception. The activity or
object serves as a vehicle through which the information may be
manifested for interpretation. In this way the diviner may be said to
be inspired - provided with the idea or information if the proper
conditions are prepared. The priestess at the oracle of Delphi
interpreted the signs offered, particularly for foretelling the future;
the Babylonians and Assyrians, according to Ileschel (1962) formed
the most important activities of their national religion around
divination. Divination through dreams is also a common practice. In
this context dreams may be thought of as prophetic, as symbols of a
different dimension of reality (e.g. archetypes) or as messages and
images from different a consciousness. Thomas Mann writes of this
last characteristic: "Now 1 know that it is not out of our single souls
we dream, we dream anonymously and communally, if each after his
fashion. The great soul of which we are a small part may dream
through us, in our manner of dreaming..." (as quoted in Vogt, 1987, p.
82)
Contemporary Jungian dream analysis may be thought of as a
modern act of secular divination in which the therapist serves as
interpreter - in this role the analyst replaces the seer or diviner in
modern culture. If we take this even further to the realm of therapy
in general, the client presents the signs not only of dreams but of
emotions, thoughts and actions from which the counselor may divine.
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through art, skill and intuition, the essential nature of the difficulties
and suggest resolutions. With some therapy, particularly that which
is quite intuitive, divination seems to be a meaningful representation
of the helping process.
Another form that the inspiration may take is through the
Shaman. These are the medicine persons, wise persons, spiritual
leaders found in a variety of cultures. They use an experience of
ecstasy or of an altered state of consciousness to gain insight and
bring this knowledge back for the community. The process occurs
often through a ritualized act, the repetition of a noise, action or
ingestion of drugs which serve to catalyze a kind of neurophysical
brain tuning (see Goodman, 1988) to another sphere of knowledge.
"(For the Shaman there is a) "... a breakthrough in pi line, iIku is
communication with the sky, becomes possible... it is such a Cosmic
Mountain that the future Shaman climbs, in dreams during his
initiatory illness and that he later visits on his ecstatic journeys.
Ascending a mountain always signifies a journey to the center of the
world." (Eliade, 1963 as quoted in Vogt, 1987, p. 70) The Shaman is
the member of the community gifted or skilled in this kind of
journey. It is through this trance, ecstasy, or madness that the
community which he or she serves heals and grows. (He) ..."orders
the world of ideas in the community through his trances and the
journeys to the underworld." (Vogt, 1987, p. 73)
By comparison the Hebrew prophets' experience is sudden,
intermittent and not in their control, while the Shaman becomes part
of a process which remains fairly predictable, regular, and uniform.
Inspiration for both involves an altered perception through which
there is access to some source of knowledge, both are left to interpret
the vision or voice and both bring back information for the benefit of
others. One major difference between the revelation of the Hebrew
prophets and the Shaman's ecstasy is, as Heschel (1962) suggests,
that the prophet does not lose normal consciousness during
inspiration, while it may be expanded in some way, they apparently
remained cognizant of the event as it occurred. The Shaman
reportedly does not retain normal consciousness but experiences an
ecstatic alteration of awareness. Shamanism will be considered from
a psychological perspective below.
Transper sonal Psvchology
Psychology has encroached on the territory that was the
I
province of religion and philosophy. It seeks to understand human
behavior and provide guidance for living. We often seek solutions for
our discomfort and confusion not through a Shaman, priest or oracle
but through a therapist, hoping for healing or insight. In
contemporary Western culture we hold belief systems from the
theories of social scientists as much as from our religions. Our daily
language includes the "self", "ego" and only in circumscribed
situations are words like spirit or soul appropriate. In many
instances religious rituals themselves have become secularized,
where mystery is replaced with intellectual accessibility and
community may replace an experience and affirmation of one's
^
spirituality as the primary purpose of religious gathering.
In general, psychology has been instrumental in the change of
the focus of our attention from the outside to the inside. That is. in
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modern rationalist psychology it is assumed that we are psychically
self contained. There is no influence of spirit, soul, or mythic Muse.
These ideas have competed successfully with religion to innuence
our thinking and behavior. It is generally taken for granted by many
of us that we think, act, create and live without influence from any
cosmic sphere, but from our D.N.A., our biochemistry, our culture and
our will. With respect to the artist Kris writes: "The genius can
dispense with divine favors. Inspiration, originally conceived as
animation by the breath of God, which traditionally gave the artist
power, is now acknowledged as the artist's (own) voice." (Kris as
cited in Vogt, 1987, p. 96)
As the name suggests, Transpersonal psychology offers a social
scientific approach to the study of behavior and adds an assumption
entertaining the possibility that we don't end at our skin. That is, to
be trans-personal implies that we may indeed be influenced and
intertwined with forces beyond our personalities and our culture.
This approach permits the study of religious or mystical phenomena
without the conventional scientific bias that such experiences aren't
"real" as described but may simply be explained by internal
psychological processes. (From delusion and hallucination to
perceptual construction.)
The works of Bucke (1911), James (1901), Jung (1971),
Underbill (1902) reflect a transpersonal approach long before such a
discipline was identified in psychology. Bucke's work is exemplary of
this method. After a profound ecstatic experience Bucke began to
study an aspect of ecstasy he labels Cosmic Consciousness. He both
reviewed the writings of various mystics and interviewed some ot
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his contemporaries to piece together apparent commonalties in these
mystical experiences.
Jung was convinced of a reality beyond matter. His ideas of a
collective unconscious, synchronism, and archetypes represent a
dramatic departure from the Freudian thinking of the day. His was a
psychology that included the possibility of trans-personal influence.
Maslow called transpersonal psychology the "fourth force" in
psychology. (Freudianism, Behaviorism and Humanistic psychology
being the first three). His own study of Peak Experiences was not
unlike Bucke's earlier work and began to add legitimacy and
publicity to this kind of inquiry.
To the exploration of inspiration, transpersonal psychology
offers several relevant perspectives. We will first consider an
alternative and emerging approach to certain forms of what has been
labeled mental illness - spiritual emergency. This approach invites us
to consider certain phenomena as moments of inspiration and signs
of emerging health rather than of delusion and disease.
Transpersonal psychology provides some new maps for explaining
our consciousness, also considered below. This will be followed by a
brief exploration of how transpersonal psychology interprets three
categories of experience that might be considered inspirational:
voices, shamanic practice and ecstasy.
Spiritual Emergence
In contemporary psychiatric diagnosis to "hear voices", see
"visions", writhe compulsively, act manically is never considered to
be divine madness, but only as madness in need of medical
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treatment:
..."psychological regression at its most extreme." (Kaplan,
1981 as cited in White, 1984, p.l39) A mystic, shaman, prophet
would certainly be medicated and numbed away from their
experience in our contemporary psychiatric system, so too would
anyone reporting these kinds of symptoms. Implied in a
transpersonal approach is the idea that our existing categories for
understanding health and illness are too restrictive.
In contemporary psychiatry R.D. Laing and Thomas Szasz have
been among the most successful in articulating an alternative
perspective on the assumptions and treatment of "mental illness",
although neither would generally be thought of as transpersonal in
their approach. Laing suggested that a break from reality (acute
psychosis) might be usefully seen and treated as an understandable
reaction to a troubled world. Rather than assuming biochemical
disturbance he implicates disturbances in patterns of human
communication between individuals, among families and within the
culture as a whole. For Laing, treatment should involve a safe
environment where an individual can go through their own healing
process without repressive treatment, especially medication. Helpers
must pay close attention to the internal world of the client accepting
their construction as meaningful and valid rather than dismissing it
as irrelevant. "The cracked mind of the schizophrenic may let in light
which does not enter the intact minds of many sane people whose
minds are closed. (Laing, 1965, p. 27) In one of his earlier writings
Laing relates psychiatry to brainwashing - putting straightjackets on
the inside - and calls for the field to support transcendence, growth
and freedom. In one of his later writings he suggests that madness
need not be all breakdown; it can also be breakthrough -
"...it is
potentially liberation and renewal." (1989, p. 54) He acknowledges
the potential of transcendental experiences to breakthrough into
consciousness and offer a reorganization of ourselves around
inspirational experiences and principles rather than ego-bound
security. He goes so far as to suggest that the proper role of the
helper "...in select instances (is) ... to educt the person from this world
and induct him into the other. To guide him in, and to lead him back
again." (1989, p. 57) To gain insight and inspiration in this way
sounds very much like the kind of inspiration that is indicated in
various mystical traditions.
Thomas Szasz (1961) suggests that the label of mental illness is
most often used for social control rather than as a helpful medical
concept. If behavior or thinking is outside the norm there is a
tendency in psychology to invalidate the experience as useful and to
marginalize the person because of it. The process is one of social
homeostasis.
While neither Laing nor Szasz are considered transpersonal
theorists their work seems a useful step to the notion of "spiritual
emergency". Several transpersonal theorists (Grof, 1989; Perry,
1974) suggest that apparently "crazy" behavior (e.g. voices, visions,
etc.) may be a seen an opening to another domain of existence and
should be treated as an expansion of consciousness rather than as a
breakdown. "All ancient and pre-industrialized cultures placed high
value on non-ordinary states of consciousness as an important means
for learning about the hidden aspects of the world and with
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connecting with the spiritual dimensions of existence." (Grof, 1989,
xi) Some examples of a contemporary experience may help to clarify:
"As we drove to town that day, a truck hit our car,
instantly killing my husband and seriously injuring me. ...(I
had) a near death experience. ..We died together and arrived at
a place outside of time and space. ..It was the ultimate coming
home, the ultimate belonging. My being expanded until I was
one with all. ..I returned to by broken body in the hospital. ..and
unconditional love poured from my heart. My children were
terrified. They were afraid that when I recovered from this
ecstasy that I would be crazy.... For the next several months 1
was wrenched between the pain (grief) and the ecstasy"...
(Allen, 1988, p. 6)
"I saw visions, heard voices, met archetypes, was
telepathic. Energies ran through my body causing me to do
spontaneous yogic breathing and mundras. I felt ecstatically
connected to all life. ...My helpers - worried, baffled, and
fearing for my health - took me to a psychiatric
hospital. ...There I was pronounced manic depressive ... (and)
given thorazine. Four days later, when I was signed out, 1 was
given lithium and told to take it for the rest of my life."
(Steinfeld, 1986)
Such descriptions might have been treated with the reverence
of divine inspiration or madness in other communities but they are
clearly labeled as "mad" in our culture. The notion of spiritual
emergency reincorporates the possibility that such radical experience
may be part of personal transformation or evolutionary crises. It
suggests that all such experiences are worth considering as
meaningful and possibly "spiritual". There is also acknowledgement
that all unusual experiences are not necessarily spiritual awakenings.
Some descriptions may be symptoms of mental difficulties of organic,
social or other origin, not always spiritually directed. The obvious
difficulty is one of discernment, what might be best treated as a
spiritual emergency and what as a psychological or biological one.
Entertaining the possibility of valuable evolutionary crises is
advocated as a first useful step. Laing's humanizing approach to all of
these difficulties and Szasz's avoidance of hopeless or disempowering
labels seem appropriate as well.
It is interesting to observe how the transpersonal psychologist
most frequently frames the occurrences somewhat differently that
the religionist frames mystical experience. The psychologist speaks in
terms of the event on the person's equilibrium while the religionist is
more interested in the message or function that this serves. The
psychologist may look at the person sorting through the experience
in hope of gaining a new balance while the religionist may consider
the quality and usefulness of the material presented. While these
different foci are probably too restrictive a description, they do
suggest the complementarity of the approaches. The psychological
helper might benefit from an understanding of religious experience
and the religionist of psychology. Certainly many do have such
breadth, but probably more as the result of their own initiative
rather than any recommended training.
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Maps of Consciousness
Complementary to the concept of spiritual emergency, and to
the consideration of inspiration, are several models of consciousness.
We will briefly consider those of Wilber, Assagioli and Washburn.
Perhaps the most proliflc transpersonal theorist has been Ken
Wilber; his spectrum model (1979, 1980,1981a, 1981b) has become ;
standard in the discipline. He is especially articulate in synthesizing
maps from various religious traditions with western psychology.
Through a blending of psychology, religion and philosophy he has
constructed a developmental structure representing the growth of
human consciousness. This consists of the development of the ego,
much as contemporary depth psychology maintains, and includes
"higher" level experiences. In these higher domains are found
various transpersonal potentialities as well as the highest state, that
of mystical union, in which there is no perceived separation between
subject and object.
Inspiration may be understood through Wilber's model as a
glimpse or movement into a higher level of consciousness. For
someone identified with their ego an experience of intimate
connection with their body may serve as powerful inspiration, a
glimpse of something more. To be identified with our integrated
body-mind, "centaur" in Wilber's terms, inspiration may involve an
intimate sense of connection with nature. Further up the ladder are
found a myriad of transpersonal phenomena: visions, voices,
archetypes, and so on. While these are not acknowledged as anythins
but signs of pathology in western psychology they are clearly
delineated as "normal" mystical experience in various religious
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traditions, according to Wilber. Beyond these levels, the ultimate
state of consciousness involves a loss of all sense of boundaries
between self and the universe - unity consciousness. In Hesse's
words: "A consciousness of the unity of all life." (Hesse, 1972, p. 102)
Wilber's model provides a template against which to consider
various psychological and mystical experience. Hearing voices or
having a moment of ecstasy may be located on this hierarchy of
consciousness. Such an episode may be understood as a temporary
expansion of consciousness documented in one tradition or another
and brought together in his spectrum model.
Washburn (1989) presents a cogent alternative to Wilber's
structural-hierarchical map. Rather than development being a
ladder-like process, he represents it as a movement between the
poles of the "dynamic ground", equatablc with the spiritual, and the
ego. The child's enters the world in intimate and mindless connection
with the dynamic ground. As the child matures there is developed a
strong sense of a separate self, and the child swings to identification
with the other pole. Once the ego is well established there is a
potential for movement back in contact with tiie dynamic ground, ai
this point there is the possibility for mindful apprehension of the
domain of spirit, and of integration or use this knowledge.
Washburn's model implies that "mystical" experience may occur
quite ordinarily in the life a child but it would be "mindless" and
therefore unable to be meaningfully integrated. Once we have
established our ego identity and have begun to move beyond it we
may begin to experience spiritual inspirations as we regain contact
with what Washburn's calls the "dynamic ground".
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Another map from Wilber that is relevant to inspiration is his
consideration of knowledge. Wilber (1990) elaborates and extends St.
Boneventure's three modes of knowing. He suggest that we have at
least three "eyes" for gathering data: the eye of flesh - senses, the
eye of reason - symbolically and logically representing the world,
and the eye of contemplation - through which we gain truth of a
transcendent or spiritual nature. In these we And the methodologies
of science, philosophy, psychology and religion. Wilber (1990)
suggests that we can have intuition - "a direct and immediate
apprehension" (p. 40) - in any of these three realms. It is intuition in
the contemplative realm which represents the material described in
spiritual knowledge or inspiration. While such direct apprehension
may occur spontaneously it can also be cultivated through various
meditative disciplines [e.g. Zen mindfulness (see Wilber, 1990, pp.
59-61)j.
As early as 1911, Robert Assagioli articulated some of the
difficulties with contemporary conceptions of the unconscious and
began to incorporate ideas of higher functioning. Assagioli, a
contemporary of Freud, Jung and Maslow created a map of
consciousness that also goes beyond the formation of an individuated
ego, where most of western personality theorists have concluded
their models. He describes seven components of consciousness; lower
unconscious, middle unconscious, the higher unconscious, the field of
consciousness, the conscious self, the higher self, the collective
unconscious.
Related to inspiration is the "higher unconscious" or
"superconscious". From this domain comes impulses of an aesthetic,
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ethical, religious, or mystical consciousness, i.e. "...artistic creativity,
altruistic and humanitarian impulses, the search for truth..."
(Assagioli,1987, p. 156) While he doesn't propose a particular
mechanism for the action he does suggest that: "Some contents of the
superconscious descend and penetrate into the area of the normal
consciousness of the ego, producing what is called inspiration." "At
other times the conscious self rises or is raised to that higher region
where it has specific experiences and states of awareness of various
kinds which can be called spiritual in the widest sense." (Assagioli,
1986, p. 38) He does not provide much further description of this
domain, he instead offers considerable practical methods for working
with these dimensions to achieve "psychosynthesis". He suggests
especially the need to open to and welcome such experiences.
Assagioli (1987) sees four problems with inspiration: first, it
may be uncomfortable as it can present a conflict to our normal
consciousness or to what he calls the lower unconscious. Inspirations
may stir confusion or fear as they "...goad him to assume
undertakings of... self sacrifice, surrender or risk." (p. 156). Second,
there is the problem of discrimination - that is, what is genuinely
emerging from the higher levels of consciousness and what originates
from lower facets? As "we live immersed in a psychic ocean... we are
continually subject to influences of every kind." (pp. 156-157). Third,
"adequate mental development" is needed in order to interpret the
inspirations properly. Just as Pythia's outpourings at Delphi required
an intermediary to interpret and translate so too the inspirations and
intuitions that we experience require careful mature scrutiny.
Fourth, self control is needed in order to control excessive emotional
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reactions to dramatic experience. It is easy to get unduly attached to
a glorious moment. This can lead to compulsivity, impulsiveness,
exaltation, or fanatical behavior, (p. 157)
Types of transpersonal experience
Spiritual inspiration may come through a variety of
experiences. Just as religionists have described different forms of
inspiration those studying the phenomena from a transpersonal
psychological perspective have also considered a variety of
phenomena. Without drifting from our original definition we may
reasonably consider: near death experiences, kundalini, dreams,
aspects of psychosis, psychic openings, visions, and much more as
forms of transpersonal contact. Dreams and psychosis as being
potentially helpful experiences were mentioned above. Below we will
briefly consider three additional categories of experience - "inner"
communication, shamanic practice, and ecstasy. These are by no
means meant to be inclusive merely representative of transpersonal
phenomena that may be considered as inspiration. It is also worth
noting that dramatic, transformative moments do not seem to be
required of everyone leading an inspired, worthwhile life.
Inner Communication
As the ancient Greeks hoped for a visit by the Muse in order to
write their poetry, many persons today describe a similar experience
of "hearing" a voice, sometimes on a regular basis. In a culture that
assumes that knowledge is obtained either sensorially or mentally
we are trained to pay attention to certain experiences that reinforce
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this map and push away those that do not. Yet many describe an
experience that does not show on the map - a voice or vision or
communication of some sort that appears to be out of our control. In
three separate research studies conducted in the United States and
England, between one third and one half of those surveyed described
having had some spiritual experience. (Greely and McCready, 1975;
Hardy, 1979; Sidgewick, 1982) Between seven and ten percent of
those describe "hearing" a voice. In the United States that translates
to at least twenty million adults. For at least ninety percent of those
hearing a voice the experience is positive and beneficial. At the same
time almost none of those who had such an experience told anyone
about it. (Greeley and McCready, 1976)
What are these experiences like? After the head of her
research department at Columbia University "...unexpectedly
announced that he was tired and angry of the aggressive feelings our
attitudes reflected, and concluded that 'their must be a another
way'." Helen Schucman. a research scientist at the time, reports being
overwhelmed by "...highly symbolic dreams and descriptions." "After
having written many of these down 1 was still very surprised when 1
wrote: 'This is a course in miracles...' That was my introduction to the
Voice. It made no sound, but seemed to be giving me a kind of rapid
inner dictation." (A Course in, 1975)
Most of those who report hearing a voice describe it as
possessing superior information, as not their own, and as experienced
as "internal". There are a few descriptions in which the "location" of
the voice is ambiguous including reports by St. Theresa of Avila, St.
Joan, Freud and three events described in the new testament,
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according to Alschuler. (1988, p. 72) This location may be important
for discerning the value of the information. Some voices seem
symptomatic of psychosis more than of prophecy. Someone reporting
that an animal or car or rock talks to them may have lost meaningful
contact with any reality rather than tapping in to some valuable
source of guidance. Discrimination is critical as not all voices seem
benevolent or even wise; if one is implored to jump off a bridge or
murder the President in order to woo someone's affections, it seems
reasonable to examine the voice further before acting.
Alschuler (1988), having heard a voice of his own, examined
predominantly autobiographical accounts of various luminaries (e.g.
St. Theresa of Avila, Aurobindo, Sweedenborg, Matthew Fox, St.
Catherine, Mohammed, Bah,'u' llah) who also reported hearing an
inner voice. In all he catalogued about one hundred fifty accounts
from a dozen religious traditions and various historical settings. He
suggests that such inner voices serve not just as sources for general
inspiration but as teachers or guides shepherding one through an
"inner" or transcendental curriculum. This inspired curriculum moves
through five stages:
1. making contact with an inner teacher
2. realization of a larger Self
3. a bonding with the teacher and then a tour of "heaven and hell"
4. loss of a sense of self - separateness i.e. an experience of
transcendent unity
5. a sense of mission - applying the new perspective through our
personal abilities and the cultural and historical context to make this
world better, i.e. through engaging in loving service.
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u111 lllis nuuk-l noi only (|«, wi- have iiispnalioi. IciKlinj- u, a
inoim-nl ol (raiisccndcMilal cTslasy and acxiuisilion ol wisdom, hul
hc(|ucnlly (o a pailicnlai purpose a chanj'c or cidiantcnKMil of a
lilc course is a lrc-(|ucnl icsnll.
riucc loriMs ol hcarinj; aic di-scribcd: a voice ol advice or
counsel, a re(|uireinenl loi diclalion and ilial ol ilie liance uiediiini.
Socrates descrihed a voice llial occasionally olleied warniui^s. llieK
aie many accounts ol a voice instructiiij', the hearer to move, oi noi
take a pailitnlai route home, change the plane lli)'lil and so on jiisl
belore some neai Iiaj-.ic event was to octni. A slndeni ol mine
reports breaking out in leais ami scieamiii)' lo slop liie cai she and
her |)arents were riding, in because she "lieaid" il was aboul [o be li
by a truck. Al'ti-r the pan-nls lalionally t'omloiied hei and talked I
out ol hei Tear llu- car was indeed hit by a truck.
I\a|)i(l iiimi diclalion oi aulomalic wiiliii]' is anolhi-r loim.
wSchucman, "aulhoi" ol A ('ouise in Miiacdt-s e\t'm|)lil les lliis l\pi- ol
experience. " I hal was iii) inlioductioii to the vouh-. Ii maile no
sound, but seemed to be giving me a kind ol lapid iiiiiei diclalion."
(A Course in, M^SS) So loo does the descriplioii by the |)otl l)i)bell: "I
have written this ()oein from inunediale diclalion, twelve oi
soiiielinics twenty oi thirty lines at a time, without pieiiu'dilalion,
antl even against my will. I have, when I wiile, the leeliii)' ol beinj' ;
receiver, an insliumeiit, a moiil h|)u-ce." (liaidiii)', I'H)/, p i t) Tlu'ie
IS a sense ol elloillessness, and ol com|)lele abdication ol
responsibility loi the inloimation. In this sense recij)ients desciibe
themselves as channels oi nu-diums ihioiigh which informalion
Hows, (leoihe described himself at sucli times as a vessel, Niel/sclie
as "... the mere incarnation, or mouthpiece, or medium of some
almightily power." "There is a feeling that one is entirely out of hand"
(as quoted in Heschel, 1962, p. 387-8)
While immediate dictation and a voice of warning take place in
wakeful consciousness there is also a long history of trance speaking.
This occurs when a person enters into a state of semi or complete
unconsciousness and demonstrates knowledge far beyond their
normal capacities. Some Shaman seem to describe this mechanism as
well. Perhaps the most studied trance medium is Edgar Cayce,
dubbed the sleeping prophet. Cayce would lie down, apparently enter
a trance and begin speaking in an Old English dialect. His "readings"
covered a wide range of subjects including the nature of karma, lost
civilizations and extensive medical diagnosis and prescriptions. There
are abundant examples of alleged trance mediums today, also called
Channels. In all cases they claim to have a non-physical guide or
spirit who enters into or converses through them. Messages vary but
are most frequently around themes of spiritual growth.
Shamanic Practice
Shamanism has been explored by religionists, anthropologists,
folklorists, historians and most recently by psychologists. There has
been a surge of interest in some circles in its potential for helping
contemporary seekers of growth. In response there has been
criticism of this approach from two main perspectives. First, that it is
difficult or impossible to extract techniques from their particular
cultural context and have them retain the same influence and
meaning. We may bring away the shell and leave the nut behind. The
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second consideration is that such borrowing may not only be
unfeasible it may also be insulting to the native culture. Such
practices are by some seen as sacred, culture - bound traditions
turned to secular, commercialized therapy for those able to pay.
The Shaman's craft is to enter an altered state of consciousness
m order to gain access to a source of knowledge not readily available
to normal wakefulness. The Shaman then brings back and interprets
this information in service of the community or individual members
of it. Such processes are described as divine madness or ecstasy.
Persons possessing such abilities in a community are generally
revered and depended upon for their other-worldly guidance.
Its application as a means for helping or guiding contemporary
persons has been advocated by several authors. Castenada (1971,
1974, 1974, 1976, 1977); Goodman (1988, 1990); Harner (1980);
Kalweit (1988); Larson (1976); Perry (1974); Walsh (1990). The
belief is essentially that many of us, perhaps all of us, through
appropriate induction can access a "higher" realm of knowledge. Thus
we may become our own shaman or at least borrow the devices in
the process of our own growth.
Shaman may divine, dream, leave their body, become
possessed through rituals involving drugs, dance, drumming,
chanting, or certain body postures. At times the Shaman is overcome
spontaneously as this account demonstrates: "I became ill when 1
was twenty-one years old and began to see with my eyes and hear
with my ears things others could neither hear nor see. For nine years
I fought against the spirit, without telling anyone ...in the end I
became so ill that I was close to death. So I began to shamanize, and
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very soon my health improved. Even now I feel unwell and sick
whenever I am inactive as a shaman..." (Kalweit as quoted in Grof,
1988, p. 92.) Also describing the induction into shamanism is this
account: "My body was quivering. While I remained in this state, I
began tossing. A chant was coming out of me without my being able
to do anything to stop it. Many things appeared to me presently:
huge birds and animals. ...These were visible to me only, not to
others in my house. Such visions happen when a man is about to
become a shaman; they occur out of their own accord. The songs
force themselves out without any attempt to compose them...
(Larson, 1976, p. 25)
As these descriptions demonstrate the process is one of losing
normal consciousness in order to acquire knowledge otherwise
unavailable. Experiences out of the body and near death experiences
are also described by shaman. The near death experience has been
studied extensively by Kenneth Ring (1985). As one person described
to me "I suddenly stopped breathing, before I came back it was as if
I was shooting up on the head of a rocket, heading toward this light.
I watched my body drop away." Almost invariably these reports are
accompanied by a descriptions of great joy, a sense of expansion and
perspective on life. There may be a feeling of not wanting to go back
to life as it is so joyous and comfortable. Upon return there is often a
struggle of how to integrate this new perspective into living. Out of
the body experiences have been reported for milenia (see Heschel,
1962 pp. 324 -325 for accounts in ancient Greece). A widely read
contemporary report is that of Robert Monroe (1971).
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Ecstasy
A third category of experiences that transpersonal theorists
have considered can be called "ecstasy". We generally use the term to
connote extraordinary pleasure: "...a sense of bliss." (Tchaikovsky
cited in Harding, 1967, p. 8); "...akin to intoxication" (Rodin cited in
Harding, 1967, p. 20); "My experience of inspiration is ecstasy,
revelation." (Nietzche as quoted in Vogt, 1987, p. 15). Such an
experience may be so powerful, in fact, that it may be disorienting
and addicting. We see this form of inspiration described as an
affliction, compulsion or possession.
The word ecstasy derives from the Greek "ekstasis" which is
understood as a state of trance in which "...the soul has departed
from the body... has entered into a relationship with invisible beings
or united with a deity." (Heschel. 1962, p. 324) By comparison
"enthusiasm" implies "...the state of man in whom a god dwells.
(Heschel, 1962, p. 326) We will consider ecstasy as a somewhat more
generic category, not to be homogenized so much as to be mistaken
for merely feeling very good but as a transformative experience
involving great joy (and sometimes pain), clarity, and especially a
movement toward "unity". The joy or pleasure is often galvanizing
beyond the scope of merely satisfying a want but transforms or
changes us in some way. Thoughts and perceptions invariably
become clear. The way in which unity is experienced will signify
differences among expressions of ecstasy. Many, if not all, who report
a moment of inspiration describe a unitive experience.
Buber (1982), Bucke (1969), James (1902), Laski (1961), May
(1985), Maslow (1971), Underhill (1960), Wilber (1981a) among
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Imany others have gathered accounts of such "ultimate" experiences.
We will consider five authors below who represent a transpersonal
psychological approach to ecstasy.
Bucke's term is "Cosmic Consciousness". He did not consider
these experiences from a conventional religious perspective but as a
psychological phenomena. He had a transcendent moment himself in
1872 which spurred his interest and began his research. "All at once,
without any warning of any kind, he found himself wrapped in a
flame colored cloud. For an instant he thought of fire ... the next '
(instant) he knew that the light was within him directly. ..there came
to him a sudden sense of exultation, of immense joyousness,
accompanied or immediately followed by an intellectual
illumination..." (Bucke, 1969, preface) He suggests thai this kind of
,
consciousness is becoming increasingly common and may represent
an aspect of mental evolution. Bucke proposed that the emerging '
stage of human consciousness, which enables man to realize the
oneness of the universe, would necessarily have positive effects on
the way we treat each other and the planet. In examining over fifty
figures, mostly from historical documents, he begins to suggest a
loose hierarchy of experience. Some subjects (e.g. Mohammed, Wait
Whitman and Jesus) he claims as having achieved full Cosmic
Consciousness and others (e.g. Moses, Spinoza, Thoreau) represented
^
meaningful but lesser degrees of illumination. The differences are
reflected in the extent to which one experiences the unity of the
j
cosmos. He identifies three general characteristics of these events: a
consciousness of the "...life and order of the universe"; "...intellectual
enlightenment or illumination."; "...A state of moral exaltation, an
^
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indescribable feeling of elevation, elation, joyousness, and a
quickening of the moral sense." (Bucke, 1902, p. 3)
In 1961 Marghanita Laski published an empirical investigation
of ecstatic experience attempting to avoid religious explanation and
that of scientific reductionism which implicates mere physical or
psychological abnormality as the origin of ecstasy. Her work involved
analysis of the accounts of presumed mystics and of a series of
interviews she conducted. She used social scientific methods (e.g.
survey questions, content and statistical analysis) to collect and
interpret the material.
One of the ways Laski summarizes what is common to these
experiences is in terms of what is felt to be lost and what is gained:
"...lost (is): difference, time, place, limitation, worldliness, desire,
sorrow, sin, self, words and images, sense - and what was felt to be
gained - unity, eternity, an ideal place, release, a new life or another
world, satisfaction, joy, salvation or perfection, glory, contact,
knowledge." (Laski, 1961, p. 279)
She suggests that the result of ecstasy is very often inspiration
and that sometimes ecstasy is facilitated by inspiration. In this
context she defines inspiration as: "...a moment of perception of a
new idea, belief, or purpose. .."(Laski, 1961, p. 284). She also allows
that inspiration sometimes occurs without any apparent relationship
to ecstasy, but she implies that these "inspirations" or ideas are of a
lesser quality, not of an "exalted" nature as those associated with
ecstasy.
While she does not further clarify the relationship of ecstasy
and inspiration, her organization of the material is careful, and her
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descriptions and summaries are very consistent with Bucke's and in
some ways more detailed. Again we find unity, knowledge, and joy
among what is common to all the experiences.
From examining a variety of religions traditions Wilber
(1981a) theorizes that "Unity Consciousness" represents the highest
state of the evolution of human consciousness. It may be experienced
as an oceanic moment as James (1902) alluded to, in which there is a
sense of being entirely boundariless, immersed and part of a sea of
consciousness. These experiences are usually thought to be ineffable
so we can only have whiffs and images of them. "Non-duality", no
separation, Tao, "oneness", "big mind", enlightenment are some of the
words used to hint at the territory. It is an experience filled with
apparent paradox - "There is neither creation nor destruction;
Neither destiny not free-will; Neither path nor achievement; This is
the final truth." (Wilber, 1981a, p. 35) Such statements are not meant
to serve as riddles to be dissected but as reflective of the surrender
of reason and self separateness that is characteristic of this stale.
Wilber's analogy of the waves of an ocean representing different
aspects of consciousness while unity consciousness is the water itself,
part of all without boundary, is helpful. As described above, there
may be levels of consciousness and corresponding degrees of ecstasy
and unity in Wilber's model. He suggests that while we may have
moments of transformation and joy accompanied with developmental
growth at any stage the ultimate state of ecstasy is a complete union
of consciousness with the cosmos. Joy, timelessness, peace and insight
are characteristic of this state and are consistent with what Bucke
and Laski have described.
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Maslow called what he found "peak experiences". These cover a
fairly wide range of what people described as ultimate moments in
their lives. They are generally thought of as incidents of
transcendence that provide a glimpse of a more expanded state. He
suggests that these are tied to processes of development and
motivation. We are motivated by both lower and higher concerns -
what he termed Deficiency-motivation and Being-motivation
respectively. Fulfillment of the latter involves a sense of abundance,
creation, growth of insight, ecstasy and serenity. (Maslow, 1968, p.
32) As we get our basic needs met we may then be motivated by the
higher impulses, the culmination of this process was what he labeled
self-actualizing. Characteristic of this condition is a host of behavior
and perceptual differences that Maslow notes. Among them is a
greater frequency of Peak experiences. He sees these moments as
identity experiences or identity crises as we gain a broader look at
who we are. He maintains that this whole process is a natural
unfolding, that our inner nature is essentially positive and motivated
toward growth. If we deny or suppress this inner nature we get sick.
(Maslow, 1968, p. 4)
Maslow suggests that peak experiences are essentially the
same as transcendent experiences of mystics and prophets,
representing a "core religious" or "transcendent" experience achieved
by healthy fully-functioning persons and common throughout region
and time. (Maslow, 1976) Such a stance is at odds with many
religionists (see Gertz, 1973) as they suggest that the individuality of
experiences due to cultural contexts, personality, language and
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source or purpose of inspiration suggest great variance in religious
experience.
While regularly acknowledging differences, Maslow tended to
focus on commonality rather than variation in his studies. He
frequently identifying the most salient common ground of
experiences - "the bottom line" as he saw it. For example, he
constructed an ideal composit of a self actualizing person combining
characteristics that many different people reported. As a result it can
be difficult to identify differences in the experiences of those he
studied.
While Maslow asked participants to describe the most ecstatic
moments in their lives, Gerald May's (1982) in-depth interviewing
involved asking slightly different questions about the characteristics
of spiritual moments. He asked his participants to report moments of;
"being at one", "caught up in time", "immediately present". From his
responses he teases apart such categories of peak or mystical
experiences marking some as "self-losing" and some as "self-
defining". Self-defining ones are characterized by a retention of the
sense of self during the experience; The "1" receives the revelation, is
healed, has an out-of-the-body experience and so on. These he
suggests are colored by personality, culture, and the environment. By
contrast a self-losing experience implies an experience of unity and
of the loss of self-separateness. May's descriptions of this state are
very consistent with the theorists above and include reports of:
clarity, "perfect, just as it is", a suspending of time and thought. For
May the three general qualities in all unitive experience are: 1.
"being-at-one" or a loss of the self; 2. a change in awareness - "all
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focusing of attention ceases..." there remains a sharpness and
openness of awareness that is not confined to mental labeling. (May,
1982, p. 61) 3. reactions of wonder, awe, reverence, beauty, truth,
rightness, warmth and love.
The unitive experience is inevitably a threat to existing self
image. Consequently it can evoke fear of a loss of self. May suggests
that the difference between degrees of opening or expansion of
awareness may be the result of how well we handle our fear of self
loss. To what extent are we identified with the self; do we hold on
rather than letting go; do we remain fluid or rigid; do we surrender
or maintain willfulness?
Creativity and Inspiration
So far we have considered inspiration as a spiritual or
transpersonal event, one in which the source of knowledge,
revelation and insight is assumed to be other-worldly. In this secticMi
we will consider a secular understanding of the experience. As the
second definition above implies, inspiration of this type is: "a
breathing in or infusion of some idea, purpose, etc. into the mind; the
suggestion, awakening, or creation of some feeling or impulse, esp. of
an exalted kind." (Laski, 1961, p. 281) Inspiration in a secular
context is most frequently associated with the creative process,
which will be the primary realm of our inquiry below. Creativity has
most commonly been studied in relation to artistic expression or
problem solving, especially in science. What is the role of inspiration
in the creative process? What is the place of creativity and
inspiration in any of our lives? Where does inspiration spring from in
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secular creativity? We will see how others have considered these
questions below.
Creativity appears important for our lives beyond the
expression of beauty or invention. Rollo May (1976) makes clear that
creativity is not the stuff of weekend activities or that produces
mere decorations but is the sign and requirement of healthy, vital
functioning. It is a reexpression of the creation story, as he says,
bringing non-being into being. Arieti (1976) maintains that:
"Creativity, a perogative of man, can be seen as the humble human
counterpart of God's creation." (p. 4) Francis Vaughan (1986)
suggests that "Creativity can operate on any or all levels of
consciousness - spiritual, existential, mental, emotional and physical.
...If it is stifled, inner conflict, depression, and illness are likely to
ensue." (p. 156) Many authors believe that while some (e.g. great
artists, inventors) seem to have a special relationship with the
creative process it is something that all of us can and need to do.
Some variation or elaboration of the four stage model of
creativity described by Wallas (1926) appears widely accepted.
Those basic stages are: preparation, incubation, illumination and
verification. The illumination represents the inspiration, insight or
intuition that is most relevant for our consideration. Rather than
being described as a breakthrough moment as in Wallas' model, the
initiating idea or impulse toward formulating a work of art, invention
or problem solving situation may also be seen as the inspiration. It
this role it serves not as the breakthrough idea after considering a
problem but as the spark that begins the process. Haensly and
Roberts (1983) consider inspiration only as an enervating starting
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point. In this role it may be noticed as an incongruency, an
unanswered question, a problem to be solved, or an obstacle to be
overcome.
Both of these aspects of inspiration - the starting point and the
breakthrough
- may be found in a creative process; a new question
or perspective provides the impulse to undertake a project and a
breakthrough insight offers a glimpse of a solution. Kolb (1984)
details a circular process of creative inquiry in which an observation
begins mental activity which sets up the problem. Consideration of
solutions follow, then a means to test the solutions is devised. This
results of this testing then provides new material lor observing,
starting the process over again.
Creativity and inspiration for Rollo May (1976) is dependani on
"encounter". This is an intimate relationship with some aspect of the
world - for a painter it may be a landscape, for a scientist a problem
to solve. The essential characteristic is the degree of intensity or
passion of the encounter. While certain abilities or talents are
required for expression into form, it is the passion or willingness to
risk a deep relationship with the object or idea that sets the stage for
creativity to emerge. It is often described as a constructive stress -
entirely absorbing and both painful (anxiety, struggle) and joyful.
And what can emerge in a process of heightened attention that
comes out of such an encounter is an insight or a moment of
breakthrough - the inspiration. According to May (1976) their are
four characteristics of a creative inspiration, lie describes these
through his own experience: 1. "...the insight broke into my conscious
mind against what 1 had been trying to think rationally. "(p. 61), "in
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opposition to the conscious belief to which I was clinging"; (p. 62) 2.
their is dramatically heightened sensory acuity - "...everything
around me became suddenly vivid. ..there was a special translucence
that enveloped the world, and my vision was given a special clarity."
(p. 62) 3. The insight comes in pattern with what we have been
working on -
..."(it) came in order to complete an incomplete gestalt
with which I was struggling in conscious awareness." (p. 66) 4.
"...insight comes at a moment of transition between work and
relaxation." (p. 66)
May writes that we cannot will insights or inspirations to occur
but that we can encourage the process in two ways. The first is to
dedicate or commit our energies and our passion to a particular
project. "The deeper aspects of awareness are activated to the extent
that the person is committed to the encounter." (May, 1976, p. 46)
The extent to which we "courageously" invest or risk our energies in
a particular venture will be reflected in the depth of the encounter
and of the quality of the inspiration. The second facilitating
characteristic is receptivity -"...holding (oneself) alive to hear what
being may speak. ...(This) requires a nimbleness, a fine-honed
sensitivity in order to let one's self be the vehicle of whatever vision
may emerge." (p. 91) While the first requires a direct willful
engagement the other involves a wakeful, open stillness.
For Arieti (1976) the creative process involves an integration
of rational, Aristotelian thinking with archaic, irrational, unconscious,
primitive mechanisms of the psyche - the combination of primary
with secondary process in Freudian terms. "Instead of rejecting what
the primitive (or what is archaic, obsolete, or off the beaten path).
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the creative mind integrates it with normal logical processing in what
seems like a magic' synthesis from which the new, the unexpected,
and the desirable emerge." (Arieti, 1976, p. 13) The primary process
is seen as an inexhaustible supply of material from which the
rational can pick and choose to combine in fresh ways.
The theme of a dynamic tension setting the stage for insight
and synthesis is found in several explorations of creativity. In Gestali
psychology there is a potential movement from an unsatisfying,
incomplete or unstable situation to a stable or more satisfying one.
Koestler (1964) labeled a related concept "bisociation". In this
condition we are able to hold in our thoughts two incompatible ideas.
He suggests that in this state both thought and emotion are disturbed
and that there is a need and potential to resolve the apparent
incompatibility. This fosters the creative process. Rosenberg (1986)
takes the notion of incompatibility a step further in suggesting that a
tension between opposites, not merely disparate items, is essential
for the creative inspiration to burst forth. Naming this mechanism
Janusian thinking, after the Greek god Janus who could look in
opposite directions simultaneously, he finds that through the
juxtaposing of opposites, "...by conceiving of the inconceivable..."
(Rosenberg, 1986, p. 121) momentous creativity emerges. Ghiselin
(1952) suggests that since all creativity implies moving beyond what
has already been established, ..."or at least a reorganization of it" (p.
14) there must be a step into the unknown or toward disorder. He
suggests that creativity involves tension, disorder even chaos and
along with it the impulse to finding clear expression that transcends
convention and provides a new order. DeBono uses the term "lateral
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thinking" to describe the "rearranging of available information so
that it is snapped out of the established patterns and into a new and
better pattern. This arrangement has the same effect as insight."
(DeBono, 1969, p. 237) He recommends diversity, unpredictability
and randomness of stimulation in order to cultivate a habit of seeing
things with fresh and unconventional eyes.
Karen Vogt (1987) considers inspiration in the fiction of
Thomas Mann. She suggests that the process of creating is one of
"vision"
- inspiration, illumination insight - and then "revision" -
crafting, shaping, translation of the vision. She interprets Mann as
believing that the rise of excessive dependance on rationality has
caused a resulting depreciation of the value of emotion. "The erosion
of emotion had an unexpectedly severe effect on the artist: it led to a
crises caused by a loss of inspiration. Genuine creativity, Mann says,
must arise from a two-fold, polar impulse: 1) inspiration, the fire of
hidden internal forces of emotion which animate art; 2) reason, the
work of honing, limiting, and clarifying to give form." (Vogt, 1987,
pp. 11-12) The "possession" experienced by ancient Shaman is
considered by Vogt as equatable with the inspiration of such authors
as: Nietzsche, Poe, Milton, Shakespeare, Dostoyevsky, James and
others. It is the passion or emotional vision which is essential for
creativity to be more than skillful craftsmanship.
Sources of Inspiration
In her study of musical composers, Louise Duchesneau (1986)
suggests that the source of inspiration need not only be from "above"
(i.e. transpersonal or religious) but also from "inside" - psychological
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and from "outside" - sociological and cultural. Inspiration from the
"inside" implies that psychological processes, particularly the
emergence of unconscious material, are the mechanisms and sources
for inspiration. Rather than being interpreted as spiritual, a vision,
dream, or voice is understood as coming from a wholly internal
mental process or as a secondary aspect of personality. An inner
voice may be thought to be a component found in our unconscious - a
shadow or in Jung's conception the anima in men and animus in
woman. Aaron Copland speaks of a dramatic experience of
inspiration in which "...one half of the personality emotes and
dictates while the other listens and notates." (as quoted in
Duchesneau, 1986, p. 101)
Julian Jaynes (1976) has suggested that the experience of
inspiration as a god speaking to us from above as opposed to an
internal mental process is not so much a reflection of different
sources, cultural beliefs or of poetic language, but of differences in
how the operation of the human brain has changed over time. He
suggests that the archaic brain of two thousand years ago
experiences someone or something (i.e. the gods) dictating to him or
her. A more advanced stage of brain development sees the individual
and the god as partners in creating; in the final evolutionary stage
the process is experienced as belonging wholly to the individual.
Jaynes suggests that the voice of the gods were actually man's own
pre-conscious thoughts speaking from the left brain hemisphere to
the right. Through the process of evolution he believes that this
"bicameral mind" has been supplanted with a more conscious mental
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mechanism in which the separate "voice" of the bicameral mind is no
longer heard as separate from ourselves.
Inspiration from "outside" implies that certain material,
persons or events may trigger a moment of inspiration - a flash of a
new perspective, idea or creative impulse. This material may often
come from the means and methods of our particular craft.
Duchesneau (1986) suggests that for musical composers the triggers
may be: sounds, rhythms, timbres, musical dynamics, new
mstruments, technology or techniques which may open up fresh
ways of considering music. The sculptor may find fresh eyes and
hands with a new glaze, a different texture of clay, a new kiln. The
scientist, inventor, chef or most anyone involved in creating may
similarly find new perspectives from the "tools" of their work. If we
apply this to the world of a young child, a student, or a person in
therapy the possibilities for inspiration become potentially very
frequent. If we consider the child's craft as gaining mastery and
expression in the world, the materials of their craft can be most
anything, and each time they add more understanding of the world
and are able to express themselves more clearly there is the
possibility for inspiration. In this way perhaps learning and self
expression are accompanied by a regular experience of inspiration.
We find abundant examples of pre-school children gobbling up the
world with passionate, unabated curiosity, seemingly popping with
eagerness and excitement for learning. There are also plentiful
examples of school-age children having lost this relationship between
learning and passion. How does the process of seeing the world with
fresh eyes change from an experience of ecstasy to one of apathy
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While this question will not be addressed here, following the trail of
inspiration into our mechanisms for learning may be a fruitful path.
Several other dimensions of inspiration from "outside" seem
generalizable to all forms of creating. Improvisation, whether in
music, dance, on the basketball court or in the laboratory, may
catalyze us into an inspiration. An improvised speech, a last ditch
attempt to score the winning points or whatever situation we find
ourselves in may bring a spontaneity and immediacy of need that
seems to invite an inspiration at times.
Historical or cross cultural information serves as a frequent
source of inspiration for composers, authors as well as to those not
involved in an aesthetic product. We only have to listen to
contemporary music to hear influences of African rhythms, Gaelic
folk songs, and other diversity. Traveling to new places, for example,
often provides a fresh perspective on the world and is frequently
described as exciting and inspiring, as is "touring" some sub-culture
or era through a piece of literature or a historical account. Such
experiences are met by us with an "Ah Ha" at times - a new insight
or exciting expansion. In other episodes they are described as
experiences of homecoming, a knowing or remembrance, or
"rightness" to them. Sometimes they are accompanied by a keen
sense of community, even unity as was previously described as a
component in ecstasy.
Influence of one form of expression on another is common and
may be thought of as a cross fertilization of ideas. An author may be
inspired by a piece of music, a painter by sculpture, and so on. And it
need not be confined to an exchange of forms of art. Astronomy,
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science, mathematics are reported as well as sources of inspiration
for artist as are works of art for scientists.
Perhaps the most common trigger is nature - a beautiful
sunset, the ocean, a tree and so on. In Laski's (1961) analysis of
ecstatic experiences she found the most common trigger toward
ecstasy to be nature (Approximately one-quarter to one-third of
participants implicated nature as the external stimuli that moved
them into ecstasy.) While the experience of ecstasy is not necessarily
identical to inspiration, Laski's measure seems to be at least very
similar. Reports from artists and scientists commonly describe an
influence from the natural world as a trigger or source for
inspiration.
Duchesneau (1986) lists "personal experiences and life
circumstances" as another realm of triggers. These may involve a
conveying of love, longing, pain or other emotion through a creative
act. A reaction to a particular difficulty - a death of a loved one, an
untenable political circumstance, a life of poverty - may all provide
stimulation for inspiration.
While not discussed by Duchesneau, it seems that inspiration
from above, inside and outside may often be blended. Can we ever
say, for example, that an external source is not made in part by what
we bring to it? That is, through our state of mind, our perceptual
construction of the object and the meaning we assign to it, we shape
the outside with our inside. While the delineations of these three
sources are useful, the processes seem more complex than to
implicate a single "source" for inspiration. Instead "trigger", as Laski
(1961) uses the term in considering ecstasy, may be a more
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appropriate term in trying to describe where or how an inspiration
emerges. It implies a relationship between the external material and
the inspiration but does not necessarily imply direct and singular
causation.
Phenomenology
We gain a feel for inspiration through the image and metaphor
used to describe it: a birdsong for Milton, Plato's Siren's in The
^gP"t^'''^
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Homer's golden chain linking earth and heaven, as love for
Dante, like a dream for van Gogh, "song" for Goethe, a flash of light
for Tchaikovshy, a beneficent power for Dickens. We have considered
some examples that describe the moment of inspiration particular lo
religious or transpersonal experiences but how do artists, scientists
and others describe their inspiration in creativity or problem
solving? How do these descriptions compare to religious
illumination? This section will consider the phenomenology of
inspiration primarily in creativity.
Harding (1967) suggests there are two main types of
inspiration; clear cut or whole and vague. At times an inspiration
comes full form, a complete "picture" of a poem or a composition.
"The emergence of an unconscious idea often occurs as a momentary
instantaneous flash, either seen with the mental eye or heard with
the mental ear, in which the idea, is perceived in its relative entirety.
Composer Hindemith (1952) describes his inspiration as analogous to
a flash of lightening illuminating a landscape; "(It appears) not only
in its general outlines but with every detail. Compositions must be
conceived in the same way. If we cannot, in the flash of a single
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moment, see a composition in its absolute entirety, with every
pertinent detail in its proper place, we are not genuine creators." (as
quoted in Duchesneau, 1986, p. 105) At other times a certain
nucleus is provided. For Tchaikovsky
..."the germ of an idea comes
suddenly and unexpectedly" (as quoted in Harding, 1967, p. 7)
sometimes followed by a bursting succession of ideas: "I forget
everything and behave like a madman. Everything within me starts
pulsing and quivering; hardly have I begun the sketch ere one
thought follows another." (Harding, 1967, p. 8) In a letter attributed
to Mozart he describes a germ unfolding into a completed whole. "...It
soon occurs to me that I may turn this or that morsel to account so as
to make a good dish of it.... All this fires my soul and provided 1 am
not disturbed, my subject enlarges itself, becomes methodized and
defined, and the whole though it be longstands almost complete and
finished in my mind, so that I can survey it, like a fine picture or a
beautiful statue at a glance. Nor do I hear in my imagination the
parts successively, but I hear them as it were all at once..." (Harding,
1967, p. 10). Others experiences require translation and deliberate
expansion of an initial idea. "The (idea) may appear spontaneously
and without apparent preliminaries, sometimes in the form of a mere
glimpse serving as a clue, or like a germ to be developed; sometimes
a fragment of the whole, ... sometimes essentially complete."
(Ghiselin, 1952, p. 15)
Downing (1973) concludes that three psychological
characteristics are most often present at the moment of creative
breakthrough: The inspiration occurs when we may be doing
something else - during "task irrelevant thinking"; the inspiration
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itself is experienced as independent, involuntary or autonomous;
third, inspiration frequently appears as a visual image. Einstein
speaks clearly of this last element. Words did not play a central role
in his creating, solutions emerged visually "...as clear images which
can be 'voluntarily' reproduced or combined. " (Ghiselin, 1952, p. 43)
Shallcross and Sisk (1989) summarize the phenomenology described
by scientists in moments of illumination as consisting of: a feeling of
elation, a feeling of surprise, a sense of the answer appearing as a
whole, a sense of the answer as a symbol.
Inspirations are often described as emerging from a dream or
day-dreaming state. Lewis Carol wrote: "Sometimes an idea comes at
night, when I have had to get up and strike a light to note it down -
sometimes when out on a lonely winter walk, when I have had to
stop and with half frozen fingers jot down a few words. ..but
whenever and however it comes, it comes by itself. " (Harding, 1967,
p. 96) Kendrov (as cited in Shallcross and Sisk, 1988 p. 68) reports
that Mendeleev went to bed after an especially taxing day of
struggling to find a method for categorizing elements by their atomic
weights. He dreamed he saw the elements in proper position on a
table; he recorded these the next day and they needed no changes or
corrections over what he had seen in his dream. Physicist Neils Bohr
won the Nobel prize for his model of atomic structure. The model he
used came to him in a dream of a model of planetary systems.
VanGogh described "a terrible lucidity at moments, when nature is so
glorious in those days I am hardly conscious of myself and the
picture comes to me like in a dream." (Harding, 1967, p. 7) Dante, too,
writes of inspiration emerging in a dream-like condition: "As one
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who sees in a dream and after the dream the passion wrought by it
remains and the rest returns not to his mind, such am I; for my
vision almost wholly fades, and still their drops within my breast the
sweetness that was born of it." (as quoted in Williams, 1982, p. 13)
Debbussey describes a similar experience of which he says: "There
are moments when I lose the feeling of things around me." (Harding,
1967, p. 10)
While dream-like for some, others hint at the power and
excitement of an inspiration. William James refers to fevered states
when ideas are shooting together. Tchaikovsky suggests: "If that
condition of mind and soul, which we call inspiration, lasted long
without intermission, no artist could survive it. The strings would
break and the instrument be shattered into fragments." (Harding,
1967, p. 12)
Descriptions of receiving or being given some insight are as
common in secular creativity as in religious experiences. The artists'
role is often self described as being the mouthpiece, receiver or
medium through which the message flows; sometimes alluded to as
possession. Dante said: "1 am one who, when love breathes in me,
takes note, and I that manner in which he dictates within me, go
setting it down." (as quoted in Williams, 1982, p. 1 1 ) William Blake's
description of writing his poem Milton also captures this: "I have
written this poem from immediate dictation, twelve or sometimes
twenty or thirty lines at a time, without premeditation, and even
against my will. (Harding, 1967, p. 14) And Goethe writes: "The songs
made me, not I them; the songs had me in their powers."
(Bielschowsky, 1908 p. 31)
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Such a feeling of having received material in turn fires a
compulsivity to follow through and bring the inspiration into form.
As seems to be the nature of compulsions, this is not always or
entirely pleasant. Schopenhauer said: "If I faintly perceive an idea
which looks like a dim picture before me, I a possessed with an
ineffable longing to grasp it; I leave everything else, and follow my
idea through all its tortuous windings, as the huntsman follows the
stag." (Harding, 1967, p 16) Flaubert wrote: "As for my frenzy at
work, I will compare it to an attack of herpes. I scratch myself while
I cry. It is both a pleasure and a torture at the same time. And I am
doing nothing that I want to do! For one does not choose one's
subjects they force themselves on one." (Harding, 1967 p. 17) Of
inspiration Nietzsche writes:
"The notion of revelation describes its (inspiration's)
conditions quite simply. By this I mean that something
profoundly convulsive and disturbing suddenly becomes
visible and audible with indescribable definiteness and
exactness. One hears, one does not seek; one takes, one does not
ask who gives: a thought flashes like lightening, inevitable
without hesitation- I have never had any choice about it. There
is an ecstasy whose terrific tension is sometimes released by a
flood of tears, during which one's progress varies from
involuntary impetuosity to involuntary slowness. There is the
feeling that one is utterly out of hand, with the most distinct
consciousness of an infinitude of shuddering thrills that pass
through one from head to toes- there is a profound happiness
in which the most painful and gloomy feelings are not
discordant in effect, but are required as necessary colors in the
overflow of light - This is my experience of inspiration." (as
quoted in Vogt, 1987, p. 15)
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Many artists do credit God or some cosmic consciousness as
their source of inspiration. Johannes Brahms believed that his music
was given to him as revelation - the divine contacting the soul. While
in a state of passivity and alertness the inspired musical ideas would
flow through him: "When I feel the urge I begin by appealing
directly to my Maker... I feel vibrations.. .which assume the form of
distinct mental images. Straightaway the ideas flow in upon me,
directly from God. " (Abell, 1964, p. 62) Duchesneau (1986)
maintains that composers Hildegard von Bingen, Pfitzner and
Stockhausen also had clear beliefs that their musical inspirations
came from God or some universal spiritual source outside
themselves. Ralph Waldo Emerson understood the divine part of
humans - "oversoul" - as receiving inspiration from God. Milton
understood inspiration as knowledge of God; Keats as an achievement
of "spirit creation". (Williams, 1982, p. 41) Of his experience Puccini
wrote: "The music of this opera was dictated to me from God: I was
merely instrumental in putting it on paper and communicating it to
the public..." (Abell, 1964, pp. 156-157)
Others are clear that inspiration comes from internal forces at
work in the unconscious. Jean Cocteau wrote: "I do not believe that
inspiration falls from heaven. ..The poet is at the disposal of his night.
His role is humble, he must clean house and await its due visitation."
(in Ghiselin, 1952, pp. 81-82) Painter Paul Klee says: (an artist) ..."
does nothing more than gather and pass on what comes to him from
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the depths. He neither serves nor rules ...he transmits." (Kiee, 1948 as
quoted in Shallcross and Sisk, 1989, p. 52)
Mathematician Poincare wrote of inspiration emerging from a
"subliminal self" after a period of conscious effort on a problem. It
then must be followed by more deliberate effort to put the
inspiration into form. He writes of a specific incident: "For fifteen
days I strove to prove that there could not be any functions like
those I have since called Fuchsian functions. ...Every day I seated
myself at my work table, stayed an hour or two, tried a great
number of combinations and reached no results. One evening,
contrary to my custom I drank black coffee and could not sleep.
Ideas rose in crowds; I felt them collide until pairs interlocked, so to
speak, making a stable combination. By the next morning I had
established the existence of a class of Fuchsian functions ... I had only
to write out the results." (Ghiselin, 1952, p. 36)
C u 1 1 i \ a t i o n
Can we make inspiration happen? There seems to be a
consensus among religious writers, scientists and artists that
inspiration can not be y/illed into existence. It is not amenable to a
muscular process of forcing it to happen or even a skillful one of
finessing Tt into existence. Instead, many describe it as we might
gardening. There is muscle and finesse involved but ultimately we
only create the necessary conditions, we do not actually force them
(plants or inspirations) to bloom, they happen of their own accord.
The most we can do for our gardens and for our inspirations is to
prepare the proper conditions, cultivate as things grow and collect
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carefully and appreciatively what emerges. This especially seems to
describe the process in creativity and problem solving.
Myers (1961) suggests: "Above all, (inspiration) is impersonal
and involuntary; it acts like an instinct, when and how it chooses; it
may be wooed but cannot be compelled." (p. 78) Mary Councill
(1988) addresses this possibility of "wooing" inspiration in the
process of creativity. She believes that the environment in which we
operate is crucial for fostering inspiration. First, there must be a
sense of freedom - a feeling that we are free to engage in our
enterprise as we see fit. Second there must be positive reinforcement
or a feeling of acceptance for our ideas. In a similar vein Assagioli
(1987) warns us that while careful discrimination is essential we
should be wary of excessively critical examination that might stifle
the inspiration. Abundant questioning can produce doubts and
confusion. Encouraging a tolerance for ambiguity and divergent
thinking as discussed above also invite the possibility for inspiration
in problem solving. Councill points out that since moments of
inspiration are accompanyed by powerful and positive emotions that
we must be prepared to accept, even invite such full expressions of
joy in ourselves and others. Often our culture labels dramatic
emotions as inappropriate or immature. In addition to a hospitable
climate, communication of the idea while it is still fresh is critical for
both validating the experience and capturing the ideas in their most
immediate form. We have all experienced the fleeting nature of
novel ideas as they seem crystal clear one moment and then
evaporate in the next.
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If inspiration seeps from the preconscious to consciousness
then we might benefit from "softening the barrier" (Councill, 1988, p.
127) between these two. Permitting times of free-association, of
attending to our dreams, of day-dreaming may encourage the
passage of information into consciousness. In addition, we may find
certain times of day bring with them a greater likelihood for certain
kinds of activities
- hard concentrated effort at one time, passive
relaxation at another.
Councill suggests further that deferring judgement of an idea is
critical for safe and deep immersion in a problem. If we are too quick
in evaluating the relative merits of a solution then it is less likely to
evolve and unfold, and we are less apt to consider the problem in
fresh ways. As mentioned above May (1976) spoke of this kind of
immersion as "encounter" and deemed it essential for creativity. This
implies a courage to risk intimate, passionate relationship with an
idea or problem. He writes that we cannot will insights or
inspirations to occur but that we can encourage the process in two
ways. The first is to dedicate or commit our energies and our passion
to a particular project. "The deeper aspects of awareness are
activated to the extent that the person is committed to the
encounter." (May, 1976, p. 46) The extent to which we "courageously"
invest or risk our energies in a particular venture will be reflected in
the depth of the encounter and in the quality of the inspiration. The
second facilitating characteristic is receptivity -"...holding (oneself)
alive to hear what being may speak. ...(This) requires a nimbleness. a
fine-honed sensitivity in order to let one's self be the vehicle of
whatever vision may emerge." (p. 91) While the first requires a
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direct willful engagement the other involves a wakeful, open
stillness.
Vogt (1987) also suggests that emotional passion is essential
for inspiration and its absence prevents inspired work from
emerging. "The erosion of emotion had an unexpectedly severe effect
on the artist: it led to a crises caused by a loss of inspiration." (Vogt,
1987, p. 11) The devaluation of our emotion in favor of a rational
understanding of the world is seen as the prescription for technically
competent but uninspired art - art without the ability to move us
into seeing or feeling in a new way. Similar are Jerome Bruner's
(1973) conditions believed to be helpful for encouraging fresh ideas:
detachment and commitment, passion and decorum (respect for the
forms and materials that limit one's work), freedom to be dominated
by the object, and deferral and immediacy (a push to find the
solution and a willingness to wait for its arrival).
There is commonly expressed a requirement of directed,
persistent concentration and also for its opposite, times of mental
relaxation, distraction, letting go. The inspiration comes when we
allow it to not when we force it to. Brahms wrote: "I have to be in a
semi-trance condition to get such results - a condition when the
conscious mind is in temporary abeyance and the subconscious is in
control, for it is through the subconscious mind... that the inspiration
comes. (Abell, 1964, p. 23) (Brahms used the term subconscious as a
human mechanism through which spiritual insights manifest, more
akin to soul than a Freudian use of the term.) The necessity and
limitation of preparation in scientific problem solving is captured by
the following: "Will belongs to the conscious life only. It is effective in
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attaining objects in view, but it cannot enable us to move in
directions that have not yet been discovered..." (Ghiselin, 1952, p.
27).
Vogt (1987) suggests that it is not necessarily the willful
concentration that sets up the inspiration but that hard work and
revision is required for the translation of the inspiration into
meaningful product. "The two aspects of the creative process require
from the artists very different psychological states. The process of
inspiration demands that the artist be passive and receptive; that of
revision asks him to be active and aggressive." (p. 13) Harding
summarizes his understanding of this balance as follows: "The state
of inspiration is not directly under control of the will. No one can say
'now I will be inspired'. The more he strives the less likely he is to
succeed; in fact, the only effort allowed by 'the Rules' is patient,
regular work with the view of tuning in the mind to receive it. But
inspiration may also be coaxed in other ways, ...taking up the pen in
readiness to begin, and so on. Absence of effort, passiveness and
receptiveness were shown to be essential conditions of the mind; in
fact, inspiration flourishes in a kind of looking-glass land in which
everything appears to go contrary to the accepted notions of common
sense. Great and valuable ideas are more likely to occur when the
mind is half asleep than when it is fully awake." (Harding, 1967, p.
95)
Many suggest that technical proficiency in a particular craft or
field is an important preliminary condition for inspiration. Technical
competence on the violin enables the application and expression of a
particular inspiration into musical form; knowledge of chemistry
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allows the scientist to understand and define his problem with
precision. Lack of skill in writing may frustrate the author who is
trying to interpret and express her inspired vision - "...before anyone
could give up to inspiration he must have acquired a mastery over
his subject in order that the technical aspect should in no way be a
hindrance to him." (Harding, 1967, p. 92) At the same time technique
seems only to be a precondition not an aspect of the inspiration itself.
Capra suggests that "While they all require a perfection of
techniques, real mastery is achieved when technique is transcended
and the art becomes an artless art growing out of the unconscious."
(Capra, 1982, p. 46)
A stale of receptiveness is almost universally described as
essential for inspiration to occur. As we have seen, this is sometimes
described as akin to sleep, other times as relaxed or frenetic
distraction, still others as a mental stillness. There seems at times to
be a requirement of willingness, ability, and trust to wail and listen
for the inspiration. "When Michelangelo did the Sistine Chapel he
painted both the major and minor prophets. They can be told apart
because, though there are cherubin at the ears of all. only the major
prophets are listening. Here, exactly stated, is the difference between
genius and talent." (Gowan, 1978 as cited in Harman and Rheingoid,
1984, p. 8)
As with ancient poets there is often an invocation of sorts. "In
order to establish contact with the divine power of creative energy,
Brahms mentions a necessary preparatory ritual of meditation and
spiritual concentration on the divine Creation, on God and on
inspiration. With a special question, a particular problem to be
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solved, he calls on God, on the divine energy to inspire him."
(Duchesneau, 1986, p. 62) Who receives divine inspiration? Puccini
said: "I make a fervent demand for and from the Power that created
me. This demand or prayer must be coupled with full expectation
that this higher aid will be granted me." (Abell, 1964, p.l56) This
confidence, trust or faith that Puccini describes seems to be critical to
invite listening. Doubt, uncertainty or worry often seems to prevent
the mind from being still enough to listen clearly. Faith that
inspiration will come seems to have exactly but not always the
intended result. This confidence is not of the sort that implies an
inflation of our ego but rather a humility. Williams (1982) suggests
that Dante's Ulysses shows us the price of ego inflation: "Ulysses'
illusion of omnipotence, founded on the success of his previous
journeys of exploration, closes his access to inspiration and to further
exploration of knowledge for ever." (p. 9-10)
Assagioli proposes that receptivity and the proper preparatory
conditions can be brought about through certain meditation. He
writes: "... those who do not have spontaneous inspirations... can
make use of available methods for activating the superconscious and
for linking it with the conscious personality." (Assagioli, 1987, p. 156)
He describes reflective and receptive meditation. Assagioli suggests
that holding the mind concentrated on a task or problem whether it
is in business, science, art or most anything can serve as a means to
reflective meditative experience. He suggests that concentration is
the first requisite; "(we must) direct the activity of the mind along a
line we have determined, so that it accomplishes the task we have
assigned to it." (Assagioli, 1987, p. 223) He suggests that our typical
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way of thinking about an issue is often very superficial and hurried.
To engage in a process of meditative thinking is to explore deeply
and from many aspects the nature of the problem, ramifications of
possible solutions and especially to watch our own process of
thinking, being aware of any deviation or distraction immediately as
It occurs. The second characteristic involves persistence. Often our
thinking will seem to have run its course, uncovering all the
reasonable solutions in a very short time, if we persist beyond that
plateau we will discover that new perspectives emerge with our
steady tenacity.
Reflective meditation focuses on an idea, problem, a
consideration of our own thinking while in receptive meditation the
mind's eye is ..."turned upwards, seeking to discover what is to be
discerned at a higher level than that of ordinary consciousness and of
the mind itself." (Assagioli, 1987, p. 224) In receptive meditation the
goal is to stop the internal dialogue in order to arrive at internal
silence. Achieving moments of inner silence may be aided by
patiently allowing the mind to run as we witness it as described
above, through use of a mantra, or by focusing on an uplifting mental
picture (e.g. a beautiful lake, a glorious mountaintop). As we gain
mental stillness inspirations may enter into our consciousness in the
form of a vision or illumination, an inner voice, a feeling, or as a call
to immediate action. Many spiritual masters describe moments of
ecstatic revelation, inspiring vision and acquisition of wisdom
through their meditation.
Stockhausen used a communal meditative experience to
produce inspired, spontaneous music. He suggests that music can
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come from cosmic inspiration and that the ideal in music is to
develop an intuitive communication between musicians. An intuitive,
inspired improvisation is the goal in his musical process. Such a state
is cultivated through meditation, yoga, fasting and sleeping little for
the duration of a particular "session" - generally lasting several days.
This preparation is intended to stop the internal dialogue and enable
one to play without thinking, inviting inspired and intuitive
communication. In such a process Stockhausen apparently believed
he was in a unique position, closer to the inspiration, shepherding it
to spread through the musicians. (Duchesneau, 1986, pp. 68-76)
As we have considered previously, the Shaman's path is also a
kind of meditative experience in that it involves an induction into an
altered state of consciousness. This may be brought about by the
ingestion of certain chemicals, ritualized drumming, chanting, or
other methods. Similarly the push toward inspiration through
ecstatic union of the ancient followers of Dionysus was by a loss of
self through a fervor induced through passionate abandon.
Unlike the Shaman's course the Christian concept of grace
implies that there is no possibility for our encouraging inspiration of
a divine nature. It is wholly in the hands of God and independent of
our actions or thoughts. It comes as a gift, not as something we have
earned or skillfully maneuvered to receive. For the Hebrew prophets
there is no human means by which they achieve their revelation.
"The prophet is not moved by will to experience his ecstasy." "We
hear of no outward exercises for the purpose of inducing God to
inspire the prophet. Moments of inspiration come to the prophet
without effort or inducement." (Heschel, 1962, p. 358)
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Gerald May (1982) summaries the possibilities for cultivation
of inspiration in this way: "Christian contemplative spirituality sees
all unitive experiences as gifts from god, given through grace, and
not the result of any doing on the part of the person. Eastern
spiritualities tends to see unitive experiences as what is left over
after all trying ceases. ...Either way it is impossible to make them
happen." (p. 57) "All one can do is encourage our willingness for
something to happen. Open meditation or prayer can help foster this
willingness. And they may sensitize one to unitive experiences, thus
enabling more spontaneous moments of union to be recognized." (p.
58)
While not overly abundant, the literature that does address the
phenomena of inspiration is rich in its first hand accounts of the
experience in spiritual moments, aesthetic creating and scientific
discovery. These descriptions will serve as comparison for the data
that is to follow - descriptions of inspiration from "ordinary people".
All of this information is derived from the more momentous
experiences of exceptional people. There are no reports of studies of
the experience and function of inspiration in "ordinary" people. The
aim in this study is to seek out the experiences of "average" folks and
understand the similarities and differences between the inspiration
of exceptional individuals and those exceptional states that may be
found in any one of us.
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CHAPTER 3
METHODOLOGY
Design of th^
^^y^y
In attempting to understand the experience of inspiration
qualitative research was conducted. The research design was an
attempt to meet four primary needs: collecting in-depth information
from a relatively large number of participants, allowing the format to
be flexible and intimate enough to encourage the participants
uninhibited discussion, generating ideas on inspiration that would
help focus further research, providing a worthwhile and respectful
process for everyone involved. Two complimentary projects were
designed and conducted. The first involved teaching of an
unconventional college class on inspiration from which data was
generated. The second project involved my conducting in-depth
interviews.
The course, entitled "Inspiration", was available to upper-level
college students at Marlboro College, Vermont. The research goals
were to use the class both as a forum for generating thoughts
regarding inspiration and as a research team for collecting
experiences of inspiration. The course began with open discussions as
to what students meant by inspiration and what various aspects of it
we wished to consider. Along with discussion of the construct,
students were asked to give examples from their own lives of
moments of inspiration, describing the context as well as the process
itself. In each class a few students were invited to share "triggers"
(e.g. a song, poem, picture, remembrance) that serve to inspire them
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with the class. I kept extensive notes on the events of class and
invited students to do the same. As one part of this initial phase of
class, students were asked to complete written assignments including
generating a list of moments of inspiration and writing a detailed
description of several experiences and their significance. In order to
develop some consistency in the way the material was reported I
asked students for free-written answers to specific open-ended
questions about their inspirations. These questions were based on
the interview design described below.
In the second phase of the course students were taught how to
conduct interviews. After a discussion of relevant concerns (i.e.
interviewing techniques, ethical considerations, recording and
transcribing data) and observation of in-class demonstrations,
students then conducted pilot interviews with classmates and
received feedback on their performance. They then were asked to
choose at least two persons not associated with the class to conduct
formal interviews with. They were encouraged to select participants
from diverse ethnic, socioeconomic, age, vocational and religious
backgrounds. While students were invited to "feel their way" through
the interviews, exploring the process as they collected data, there
was a generally agreed upon group of questions that were asked.
These are indicated below. At the conclusion of the course
researchers were asked to write brief papers summarizing their
conclusions, the role of inspiration in their own lives, and an
evaluation of the course itself.
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After all material has been individually collected and analyzed
three class sessions were held during which students discussed their
results and we collectively searched the data for patterns and
diversity. This proved stimulating and fruitful.
The class consisted of twenty students. Each student provided a
minimum of two outside interviews as well as their own self report.
Many students conducted more than two interviews resulting in data
from eighty two participants. The course was offered at Marlboro
College, Marlboro, Vermont while I served as a visiting Professor of
psychology. It was presented as one of three modules under the title
"Selected Topics in Psychology". Students were able to select
"Inspiration" as a one or two credit course which met for six weeks,
twice per week for approximately one hour thirty minutes per class.
The class provided valuable discussion and rich data. It also
appeared to be an effective way to help students explore the
possibilities for qualitative research and practice interviewing
techniques. It was certainly stimulating for me; from class
evaluations it appeared to be enjoyable and worthwhile for the
students as well. The most frequent comment was that students
reported being more cognizant of inspiration in their daily lives and
felt that it had became more important to them.
The second research project involved seven personal
interviews that I conducted. The results of the class research
suggested areas worthy of more specific questioning. At the same
time I attempted not to deviate from the general areas of
questioning that the class adopted. This study provided both further
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in-depth data and a comparison for measuring the efficacy of my
training and students' competence in gathering data of this sort.
Participants for my interviews were simply selected from my
acquaintances for no particular reason other than my impression that
they might be interesting to talk with. An exception to this is noted
below. Using this subjective criteria I attempted to avoid deliberate
focus on individuals who have some great and obvious creative,
productive or spiritual component to their lives. I was not
necessarily looking for those who represent some aberration of
inspirational power but may be more typical of any one of us. This
neither implies that participants are "average" or "normal" nor that
they may necessarily be representative of the general population. At
the same time, through the course of the interview it may be
revealed that abundant creative, productive or spiritual ability exists
in the participant - this will not warrant their exclusion from the
study. I did seek out several people whom I knew had a scientific
background. I did this because there was only one person among the
student interviews who described themselves as scientifically
oriented.
Interview Format
These interviews were directed "toward learning about events
and activities that cannot be observed directly." (Bogdan and Taylor,
1984, p. 78) The intent was to maintain as open-ended and flexible a
process as possible allowing the information to "... unfold as the
participant views it not as the researcher views it." (Marshall and
Rossman, 1989, p. 82). The research sought the "informants'
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perspectives
...as expressed in their own words" (Bogdan and Taylor,
1984, p. 77). At the same time I attempted to maintain some
consistency between interviews to insure that all researchers
considered the same general domain in each interview. This seems
particularly important as there were twenty one interviewers most
of whom were inexperienced in conducting research. Therefore, in
both research projects I and my fellow researchers began with the
same general questions. These emerged in the context of our class
discussions and centered on the theme of getting people to talk about
specific examples of inspiration and to convey the significance of it in
their life.
The format was designed to be adaptable to whatever material
the participants wished to share while this rough template provided
a consistent theme for questioning so the data could be more easily
compared. All of this assumes that the "perspective of others is
meaningful, knowable and able to be made explicit." (Patton, 1990, p.
278) The best available means to uncover one's thoughts,
experiences, feelings and meaning about inspiration is to ask - in this
case to interview. The structure of interviews in both studies was
designed to provide adequate focus while inviting the participants to
relate their experiences in their own voice.
For my own interviews I designed a four part interview format
that included the central themes that the students used: Definition,
Developmental questioning, Opposites, Summary. This map
(described below) proved easy to follow for the interviewer,
sufficiently clear for the participant and generally open-ended. My
interviews lasted about an hour and a half.
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After gathering biographical information, I began questioning
by asking participants to explain what inspiration is to them -
defining the term for themselves. We returned to this question again
toward the end of the interview to see if participants would amend
their initial response.
Step two of the interview process, developmental questioning,
asked the participant for a specific example of inspirational
moments. We looked for both the context (i.e. what preceded the
experience
- external and internal conditions, duration, etc.) and the
content of the experience itself (i.e. "what did you see, hear, feel,
think, do?"). In most interviews this process was repeated several
times as the participant was asked for other concrete examples. The
participant then was asked to make formal operational and
dialectical sense of the material by forming some conclusions,
identifying patterns and ultimately making meaning of inspiration in
these events. As one additional focus of this phase subjects were
asked if they experienced some of what they felt as they described
their inspirational moments and if so to share the phenomena as it
occurred. This template is similar to Ivey's (1986) developmental
hierarchy for counseling questioning. We begin looking for a concrete
example, followed by sensory-motor information, then self-reflection
and finally dialectical meaning-making. While Ivey applies this
framework, which is based on his interpretation Piagetian cognitive
development, to the therapeutic encounter, it seems equally useful to
gathering qualitative research data.
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The third phase of the interview asked participants to describe
what the opposite of inspiration is to them. Revealing this antithesis
helped give a clearer idea of both what inspiration is and how it may
be significant in one's life. Kelly (1955) suggests the value in
understanding something by our conception of its opposite.
The fourth step involves general concluding questions: "What
was it like to talk about inspiration?", "Is there anything you wish to
remember or advice you might give yourself regarding inspiration?"
"What role does inspiration play in your life?"
Permission was obtained from all research participants and
researchers to use the material gathered in the context of my
research project. Students and participants were given the option of
not allowing their information to be shared outside of the interview.
Student interviewers were in no way be penalized if they or their
participants elected not to permit my use of the material.
Processing Interview Data
Profiles of each participant's interview that is used in this
dissertation were constructed by me and organized roughly into the
four areas of questioning described above: How the participant
defines inspiration; examples of the experience; what is the opposite
of inspiration; what significance or implications does inspiration have
for one's life. The profiles consist exclusively of edited interview
dialogue. A separate chapter identifies themes and summarizes all of
the research material in an attempt to formulate answers to the
major questions of this project. The students were asked to identify
and record important themes that they turned up individually and
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that the team agreed upon collectively. Selections from this material
is included in the summarizing chapter.
Limifatinn^ of thp
^\^i^y
This study was intended to be preliminary and impressionistic
rather than definitive. It is limited by several factors.
The variety in the depth of the interviews that students
conducted was fairly broad. Some were highly intimate, on target
and very sophisticated, others were valuable but more superficial,
only scratching the surface of inspiration. A more highly structured
and consistent interview format might have yielded data that could
be compared more easily.
My sample consisted mostly of highly educated, white,
professionals. Greater diversity in my group of participants might
have yielded more varied material. The sample for student
interviews was a somewhat more diverse ethnic, socioeconomic and
educated group, although a greater range of participants here would
have been useful as well.
Because the concept of inspiration has so many connotations
and because interviewers did not define the term for the participants
but instead took the participants definition, it is possible that we
may have received descriptions of experiences that are actually quite
different, that might be better defined by another concept.
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CHAPTER 4
STUDENT INTERVIEW PROFILES
This section presents information from interviews conducted
by students in the context of our class on inspiration. Presentation of
the interviews that I conducted will follow in the next chapter. Of the
eighty two people talking about inspiration I have included a
representative (in age, gender, themes) group of nineteen. Those
reports not presented are thematically quite similar to those listed
below.
The material has been condensed by me into brief profiles
made up of direct quotes from the participants; they are listed by an
alias and with minimal identifying information (e.g. age). Each profile
is placed into one of seven themes: creating, service, beyond
limitations, a new perspective, love, clarity/resolution, connection. In
reflecting on the material these themes emerged for me, certainly
there are other themes that might have been included along with or
instead of these. Elaboration of these categories along with
summaries of the material will follow in chapter six. They are
intended not to be exclusive grouping but as a means to begin to
organize the data. The profiles center around specific inspirational
moments.
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Creating
Mary
Mary is fifty nine years old, she has a bachelors degree in
English and reported that she is the daughter of a former University
professor. She is married and has six children.
"I've been inspired at different times with my writing.
One time I had to write a talk for the prayer group. I shifted
gears. I didn't pay attention to what I was writing. I felt very shaky
and scary. Afterwards, I felt incredibly good reading what I'd
written. It was scary because I'd stepped aside while I was writing
it. It was a feeling of a different reality.
Another time I was washing dishes, and words kept jumbling
in my head. They wouldn't stop. 1 decided to write them down -
they were just fragments. This happened three days in a row.
Several days later I looked at them. I'd written three different types
of poems on death. They had jumbled themselves out, almost like in
a dream.
The feeling while writing was quite uncomfortable, almost like
throwing up, although at the same time, it was inspiring. It was a
relief getting things out, but also embarrassing. I lost my nice secure
little framework and allowed another reality to come into my
experience.
I lost my security and safety, but felt inspired letting go and
writing.
There's a different type of inspiring situation which is really
quite comfortable. It's not scary, but is safe - kind of a self hypnosis.
When I create a fantasy, I can set the framework. For example, if 1
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have very hot weather and I'm alone, I can shift consciousness. I
need to be lying on my bed and know that I won't be disturbed.
Then I can have a fantasy. I go down, down, down, down. It's not like
a dream, because it's not jumbled and I can control it. It's a story
that makes sense, although it might be full of symbols.
Another time I was writing a paper, and I knew before I even
started that it was gonna be good. I was inspired and excited, but not
uncomfortable. I never used an outline as I was afraid that would
kill the inspiration. I only wrote an outline after I was done. 1 guess
because I am apt to censor things too much. If I see it in outline, ril
say, 'oh that's not good,' and I'll take it out and lose the meat. So, 1
just sat down feeling inspired, and wrote and wrote and wrote.
It's really different at different times. When I was writing for
the prayer group I felt I was literally beside myself. It was scary and
inspiring. I was deliberately trying to pay attention to either feeling,
because both feelings were scary.
When I was writing my poems it was very scary. It felt like
throwing up, I was so uncomfortable.
(These experiences have) given me a lot of encouragement, and
helped my self-esteem. I'm more self-confident, hopeful. They've
made life more interesting and worthwhile. I've received genuine
compliments, and have a sense of dignity.
I want to add that creation is like giving birth, painful,
embarrassing, worthwhile, exciting and a sense of being beside
yourself."
8 1
Karen
Karen, 35, describes herself as a mother, a painter and
"middle- class.
"It took place over two years in my mind at the thought or
mental journey I went on in thinking (about) what could arise from
this painting. I found I had to approach my painting experience with
a lot of humility, in order to be honest to what wanted to come out in
the painting.
It was so inspiring to feel and know that 1 was being used as a
vehicle to release what wanted to be unlocked. Motivation comes
from within but inspiration comes from an outside place. When
inspired I feel like I am in the presence of a cosmic force; that it is
not actually me that is doing the work, rather a force acting tlirouuli
me
.
It is a totally timeless feeling. By that I mean 1 lose track of the
time and the dimension I'm in. Life becomes flat in comparison.
I am in a completely different plane of existence, even though
it is incredibly hard work you don't mind or even notice it.
I feel refreshed every time I look at the paintings as they hang
framed now, and I feel the inspiration all over again.
(Inspiration) is like a key to perception into another world.
I experience an intense high but in a silent, deeply moved
sense. I feel reverence.
Even now it changes the way I look at things. It continues to
work, to lift me out of the mediocrity of everyday life.
My heart feels like its going to burst. 1 feel like breaking into
song and then like breaking into tears.
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In painting I am moved to prayer, I feel a great sense of joy
and gratitude, which transforms my daily life.
I think experiences like this teach you to be enthusiastic about
your work when teaching other people about a particular subject. In
teaching painting (for me) it is like rekindling that highly charged
electric experience. If we are receptive
...then we can be lifted up to
it."
Heloino Others
Pa m
Pam is a female in her mid-twenties who is attending college
full-time.
"Watching TV one night in May of 1987 I happened to catch a
"special" focusing on Teens in Trouble. Rivera was interviewing
teenagers, especially girls, who lived on the streets in some of this
country's major cities. Their problems ranged from drugs and suicide
to prostitution and pregnancy. He asked them questions like, "Don't
you care about how much your parents are worrying about you?"
and "Why don't you want to make something of yourself?"
He trivialized whatever it was that made them leave home in
the first place whether it was abuse, that they were trying to get
away from or they were formally kicked out of their home, his
attitude was that they could make it work if they really wanted to.
The anger that I built up after this one show inspired me to get
involved the only way I knew how. I found a local girls group home
and volunteered as much time there as possible for the next 8
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months. My anger, at Rivera, parents, society, etc. was what inspired
me to act.
When I first think of inspiration I think of something
beautiful: the sunset inspired me to paint a picture. To be reacting
instead of acting may not be the most productive or recommended
way of dealing with a problem, but at the time I didn't see any other
options. I spent most of my adolescence being a total introvert so I
was not really aware of what was going on around me.
I loved working in the group home - for the first time I felt
like I was doing something that really needed doing. My future in
adolescence - here at Marlboro and beyond has become the only
thing that makes sense right now. I think I will pursue it at least
until it stops making sense."
Martha
Martha is twenty three years old and a recent college graduate.
"I am inspired by the children at the place I work.
I love fostering education and maturity. Last year when I was on
'plan' it was all me. I was working on myself. Now I am working with
children. I come into it with some ideals. Don't ask for it. Feel it as I
go. One group had a Hispanic boy who had only been in the U.S. for
three weeks. He didn't speak English. It was a two-fold event. A
friend would interpret. Teachers said he was a problem. 1 used
positive feedback. Like, "I am glad you're in my field group." He
asked why. I told him that he helped others during obstacles, he was
a good actor in the play. He shrugged. It was a hard group. Some
didn't dig it. One day I was sitting against a tree, sort of bumnied oul.
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I felt hands giving me a massage - it was the Hispanic boy - Edwin.
After my giving out to him, I was getting some back. He gave me a
big hug when the group left.
Being on plan, spending the time on myself and now I am
giving back. Edwin is a good example. It all came together when he
touched me.
Inside I felt incredibly light. It was nice to see him happy and
giggling. He liked me. I have a euphoric feeling in my head. Happy
and light. Instantly lifted off how bad I'd been feeling about the
group.
I feel inspired in the process of teaching, working, explaining.
Helping them do an activity. I like to stimulate conversation, not
lecture. Teaching is so worth-while. Service is satisfaction. The
reward is the kid.
It made life so worthwhile, an outward display of affection for
what I'd done. I try to give myself that credit, give myself a pal on
the back rather than relying on the kids. The positive feedback is
wonderful.
The feeling lasts a couple of hours.
I feel uplifted. It's a spiritual, positive, affirmative feeling. A
real hype. My vision and hearing is cleared. 1 get in a real mode.
Pump myself up, I feel motivated.
Inspiration is an event. A moment. A flash. Motivation is a
process, a constant outgrowth of inspiration. It doesn't involve
feeling light and happy. The spiritual sensation isn't there. Maybe
motivation is more the hype and movement.
8 5
on
My plan and work connected. On plan it was me and my own
world. The only way I could justify spending so much time on myself
was that I was preparing to give a gift.
I went to a seminar where graduate students were speaking
the gift of what they were doing. All of a sudden I knew. It came
suddenly. Like lightening-fast. I knew what I wanted to do -
contribute. I was jubilant, blushing, happy. I got a real sense of
clarity. I was physiologically more awake. My eyes popped open. I
was much more alive. Alert. I had a lot of energy.
(I can feel it when) I'm not stressed. When I'm in the now and
not caught in the depression of the fear of the future or yuckiness ot
my past.
(All this has taught me) "Walk through the fire. It's not
insurmountable. Keep in touch with inspiration. Come back and sing.
Pick up a guitar and sing." You can call on the inspiration over and
over again
The color is white lightening. Huge beams coming through
clouds.
Inspiration comes through walks alone, sitting alone. For the
big ones I definitely need to be alone. The little ones aren't
revelations or as intense as the big ones."
Pete
Pete, 25, works with mentally retarded children in a school -
he reports that he works with sign language, teaches basic skills and
a variety of related tasks.
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"One of the kids learned my name. His name was Craig and he
was very high strung. He learned my name, how to write it, ...we
were in the art room one time and he wrote out my name. It looked
like a first learning and everything but I still have it, somewhere in
my packings I still have it, and I haven't worked there since 1984.
He was all excited, cause he did it right and after that he did
great, we built a real special bonding with each other.
I felt like I had accomplished something, like I actually did
good for somebody, they learned something from me. It was neat. 1
like working with kids.
...excitement, really good inside, just really happy - 1 did
something good.
I just felt like butterflies inside, like really just excited.
I was really excited and he saw it in my eyes and my smile and
he got all really excited. I had broken through a barrier with him and
it was something that needed to be done and 1 was one of the only
ones who did. He knew. You could see it in my eyes and in my face. 1
didn't jump up and down and stuff but it was my facial expressions.
At that time, it gave me more confidence with the kids. I felt
like I was actually there for a purpose and it helped me out a lot
with the kids, so it did help me.
It's just bringing back stuff that I haven't, I mean I think about
it and everything but I haven't talked to anyone about it and it's
opening up a part of me that you haven't known and 1 don't open
myself up very much so it's strange. Good, but strange.
I see kids who are retarded now and autistic and have
problems and I'm not closed-minded towards them."
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Bevond Limitation<;
Lois
Lois, 32, is a "middle" income mother of two young children.
"A while ago at work they asked for some volunteers to make
some phone calls at night, getting people to sit in on a focus panel,
not to sell anything, just to get their views and opinions. I hate
talking on the telephone. I hate interviewing people, getting a
negative answer, a 'no', and the phone slammed in my ear. Needless
to say, they needed volunteers and weren't getting many, so I
volunteered thinking maybe this would help me overcome that,
which it did.
First thing you do, you get a printed list of questions that you
are supposed to ask, a little speech you're supposed to use. And you
do the first number, which invariably is either a 'no' answer or an
answering machine (laughs) and you have to hang up. And then the
anxiety for the next call. But then when you get the first contact, and
the first no, it breaks the ice and it's much easier after that. Then vou
get the woman who answered the phone in New York when they had
the blackout, and she said, 'I'm sorry the lights just went out. I'm
hunting for a candle (laughs), I can't see anything', and then she sal
and talked on the phone for a few minutes about the blackout, and
she had no idea who I was, but just talking back and forth on the
phone. We have some people like that and others who just say, 'I'm
not interested' and slam the phone in your ear.
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(This was inspiring because I) can do it, if you make up your
mind to do it, you can do it. You can overcome that feeling of
anxiety.
After making about ten phone calls and you've got four or five
•yeses', and you get all the phoners together and they've got two
'yeses' out of the same number of calls, then you say, 'yay, I can do
this, and I can almost do it better than anybody else.'
It feels like a flower blossoming? You know, it feels great...
Makes you feel like a unicorn, something special!
(How has this impacted my life?) Rather than giving a flat out
'no' the first time, try it. See if you can overcome it. It's not always as
bad as it seems."
Mark
Mark is a twenty three year old college student who describes
his experience on an Outward Bound "solo".
"The one part I really remember - it was still really cold but 1
was just kind of oblivious by this time. I was coming around this
corner on the lake to where I could see the camp, and actually
started hearing applause -like from a Sit. com. TV show kind of
applause and it struck me as enormously funny but at the same time
I was like Jesus this is how I feel, man. Everyone was just glowing.
I've drawn on this inspiration.
Everyone had their resistances and it felt like it was not going
to budge and after this (the solo experience) it really clicked -
everyone was just effusive really spilling over with all this stuff -
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how good they felt
-bringing shit out that they otherwise probably
wouldn't have talked about.
The kind of stuff you tell your grandparents about.
...the incredible sense of accomplishment and then saying it
with all those people - that you'd kind of been through the ringer
with.
There was incredible self satisfaction."
Louise
Louise is a nineteen year old college student.
"There is a song that Dolly Parton sings - 'Coat of many colors'.
It inspires me by reminding me of the dress my momma made me. 1
wore this dress to school feeling so proud and dignified in it. Then
the other kids at school made fun of me because my dress was
homemade and I guess they called me poor and so on.
What was inspiring was what I said to them - 'My momma
made this dress and so there is love in it!' I had to stand up for
myself. That I had the guts to say that to them and that I wore the
dress (almost every day it seemed) was inspiring.
I could be my own person ... I could stand up for myself. 1
really learned something; had a big realization. From that day on 1
was never ashamed of my family.
As I think back on it when I'm inspired I feel closest to myself
- most open to everything around me. I also feel a weight in my
chest and very happy. My body gets active and excited."
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A New Pprspectivp
Karen A.
Karen A., 23, is a "low-middle" income woman.
"It was an incident, oh probably six or seven years ago, maybe
longer. I worked at a retail store, a shoe store, and had been there
four or five hours, and after working in a store like that, you think,
'Oh God, here comes some more rowdy people.' Well, this gentleman
came around who I knew from school. ..and he said, 'Oh, look at that
family, they must be happy to see each other, they must be on
vacation or something.' It made me think, here I was putting these
people down when I didn't know anything about them, and when
you take a second look at it, you realize that is what it was - they
were happy to see each other, they were being loud but they were
being lovable. He made me realize that you don't immediately put
people down, you take the time to evaluate the situation and see
what's going on.
It made (me). ..take a step back inside (my)self and look at it
again. And everything else around it stopped and you're jusi
focusing on that group of people, and looking at it in a different light.
I felt like a caterpillar ...growing into a butterfly. Growing,
seeing something in a new light!
Most times when I stop to judge people now I remember that
incident. If you make a harsher judgement, a first judgement of
someone, and then you take a second look at it later, you find that
you've probably judged them wrong. So if he hadn't taken the time
to stop and say that to me that day I'd be a different person!"
9 1
Matt
Matt, 43, is an antique dealer, father, student, photographer,
self described "liberal" and reports that he was drafted for Vietnam.
"The most inspiring incident was the birth of my daughter.
It was like a trip without drugs. It was the most amazing high,
in-tune thing I've ever experienced.
I was really thrilled that we were going to have the baby... and
we were prepared. It just seemed like the most natural bonding: I
never felt that close to someone in my life as I did to my lover and
my daughter.
The feelings were super - real... every fiber of my skin, smell,
hearing, everything was just so vivid and in tune.
I was just glowing for a couple hours after the birth. This is the
best experience of my life, the most inspirational. Actually seeing the
product of myself and someone I cared for in human form.
My hearing seemed extra acute, my skin seemed so... I could
feel every moment, every little speck of sweat, every bit of effort... 1
was smiling almost the entire time; smiling inside and out.
I get the same touches of the splashes of the same feeling
whenever I think back on those times.
(Q: Did this experience lead you to anything else in your life?)
... I started studying more of what the Taoist ways of thought
are. Martial arts are part of my life now. They have changed my life
more than anything. And I felt it was like some kind of fulfillment of
some of the hints that I had of what is real meaning in life or death.
And (the birth) took away some of my fear of death. It really took
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over; it made me feel that I wasn't so important... It changed the
focus of my life to leaving a legacy for (my children) instead of
concerning myself with my problems of everyday living so much."
Mike
Mike is a college student in his early twenties. He described
traveling to a religious holy place.
"We finally approached the entrance with a long stepped walk
up the hill...
I was wandering around near the complex and I got this feeling
of serenity, and I just felt the power of where I was.
As we were going back down the hill we saw a yogi seated in
meditation. There was (also) a little girl running around who must
have been three or four years old, screaming and yelling and
jumping around. It was odd the opposite elements of the meditator
and the noisy girl. All 1 could think of was "He must be irritated or
distracted."
She then come up and tugged on his sleeve. He just turned to
her and scooped her up in his arms, and took her in his lap and just
started talking to her. This was startling and inspirational.
He became a real embodiment of compassion The scene has
remained in my mind as a spontaneous, open example for me to
follow and think about, especially because it went against this
preconceived notion in my head.. (I realized) how all phenomenon
could be incorporated into the path..."
9 3
John
John is a twenty one year old male from a "middle class"
background.
"I was talking on the phone about AIDS, and I was told some
really horrifying statistics. I got terrified about whether or not I had
AIDS.
I was really scared and as I looked at people I could see that I
was isolated from them and different from them.
Later as I was driving there was a beautiful view and grand
music on the radio, I suddenly had this realization. I felt light. I was
enjoying this so much - it was here and now. That was living.
Somehow that was connected to death. I was realizing that I was
going to die and 1 had to live for now.
It was a letting go. I let the fear go.
'Be here now.'
Realizing everything without fear while still being right there,
it is a sensation of freedom.
I felt joy. Suddenly I felt like I was experiencing all physical
sensations... Being able to feel all those things ... light everywhere.
I felt secure, like a semi-enlightenment, like I had come across
the answer. It is a kind of trusting, an acceptance. Sometimes it still
feels scary..."
Love
Jane
Jane is a nineteen year old college sophomore.
"Well, one of the first ones that I had - that made me realize
that I had this crush, was in class one day we were talking about
9 4
different styles of writing that I hadn't read - Science Fiction fantasy
stuff. And he sort of had a conversation with himself about some
writing that someone had submitted and he was trying to point to a
novel that he had read to say what he thought the (student's) story
was about and in the course of that he was having a conversation
with himself. He started discussing a novel that I hadn't read - that
I'd never heard of. He went on to list five pieces of writing that he
seemed to know fairly intimately - and I just had no clue about.
I felt like - 'Wow!' It's the kind of inspiration where you go and
haven't even begun to read and he's read all this Greek stuff--all this
classic stuff and he's in tune with contemporary stuff.
It makes me feel drunk I think. It really makes me feel
intoxicated. I woke up this morning and I felt this way and I thought
I need to have something to eat. So I ate a bagel and I felt more
drunk. I felt like a bagel would weigh me down, but it didn't. Then I
thought I'll have a cup of tea, because that really brings me down,
and it didn't affect me in the least. I was still hovering about
everything. And I like it, but it's so full of energy that I'm not sure
any body can contain it and that I'm going to blurt it out -like laugh
and reach across the table and touch him. I'm not sure it should or
would or could be contained. It feels like hard liquor. You can feel ii
go down. It's definitely liquidity, but not wet.
It started with an awe of him and it lead to the fact that I've
started reading again.
And my fingers were tingling.
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I read his story and I really liked it. It was very sweet. That
sounds really gross like maple syrup or something. I can't help but
think that the writing is an extension of him.
Because of the swirling I think of when you put chocolate
syrup in milk-like when you put it in but then you start stirring it
and it's going everywhere and it comes back up to the top but it's
more at the bottom. And that's sweet too."
Marie
Marie is a twenty one year old college junior.
"I met a man... I was inspired the entire time being with him.
There was one moment where we shared something... He
opened up about his feelings for me. It was so peaceful. The
moonlight lit up the tears on his face.
He inspired me to open up, to honor and feel a little of what 1
wasn't allowing myself to feel. A knowing of myself. Through his
expression of knowing himself, I saw a part of me that had been hurt
before and I hadn't let myself see. It's a self love thing. A connection
with a part of myself that I hadn't let myself see.
It was like a burst in my chest. A spreading of energy. It starts
in my chest and goes 'whoosh'... A healing thing... I can feel this - 1
had doubted that in myself. It was a letting down of guards and
feeling comfortable. It was scary! Moments like that help me. When
I doubt myself I remember, that was real. Those few moments were
real.
The inspirations were a part of a process.
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A moment and a process. It's a connection. There's no dialogue.
It's an exchange on an energy level... A melting of blocks.
(Q: Has this effected you long term?)
Definitely. It's effected my day-to-day friendships, and cast a
different light on them. It's neat to see this in my friendships. 1
wasn't able to see it and be tender before.
It stays with me. It's inside me and I can open up more...
People noticed. My father knew. We inspired other people.
There was no conscious effort. We were just being ourselves. This old
man had been watching us play on the beach. We played all day. He
spoke up as we were leaving and said how nice it was to see two
people really loving; young and in love..."
CI a r i t V
Linda
Linda is a twenty year old college student.
"Well, at the time I didn't think about it and it was really more
of a series of events that just led to a complete enlightenment,
realization, inspiration. Over the summer 1 met a lot of people, a lot
of people that I choose to call lessons in a way, they were my lessons
for my life or little hints in my life that were telling me that what I
want to do is work with people.
What I want to do is help people and how important it is for
me to have a human relationship more than just 'hi' and 'bye' but to
experience people. 1 can give you specific examples. One of the things
was pretty shallow compared to some of the others. 1 mean, it was as
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simple as I went for a job interview and they asked me to take a
written exam and it was Macy's. It was like major stupid people
working there and they gave me a written exam which I failed. I
failed exam after exam after exam and I thought at Macy's, of all
places, that I'd pass this and every person in the store as I walked
out they even looked stupider to me and everything looked so stupid
to me and I hated everyone. I was so pissed about it and I felt like as
much as I came to Marlboro and I didn't really have to deal with
tests, I could write papers and express myself that way. All of a
sudden I just woke up and realized, you know, shit, 1 failed again -
that's a lesson for me. There's a reason why I keep failing these
things. There's a reason to all of this, and what it pointed to me was
that a lot of people don't understand me and I think there are a lot of
people out there that aren't understood and I can understand them.
If I understand them then that's where I should be, that's what I
should be doing. I don't know, that was just one little experience.
It was an extreme realization, I mean, I got home and I was
angry and I was like OK, well what I'm going to do is... I'm going to
write the Macy's Corporation and I'm going to tell them what I think
of them and how wrong it is and everything and then I just stopped
for a minute and I'm like, there has to be a reason for this. Why does
this keep happening to me - over and over and over again. I'm not a
stupid person and what most people would see this as is an example
of a stupid person and I felt like I overcame this - that there's more
to life than taking tests and then I realized that there isn't. It was
such an incredible thing. I felt like it was a calling.
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To work with people that was just like there's a reason for it -
it was my lesson, it was my calling. But I really believed that and 1
believed that there are reasons for things and if this is happening
over and over and over again, then there has to be a reason for it
and it's not just to make me suffer - or maybe it is to help me help
other people so they don't have to suffer so much. It was definitely
an inspiring thing. And just little things over the summer. I felt like
the summer was a collection of every life experience that I've had.
I've been carrying around or everything that was unsettled became
settled over the summer, from little tiny things that I was searchino
so hard for and then over the summer I wasn't searching anymore so
it just came - they were just little events that were like, this is what
you're doing.
At first I felt it in my head and then later on 1 definitely fell ii-
well, I always feel things over here in my chest. My head was
shining.
... I felt like crying. I don't really remember if I did or if I didn't, but
I remember it was just like this complete release, you know, it was
like the climax was forever you know, it's the release. It's finally
here. Like I've been holding my breath and I just let it out or like
I've been pulling on this dog who really didn't want to come with me,
and I just let him go and he's running loose all over the place and 1
don't care.
...it was just letting go. Definitely.
Happy, sad, teary, all choked up.
It makes me look at things differently now.
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It's just this is the way it is, it's just like I adopted a new set of
principles, laws, lessons, you know. I never saw these things before. 1
never saw it in this way and it's all so new to me and 1 feel like I
have a much more positive outlook on life. I don't get upset as much
by the petty little things. I just kind of look at it like this was part of
life. I think that's what that whole experience did for me too."
Sue
Sue, age 22, describes herself as a catholic, a college student
studying psychology, and "middle class".
"I realized recently that I had a baby once. 1 was in the sixth
grade and I miscarried within the first trimester. But when 1 finally
put it all together, I was lying in bed and just looking around the
room with an incredible sense of 'On my God, I was a mother'.
And to stop having to answer the question over and over again,
'Was I or wasn't I?' It was very peaceful, there was a sense of awe
and a little bit of loss, but mostly like my baby had been given back
to me, like somebody had stolen it eight years ago and someone now
handed it back to me.
I felt a very quiet joy.
...it was just a sudden knowledge. The joy had a lot to do with
putting the uncertainty to rest. I think a feeling of peace and putting
it finally to rest was the big thing. Because now I can get on with my
life. I know what happened. Its an awful thing not being able to
remember your childhood.
But just being able to put it to rest, made me let go of a lot of
stuff I've been torturing myself with.
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This realization has really changed something in me. I am a lot
more comfortable around kids. I feel that I have something to offer
them now. I used to be afraid of them, like they were going to see
through me. It opened up another loving piece of me that I can now
share with people.
This feels sort of like cleaning a dirty window. You can clean a
little bit and you get a little piece and you can see a little bit of the
outside world. And the sun can come in a little.
It seems also like a lake with a lot of wind on it. It is like when
the wind dies down and everything just comes to a stop."
Margaret
Margaret is a twenty five year old college student.
"I had been floundering about figurins out what I was coinj: to
write about.
I figured out my 'plan'. It just flashed into my head, popped
into my head ...everything just appeared. 1 found this common
thread... it just kind of happened.
I was very excited, thinking, 'Alright now I have a purpose', ii
is a big motivating force, I feel like I can now write 100,000 pages. 1
also felt free and proud, excited, happy, calm, collected. It felt like a
triumph.
"
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Connection
James
James is a thirty year old musician who has recently returned
to college.
"When I was seventeen years old ... we found a perfect spot to
camp out on Prince Edward Island. It was a peaceful time and we
had a lot of fun swimming, laughing, and talking. We went to the tops
of the cliffs at sunset and witnessed the most beautiful sunset. I had
never seen a sun look so big and so close to us.
I had this feeling of being very comfortable and safe. It was
not necessary to talk anymore. There was a real feeling of wholeness
in the experience.
I have often thought of this experience and can transport
myself back to the feeling and re-experience it. The experience acts
as a reminder of the fact that 1 can feel that way.
There was a feeling of being at home with the world and
myself, a connectedness. ; not stressful, just an intense core
experience.
I felt substantial, present, rooted... there was a sense of
fulfillment and awareness of the whole, a secure and comforting
feeling that nature is consistent.
It was really a sensuous experience. I was able to take in
everything as I had a heightened sensory awareness. 1 could hear
the wind, water, animals, and the people talking all at the same
time."
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Sally
Sally is a twenty one year old college student.
"It was a time when I was very unsettled.
I went to the ocean, I felt at home, relieved, grounded and
nourished, calm, peaceful and rested.
I felt like I was coming back to myself.
I feel connected, warm and tingly, and excited.
Its represented by the color blue, cooling, calming, floating,
rhythm, buoyant, motion, rocking, like waves
My senses opened up and 1 felt kinda cleansed.
There is a sense of Wholeness."
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CHAPTER 5
ADDITIONAL INTERVIEW PROFILES
The following profiles were derived from interviews that I
conducted independent of the class research. The profiles consist
entirely of direct quotes. With two exceptions participants were
selected from my aquaintences simply because I thought they would
be interesting to speak with. That is, I did not intentionally select
individuals because of some known inspirational or creative
experience. Two subjects were selected using this criteria and
because they are professionally engaged as scientists. As indicated
earlier, the student interview participants consisted of only one
"scientifically oriented" person. My intent in selecting these two
scientists was to assess whether there appeared to be significant
similarities and differences between scientists and non-scientists in
their experience of inspiration. While the sample is two small to be
conclusive, it does provide new and relavent information.
Janine is thirty three years old, a mother of one with a master's
degree who has not working since her pregnancy; previously she
worked as an administrator and counselor in educational settings.
She reports that she comes from a "middle class" catholic family.
"Books inspire me; I'll read something and it will hit a chord
opening me up. Sometimes music. But most of the time it is when I'm
connected to myself. When I'm trusting myself and loving rhyself I'm
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more open and receptive. When I feel that there is more for me to dc
in the world.
A lot has to do with my state of mind, if I'm enjoying life.
There is a momentum, a steadiness with which I can direct
myself toward something... a feeling of hope. A knowing that I am
going in a direction that will best serve me.
It feels like I'll be working toward a direction and won't know
all the pieces, then a wave of clarity just comes over me. Things
become clear, there is a feeling of rightness to it, and no doubt.
One of the clearest examples is when 1 decided to learn
bodywork. It really wasn't even a thought - it feels like it springs
from deep inside; all of my senses spring to life and then it just feels
right.
It feels as if everything comes together, such a complete
feeling. It's senses, its analytical, it feels like everything. The
universe has put everything together.
What I've noticed for my life is when 1 listen to my inspiration
and intuition 1 don't make wrong decisions, my life feels like its on
track.
(The difference between inspiration and intuition) is
inspiration has a much stronger sense of the unknown. Something
coming completely out of the blue. Intuition is a feeling I know
within myself. Inspiration comes from outside myself. It feels like
it's an opening, it can be from my head or heart.
It is a clarity of feeling, thought, etc. - a rightness. It is not a
decision about a particular question, it is clarity.
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The opposite of inspiration is getting lost in analytical thought.
When I try to force a decision. When I want to know something
before the time is right.
I get inspired by being willing to wait, letting myself be
vulnerable to it. Learning to trust that it will come. A lot of my
difficulty comes when I start to lose the trust.
It's encouraging to talk about. It does happen pretty regularly.
I must remember to trust myself."
Frank
Frank is a thirty two year old married father who has
advanced degrees in education and psychology. He works as a
teacher and counselor.
"The first thing that comes to mind is when 1 began teaching.
Speaking in front of a group was always terrifying for mc. but
something I also longed to do well.
I had an experience where it fell like what 1 was saying jusi
rolled or flowed out of me. It was very wonderful, feeling almost
effortless, strange and was both exciting - inspiring and very calming
at the same time. I felt a deepening of my heart and I believed that
my words were touching or inspiring to others in the room. There
was such a strong sense that I just needed to get out of my own way
and allow this material or knowledge to come through.
I now regularly look forward to teaching this way. While I can'i
sustain it for a whole class, I don't think, it often comes through to
add clarity and a further depth ^to the material. Nearly always the
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content is about meaning in life, compassion, love, helping or
something personally spiritual.
While I can now generally speak in a class with much less
effort and even let the material sort of roll out it is especially
uplifting when it is a topic that touches something personal for
students and me.
The shift that has occurred with me as a result of these
experiences is a deepening trust in myself, the process, the inherent
wisdom in all of us. There is a sense that I don't know who is
speaking and yet I know 1 am very present and focused. There
seems to be great clarity, resonance and poignancy to the words.
They seem to touch people.
When this happens the room seems to be rarified. There is a
kind of brightness, fullness, clarity, excitement and peace all at the
same time. It does seem to sparkle and the air tingles, at least to me.
It seems to happen automatically sometimes if a student says
something or asks something important. It is as if the right button
gets pushed and things just get opened up and flow. Once 1 get going
the connection seems to get stronger. My effort or will is required at
first, especially to focus the group or frame the situation but then it
seems to disappear.
This process has become generalized to asking myself questions
in finding help for myself or for someone else. One that 1 ask when
I'm with other people sometimes is, 'What would be helpful to this
person at this time?' With great regularity some picture or words
pop in. This sometimes doesn't work and when it doesn't it seems
related to the degree to which I trust and let go after I have
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consciously framed the question. My anxiety about the result seems
to block the flow.
This balance of framing - focusing and then trusting and letting
go gets played-out throughout my life. Not always with success,
especially when I don't trust enough or am too scared or confused to
frame things properly, but with reassuring regularity.
While I enjoy teaching and it is nourishing so long as the
subject matter can be meaningful and interesting, I've found that it
feels that I have learned much of what teaching had to teach me -
self trust, a certain ease, efficiency in framing, how better to work
with students, confidence and especially how to be inspired and
share it with others. While this is by no means perfected it does feel
like its time to move into some new areas - I'm not really sure what
those might be, it seems to happen occasionally in writing. If I can
frame and let go I have faith it will work out for my best learning
and best service.
The opposite end of the spectrum from inspiration feels dense,
tight, controlling and controlled by my anxiety. Life feels like a great
burden. Even a hopelessness and meaninglessness creep in. I feel
sick, numb, deadened, just going through the motions. There is no
vitality, just a slow leak in my energy. I feel like I have to muscle
through life. Now it feels like the ability to muscle can be used more
effectively in harmony with this trusting, guiding wisdom. When its
used alone it just hardens my life, it doesn't deepen it.
I experience inspiration in other ways: a song evokes a
uplifting and swelling of my heart, a beautiful crisp blue sky. hearing
Martin King's 'dream' speech, and I think there are lots more. A
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particular song, speech etc. doesn't work 100% of the time. I have to
allow myself to be cleared and stirred but very often it works. There
is some state of mind I must be near for it to work.
I have had other experiences that were inspiring, a moment of
real ecstasy literally at the summit of a mountain. It was just
incredibly clear, brilliant, a merging with the surroundings - the sky,
the trees the air, the mountain. I was filled with energy, charged and
feeling unbounded by my skin. The moment was timeless and soon
after I fell fast asleep for an hour and a half on top of this mountain.
It was wonderful. This was a magic moment, one that, for a couple of
years, I tried to recapture again and again, almost with an obsession.
While I have had moments similar it wasn't until several years later
when I was being guided in a kind of meditation by a kind older man
that I surpassed the intensity of the experience. I hadn't spent eighi
hours hiking or anything in preparation. It was just a short, 'simple'
meditation.
These experiences and others like them were definitely a high,
ecstasy, great joy and so on. And they motivated me to recapture the
experience but were they inspiring? They were a moment of
transcendent bliss, they amounted to a big perceptual shift, they
have served as benchmarks and have moved me to learn more about
them. But somehow, while awe-filled and maybe even hauntingly
addictive, they seem different from the more practical effect that the
inspiration described above has. Maybe not, I'm not sure.
This could be a time that 1 ask my inner voice or whatever for
some insight. This has been a real pragmatic spin off from my
inspiration.
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This could be a time that I ask my inner voice or whatever for
some insight. This has been a real pragmatic spin off from my
inspiration.
Advice to myself. Trust myself, trust the benevolence and
wisdom of the spirit, stay in balance between muscle or will and and
this trust or faith. While I think incorporating these experiences have
made me much more competent, it has made my sense of self very
different. There is more humility, even a surrender at times that just
feels like faith and trust."
•Tohn
Jack, 51, is married and works as a professor in the natural
sciences; he teaches college students through conducting research in
extensive in-the-field projects.
"When I think of the times involving an inspiration its usually
in a problem I've been working on. Either a geologic problem or a
house design problem, or a teaching tactics problem.
The ones that are clearest in my mind are when I've been
wrestling with a research question and all of a sudden woke up in
the middle of the night and something clicked.
Two years ago when 1 went out to this crater in California and 1
had been wracking my brain for ways you could detect whether the
crater had been swelling. I had been locked into (a particular idea) of
how we could discover this and after getting all the way out there
and testing our inquiry method it became clear that it wasn't going to
work. ...very discouraging. I went to bed that night and woke up at
three and it just dawned on me what I should look at. And I couldn't
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behaving just as I had envisioned it might. I was totally excited
about it.
I've had about three or four of those experiences while I've
been working on things. And the ingredients in it have often been
not being overly trained in that discipline. This was an essential
ingredient.
I was not trained in the ways rivers behaved but got interested
through course projects. When we first started studying these things
I gave a talk
... and an (expert) came up after and said 'If you had
some training in rivers you never would have discovered what you
had. You wouldn't have had the eyes to see it.'
A student raised this totally innocent question in class about a
feature on the topographical map of the river. My whole interest in
rivers really sort of started with this question. It is the thing that
gives me psych or whatever.
One of the ways that you can define inspiration is to have just
the desire to do something. That's a very different view of
inspiration than waking up in the middle of the night.
I don't think inspiration in research comes out of the blue at
all. What happens is you really do reach points of frustration. 'It
doesn't make sense'... And then 'boom' a new way of looking at
something or building the house or any of these kind of things that
you wrestle with it and all of a sudden something was going on in
there that prepared you. It wasn't going to happen in the first ten
minutes, it really took a long time to gel. It required preparation and
frustration. You first have to be psyched or interested in these things
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and then an innocent statement by a student or something like that
will get you to look at it differently
I think a lot of inspiration comes from looking at the literature
and finding unanswered questions in someone else's work. I'm quite
convinced that if someone said I couldn't be a geologist anymore but
had to be a biologist or chemist or whatever that it wouldn't take
long to find something interesting in another discipline.
Quite a lot of inspiration occurs when you are wrestling with
that final document. You see things that you may not have before. Or
because you really do try to put all the pieces together and they
don't fit. You have that wrestling match. It's not just going out in the
field and careful data taking that prepares you for those light bulbs
to go on but it is also this wrestling with the reporting of it that often
brings that stuff out.
We had a great time on the Cape at the salt marsh. We did
something that I had wanted to do for years and years... to get some
cores from the salt marsh to check some theories about how these
things evolved and we finally made it work and low and behold one
of these cores was perfect... Those are the fun moments, the ones that
really keep you going. Particularly if you get four or five kids excited
who might make a career out of it. And the thing about remaining
inspired or keep having fun with this whole business is to keep
finding new things to work on with the students.
One of the most pleasant times occurs on the river. You get all
the students in the van and say goodbye to them. And then you're by
yourself for half an hour or so taking the boat back up the river and
putting it on the trailer. And sometimes I'll just go up and poke
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around and stop. And its just a total luxury of solitude that is so
diametrically opposite of the frenetic scene that you've just said
goodbye to.
And particularly this time of year - there will be flotillas of
yellow leaves coming down the river sort of defining where the
current goes and these sort of ominous clouds. I just love it. It
reminds me of my love of a day like this ...sort of brisk, ominous son
of a melancholy sky. When I was in Scotland the sky seemed like this
all the time.
I can remember when I was a kid I used to get off on pouting.
Pouting took an interesting form. I liked to go out by myself. If 1 was
up in Vermont I would go fishing in a down pouring rain and would
stay out for three or four hours in this drenching rain and it got me
to this sort of warm, melancholy frame of mind and something was
delightful to me about it. I just feel so invigorated by that kind of
melancholy, cold somewhat uncomfortable ... 1 feel something of a
pioneer out in those conditions. This is my kind of day. I remember
my favorite song when 1 was a little guy was Ghost Riders in the
Sky'. 1 just loved the image of that. In Yonkers 1 would look up at
these clouds and pretend that 1 was out West or into the woods
someplace.
I have had experience where I felt like I got out of the way
and something happened that was neat. In this large talk 1 set it up
so that it was a Socratic dialogue. And it worked. It had such a warm
feeling . It felt like all of a sudden everybody was listening and into
it. And I remember getting choked up afterwards when 1 went back
to my office and talked to a student and she asked how it went. And
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I was so excited about getting all of these people to be interested in
this kind of a thing. That was fun.
Canoeing with my sons (recently) we had just gone through the
rapids and I was taking a picture of my two sons leaning on each
other's boats. There was a totally radiant feeling of satisfaction. And
it may not happen again for along time. It was one of the greatest
experiences in my whole life. And what was fun was that they were
much stronger than I am but they were anxious to learn from me
. It
was totally great.
It could be religious inspiration or spiritual inspiration - when
I'm out in a lot of the places I'm working I think an underlying
current to all of that is the sort of uplifting feeling you get from
being in a neat place. And to understand it, just to try to poke
beneath the rug to see how this system that is so pretty or so
invigorating to be there and see how it works is fun. Sometimes 1
like to just be out there and let the feelings soak in but often it is
really fun to see what nature is doing.
It is a warm feeling. Things really come together. All the pieces
work. I don't see them as a religious experience but they are
definitely uplifting. I go down to the (lake) or go out in my canoe and
I really do feel that I can be just as close to God down at the lake as
... in the pew of a church. And I think I do sense under a surface
layer that is all very rational about how the world works that I
realize that (the world) is something just completely complicated and
that we will never understand it all. And if somebody said: "Take a
picture of what you think God looks like" 1 would say that it is the
intricacy of nature, that's what God seems to be to me. The idea thai
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this thing is so fantastical designed or random or whatever. That's
why the destruction of species really gets to me. When I think of
these beautiful little birds are being eradicated by our selfish greed,
its awful. If we are being sacrilegious on this planet that's where."
Elaine
Elaine is a divorced mother in her late thirties. She works as a
private counselor and as a teacher.
"Inspiration is a part of my everyday experience. I went
through a period of time where I was very sick and felt very
physically limited. So my world became very small. I was faced with
either becoming depressed or finding inspiration in the very small
and simple. And now that I have vitality and am feeling well I look
back on that time with a lot of gratitude because I really learned
how to find inspiration in everyday types of things.
When I had very little vitality and could vacuum I found it
inspiring to have the energy to vacuum. And I felt gratitude. It
changed my attitude about vacuuming. The process of the inventor
who invented the vacuum cleaner, the process of how clean
everything gets and how nice that feels. I think appreciation is very
linked to inspiration. Being appreciative is what brings me into a
feeling of inspiration. So if I'm eating a turkey sandwich with lettuce
and tomatoes and focusing on the gratitude and appreciation of the
turkey and thinking about the wheat fields and thinking about the
lettuce and so on and then I feel inspired. I found that when I was
sick I could either make my life fulfilled or miserable and basically
the ability to find inspiration in everyday things was the key. So
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what if I didn't get well. Some people don't. If that happened to me I
want to maintain my appreciation of the small rather than becoming
a bitter person, feeling that life didn't give me what I wanted. That's
one aspect.
If I'm tired or my day hasn't gone well I'm consciously
reaching for inspiration. I'll put on some music or make a cup of tea,
or make a fire in the fireplace... to consciously try to uplift me and
carry me through the rest of the day.
Then there is a whole different type of inspiration - that which
comes without effort or without looking. That seems to be something
that doesn't come from me but comes to me. And doesn't seem to be
connected to the mood I'm in or the perception I'm having, its a
bigger sphere than that. Those I see as turning points or the category
of things I call 'The things I know I know'.
I've had the manifestation of a guide appear before me and the
compassion of the being was so inspirational that I fell I could reach
my own ideals. Or the experience of somebody who has surmounted
some difficulty and carries themselves with dignity in light and love.
Or the face of a kitten or a child.
I find that if I have a major decision to make or if I'm not clear
one of the first things I go for is inspiration. I might go to the ocean
where I'm reminded of the infinite. When I'm at the ocean it seems
that things fall into clarity from that feeling of expansion.
I'm inspired by the process of growth that people go through.
I'm inspired by human courage. And I think that has been a nice
change. That I've had so much spiritual inspiration that now I'm also
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learning about the human inspiration and putting the two together.
Which is a very different nature.
(When inspired, I feel) expanded, light, unified, the crown
chakra is open, peaceful, purposeful, it feels like life has meaning and
everything has significance. And I think inspiration creates the
energy to go forward.
The crown chakra which is the chakra of trust and faith in life
is opened with inspiration. So when there is inspiration there is a
sense of trust, a lack of worry and a lack of fear. With this 1 get clear,
I feel an appropriateness of action and inaction which motivates me
to be a part of action. And then I sort of get on with what 1 need to
be doing. If there is worry or fear or confusion there may be a
pulling back from life. Where inspiration creates the trust to go
forward.
Worry and inspiration can't exist at the same time.
The opposite of inspiration is depression. Inspiration creates
expansion. Depression is a feeling of a lack of trust and faith. It feels
terrible. It occurred for me in a situation in which I felt like my
experience wasn't valid. The feeling was miserable, it felt like you're
closed off from experiencing life, you can't feel it. It is a dullness, a
lack of expansion.
How do you get out of it? The first thing to look at is what is
causing the depression, and it came back to a lack of trust. It came
back with the fact that the external things going on are not what 1
want them to be and I think I need them to be different than they
are and therefore I'm not trusting this process of life and evolution
and the things that I'm actually learning now. So it came back to
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trusting even though I couldn't understand why things were as they
were. There is a purpose greater than I can grasp and in going to that
recognition back comes the clarity and expansion and then the
grasping becomes easier. I think this is true of everybody. Their
vision of themselves and their lives becomes small. It's like trying to
understand a forest by looking at a twig, you just can't understand it.
And people look at the twig of their life and they say 'I don't
understand this'. 'This isn't meaningful, I'm not fulfilled.' It has to be
looked at in this very large sphere to be meaningful. And I think
what makes it difficult is both the conditioning from our society and
our Karmic patterns. Certain circumstances for certain individuals
trigger the lack of trust. For me it was following my guides and
getting burned at the stake. I can see now that was part of the
process but in the middle of it felt like I was set up. So even now
when 1 feel like I'm being set up there is still this emotional reaction.
There is this process of learning to catch up. Learning how to align
the emotion with the knowing.
I think that by myself I am inspired very easily. My learning
has to deal with being very sensitive. I'm a very psychic spongy sort
of person so if I'm with other people who don't perceive the
inspiration and feel angry
,
bitter, or depressed, or discouraged then
I have to work very hard to not overly absorb them, to feel that I'm
not responsible to teach them, to make it different for them
immediately. And for me the learning is not to be angry about a
person's inability to see the bigger picture because if they could we
could all have a good time. If they can't then I have to live with the
energy near me and I get caught in the frustration, the impatience, ...
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in that wanting to shake awake. It is my learning to accept the
slowness of the evolution and the recognition that to speed it up is to
lose that which is most valuable. It is not only OK it is good. And
that's a hard one for me.
I have this other side of me that can be inspired by a beautiful
dress, or quality things. The good life.
What advice I have to myself. Trust. That all the different parts
will be developed and worked on appropriately as I trust and stay in
attunement with the spirit. And that is the only way I don't get
overwhelmed
.
I bring it back down to the lowest common
denominator and then I can handle an enormous amount but if 1
don't go to that point of focus then I can't handle that much."
Karen
Karen, 43, is a professor of ecology. She reports that she sees
herself as a scientist and that her family consists of several scientists.
"The light bulb is what 1 think of, is my description of it. It is a
feeling and the light bulb idea characterizes it. The inspiration is a
response to a problem. Something you want to solve.
I can see it as sort of a continuum. Its sort of a feeling that 'gee
,
that's really a good idea.'
A small example. I was walking along working on a problem. In
this case, how can we export our (teaching methods). As we were
walking along I had no idea where this came from. Sometimes it just
comes out of seemingly nowhere. Although other times you can very
clearly identify the source. And I really think it is a good idea. You
just have this warm and comfortable feeling. "Wow! That's a great
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idea; That's a solution to the problem. It's creative. It solves that
problem. It feels good, a glow, a high. ...happy, enthusiastic.
A bigger example. I am working on a four year long project.
Within a few months I had to come up with a whole new viable grant
proposal that I could work on myself because their had been a
(problem between a colleague and me). This was pressure, probably
the most pressure I have ever had. And then you start working on it
and it's always there.
When you're engaged in an activity that is almost automatic
and your mind can then be released... like driving, walking or taking
a shower. It's always back there, going around and around. And then
you just have it.
The idea that I came up with I think had actually been
mentioned by someone else. I don't think I came up with it
independently. But its finding it in all the stuff you've got in your
head and putting the pieces together. 1 know its all going "kuchunk,
kuchunk " back there and then all of a sudden it just merges as a
clear idea that I can say. I don't know how this happens but I can
recognize it when it does. Its that light bulb thing. It happens mostly
in my head. Its a clarity. As a scientist you need to have a clear idea
of what your question is, and then you figure out how to solve it. It's
a clarity of vision... it's simple, it's direct, it's clear, it's clean. It feels
right, it just makes sense. Like there is a truth to it or an honesty.
It really is fun. It just feels really good and you feel creative.
The consequence of this is then you then have to go about how to
figure out how to approach this neat clear idea. This then brings out
a whole series of issues and problem that you have to wrestle with
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and this is fun and requires creativity as well as lots of hard work.
(These are) problems that need solutions.
Teaching where and how I do, getting freshman involved in
research and all, I wonder where that comes from. When I was in
college apparently I was concerned about and working on this same
issue. Although I have no memory of this at all, I only know that
from a paper I found not too long ago. It happens to be the only
paper I saved from all my college years. When I read it it described
exactly like the way I teach now and like the place I teach at, and it
blew me away.
Whenever I talk about this kind of teaching, I go back and
mention the disappointing college experience I had. What I want is to
have for my students what I didn't have. If I think of all the time
and money that I and everybody else wastes (In a nonproductive
learning environment) it is very frustrating to me.
I was told in high school that I was not good enough in math to
be able to continue on and they were going to pull me out of the
college track. I did have trouble with certain concepts but I don't
think this cripples you as a scientist. But I think if it had been taught
differently I would have gotten it better. And I think there was a lot
of anger around this. I see a lot of students who are feeling that they
just can't do it and it makes me want to find another way to help
them get it. How can we help people to want to learn. It makes me
angry and makes me want to do something about it.
I get a sense of self esteem because I feel like I'm finally good
at it, problem solving. It's always new, its very rich and stimulating
and there can be lots of people to work with.
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The opposite of inspiration is dead, dull, low; the color is grey
as opposed to a bright rose, a warm and bright color; depressed,
numb, your mind is dead. And you feel isolated, alone, you don't
even want to deal with other people.
That whole summer when the grant came through and we
started to work on the project was a high. This group of people
...
would get together every day for lunch and talk about the work. It
was a very high time. Colors really were more vivid and I was very
aware of it. Running down the beach and the colors were sparkling
My mind was working clearly, ideas would come more easily.
Physical things inspire me. You can stop worrying about things
and let your eyes open up. And not have a lot of stuff around you
and just be able to drink what's around you. Often its not until about
three quarters of the run before it clicks in and I can look around
me
.
If I had two years to live I would try to make an impact. I
would tour the country trying to inspire or entice people to change
the way they teach science. It would be a real mission. It's very
scary. It is something that comes very much from my heart; I believe
in it; I think its needed. I think I could do it well.
I would like to try to have more fun at my work. You know
what the high part is like and there is also a down side. The
challenge is how to incorporate the light and that good feeling and
not get so caught up in the more destructive stuff. Part of is the
competition and that translates into worry and lack of self worth.
That is the worst, a very deep feeling that you're stupid. The lack of
confidence and the pressure to produce are the most destructive
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things. There is just a lot of hard work and it just wears you down. I
want to just try to lighten that up and have more fun with
colleagues.
If you really want to do something well and care about it
you're going to have terrible doubts about yourself and whether you
can really do it. As scientists we expose or display ourselves.
I love opera because its such a high. I just fly with it. Its just
incredible. I'll turn on Puccini, that sappy stuff. Its just incredible
You have tears rolling down your cheeks. I really get a high out of it.
I wouldn't describe it as inspiration because its not problem solving
but that depends on the definition you use because it can feel almost
the same."
Sue
Sue is a fifteen year old ninth grader. She says she is a "good"
student.
"I get inspired from Angie... she plays a lot of sports ...from
always watching her. I used to go to her basketball and volleyball
games and would love watching her. I Started to play volleyball this
year but did cross country instead.
She is three years older than me.
Its not that I have to live up to her, that's not exactly it, but it
gives me something extra to do. The fact that she can do so much
makes me feel like I can do it to. She is really amazing at sports,
better than me. But its really fun to do this.
Yeah, it does challenge me. There was always something that
she was doing, being involved with school and sports and I don't
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know how she has time to do all of that. I can see trying to find some
way to do that too and still have time to see people.
I used to be really quiet and when she comes over we talk
forever. It's is not that she taught me to talk but ...She would come
over and just talk to me for a long time. Finally I would begin to talk
back to her.
Before this I would be good friends with some people at school
but I wouldn't say much after 'Hi, How are you doing?' And I would
sort of be in the background. It was easy for (people) to forget about
you, If they saw me they would remember to invite me to do
something or whatever. Even though I was good friends with them 1
couldn't really talk to them; I would just stand there. I would gel left
in the background. I don't have to worry about that now that I can
talk to people. It feels good now, not so hard. I talk to more people
now. Also sports teams have been a chance to talk to more people,
make more friends.
Because she's black and goes to a mostly white school we would
talk about that too... And so I can relate to other people in my school
who are interracial or whatever. I am able to get along with them
easily.
It isn't that I have to do everything that she does. Its almost
like I am equal to her and if she can do it then I should be able to do
it too. It isn't that I need to do the exact same thing. From watching
her (I see) that there are more things (that I) can do.
Other situations? Not really; to do well in school sometimes. But
that seems different. In those times I'm inspiring myself to do it.
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The opposite (of being inspired) is when someone lets you
down, or puts me down in a way, even though they may not be
trying to do that, their criticism can really get you down, discourages
you. I wouldn't have the strong will to keep trying, especially in
school or sports. If they don't think I can do it I'll be less likely to
keep trying. (I am) defeated before I get started. It is crushing. You
can't even get yourself up to try anything. You don't know what to do
in a situation like that. I'm sure I do it to myself sometimes, but it's
usually somebody's comments that lower my self
-esteem.
Advice to myself? To try and try. Even though it may be
impossible for me to match someone else all the time still to try it
just the same."
.1 a m e s
James, 52, B.A. M.S., A.B.D. Fresh Water Ecology. He is a native
of the midwest, from a high achieving, "social striving family" in
which money is the status symbol. He considers himself an
"environmental artist".
"Anything I do - except for the components in all tasks which
involves the grunge work, the cleaning up or the digging of the holes
- is inspired. If it weren't I wouldn't do it. I have never been
motivated by money.
It is the quest that is impetus for my work. Learning about a
new field, its manipulation, how it relates to my my ability to create
and then what I produce from it. That's pretty much the way its
been with everything. It was that way in limnology. 1 was there
pushing aside the veil of uncertainty popping out on the other side...
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I would come back from field trips with all kinds of visions and
phantoms... with data behind them. They were not within the sphere
of science that we had the ability to measure or conceptualize. The
ideas come through as a flash of intuition. It was not magical or
mystical, it was a subconscious processing that occurred for me very
visually. At a time of inspiration there is a psychological, spiritual
and intellectual excitement which is so intense that one must pursue
it because it is so damn exciting.... I need to pursue it or not as a
compulsion, an adventure. Adventure is included in the category of
quest.
The quest is a search for meaning I'm sure. The meaning can
come in seeing the way things fit together or at the more abstract
level as symbols of meaning as one would express them through
artwork.
I had finished several projects and (my wife) had brought a
lawn chair out in the the lawn and I sat down at it and 1 looked upon
this complex and as I sat and looked around I said "Gee, this
landscaping sucks."... As I sat there I starting seeing. As always 1
analyzed what was wrong and then how it could be improved or
changed. And the inspiration hit - "Whammo!" - I could do an awful
lot with a backhoe to help...
My pursuit of God, of the meaning of God, of the nature of the
universe and all things is also a quest of the same quest that involves
everything else. It is exciting, gives new information.
The bonsai by contrast may or may not be a sudden flash kind
of inspiration. It may be that nothing like that occurs and so one just
goes through logically using ones eyes to check up on the aesthetic
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impact of how that particular plant should be manipulated. The
process itself is slow and deliberate and therefore could not fall
within the same context. It involves floating through time and space
and slightly altering it. In a way, now that I'm over fifty that my
whole consciousness is something like this. I wonder if wisdom is the
extension of yourself functionally over the most useful parts of your
life, the integration of this life.
I hated organized religion as a kid because it was so
hypocritical, then I was an atheist for a number of years, then I had
a vision of the Trinity in Yellowstone park. It was set off by a person,
an early hippie, son of a family of preachers... We went for a walk on
the boardwalk desolation in the park, steaming, sulphur wasteland
flat. He was talking about what it means to love God and love your
neighbor as yourself. I found this very interesting and stimulating.
He was trying to gel me to see his light and as we hit this board walk
he said: 'Let me read your aura.' And he snapped out with: 'You need
to learn mercy, you need to learn how to forgive.' It really shocked
me... but the intensity of this whammed me so I stopped and looked
at it and I said: 'By god its true'. In feeling the truth in moving off to
think about it ...I think I encountered something like a spiritual
feeling from being told the truth, from recognizing it. Then I looked
back at him and said: 'This man must be like Jesus.' I walked to the
end of the board walk and the sun had just set and the stars had now
come on and said: 'If that is what Jesus is like, what is God like?' And
as I looked at the curtain of the stars, all of the stars suddenly
moved in the heavens, most of them receding backwards to show the
depth. And I said; 'My god that is what God is like' which is to say 1
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saw into the creation the depth of it, the size of it, got an idea of what
infinity is, how big it is and then turning left and going over to the
steaming place and said; 'Well, what is the Holy Ghost?'.. .and there
across the waste I saw what could be called an etherous cloud right
there along the living plants, it was a cloud of individual particles. I
don't see how one could see microscopic particles but that was the
essential that was portrayed - these little dancing light molecules all
weaving around in (a) yellow - green ghost color. I saw that same
thing once again and that was out of the corner of my eye at the
Congregational church when the minister gave a particularly
outstanding sermon; you could tell that the entire congregation was
moved. You could feel it and there it was on the outside walls of the
church
.
This was a visual experience, symbolic but very visual. 1
understood, I had a feeling for the rhetoric that I had been exposed
to. This very much opened me to this man's future teachings.
The first time I went to the congregational church to check out
the choir it all came flowing back. It had somehow matured while it
was hidden within me. I felt an incredible need for God, for a
spiritual aspect to life. That's when that quest began, first
intellectually and then I guess passively and spiritually.
I'm not sure I approach spiritual inspiration in any way
differently than I do any of the others. The human mind is a tool, it
tends to behave in the same way.
The opposite of being inspired is (being) bored. Dreadfully
bored. It may also mean that I am physically inactive. I can get
bored more easily if I am physically inactive. If one goes through a
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long stage of boredom one becomes depressed. A creative endeavor
just turns that around if you can find a good one to engage in...
Depression is more natural in winter with the change in light
intensity and day length. I manipulate myself in such a way so that I
don't dwell in the land of shadow. Sometimes there is deliberate
questing. I've been frustrated and look for a project. I can create
inspiration... I can't turn on inspiration, I can turn on activities that
may provide inspiration. Nor can I turn off inspiration.
The spirit of God is another thing, that's the mystery. You never
know what's going to do it there. Grace is a very definate
psychological and spiritual condition. In a church, 1 distinctly felt it
during the liturgy, it certainly didn't come from the sermon, ...but
something in the service opened up, triggered this whole new level
of understanding about the nature of God. Which was more or less a
receptive one. I can't think about it, I can't define it rationally.
Pots - what shall 1 do for the next stage and I have no idea at
all, totally uninspired
. What 1 started doing was to close my eyes
and saying a very serious prayer to God for inspiration. The first
image that would flash... I would pursue. This gives a direction."
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CHAPTER 6
SUMMARY OF THE DATA:
EXTRAORDINARY EXPERIENCES OF "ORDINARY" PEOPLE
This chapter summarizes the content and themes of the
research data. The first section attends exclusively to the student
interviews, the second summaries the results of the interviews that I
conducted and the data in its entirety. We will begin with a
description of the four main themes that the research team came to
agreement on, these are: Clarity. Connection, Opened and Energy.
These areas primarily address phenomenological data. Following will
be brief excerpts from several independently written student
thematic summaries. These are particularly interesting in their
similarities of conclusions. Additional observations that I made will
conclude this student interview section and include brief
explanations of the themes by which the student data was presented
in chapter three.
The second half of this chapter considers the interview data in
its entirety. Three types of inspiration are proposed: Problem solving,
Spiritual and Everyday. It is suggested that inspiration, particularly
Everyday, is experienced as "sustenance through remembrance".
Remembrance is identified as nearly synonymous with Plato's
conception of "anamnesis", uncovering the highest knowledge, which
he labeled "episteme". Following this explanation are four additional
considerations: 1. that which precedes inspiration - challenge and
risk; 2. Triggers to inspiration; 3. Depression, the opposite of
inspiration; 4. possibilities for cultivating inspiration.
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Student Interviews
As a component of the course, student interviewers
individually and collectively analyzed their data. This section
describes those results including: themes that the class generally
found agreement on in our in group analysis, selected conclusions
that students wrote independently, and other themes that I
observed.
Four general areas emerged from class discussions of the
interviews: "connection", "energy", "opened", "clarity". These
particularly address the phenomenology of inspiration. While one or
more of these aspects may be dominant in a person's description,
every experience contained some facet of each of these four
dimensions and this constellation of phenomena appears to be
unique to an experience of inspiration. Therefore, we may conclude
that these four characteristics help to identify (define) an experience
of inspiration.
Four Themes
Connection
A description of "connection" emerged from all of the '
interviews. There was a sense of connection or wholeness either with
self, the planet, one's work, or an outside source of information. Some
of the phrases taken from the interviews which capture this are:
"grounded",
"coming home",
"oceanic",
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"balanced",
"in rhythm".
"an expression of my essence"
"connection"
"trust and experience myself most deeply."
As part of this experience there was often a feeling of trust
instead of doubt, either in one's self or in some other force (e.g. God,
nature). Sometimes this was expressed as having "more of myself"
other times as a "loss of self". May's (1982) description of self-losing
and self-defining experiences are relevant here.
While the degree of intensity varied, "connection" was
described as dramatic and momentous. It was considered as an
experience of communion for some, as a remembrance of "...what I
most deeply know..." and of a "...recognition of truth" for others.
These experiences find clear kinship with the sense of "unity"
expressed in our consideration of transpersonal psychology and
religious experience and with Plato's conception of anamnesis
described in chapter two. They share descriptions of an intense
intimacy and a positive change in a sense of self in relation to the
world around them, most often perceived as an expansion of
personal boundaries.
The antithesis of this connection was isolation, separateness,
loneliness. Participants often described their feeling of connection
emerging in direct contrast to some state of self separateness.
Spiritual traditions speak of some sense of identification or
relationship with key ideas or with a religious figure. This takes
many forms including: a personal experience of Christ Consciousness,
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the consciousness of the unity of all life, treating your neighbor as
you would want them to treat you, loving your enemy, recognizing
the interdependency of nature, being at one with the universe. All of
these speak of dramatic, intimate connection. While not all of the
participants described a life changing spiritual revelation, they all
did experience, some on a daily basis, a tremendous depth of
relationship with something. For a painter it was a marriage between
herself and her canvass, for a writer a glorious, if startling, moment
of merging with the ideas she was producing, for a young college
student the revelation of finding a life course - "a calling", as she
described it. These are experiences of momentous connection. And
while not always described in spiritual language they always involve
entering into a powerful relationship with some thing, idea or person.
Energy
A dramatic shift in emotional as well as physical energy was
evident in every description. The emotional change was not merely
"feeling better" but was an immediate and powerful emotional
change. "Joy", "elation", "excitement", "enthusiasm", "fulfillment",
"being at peace" were commonly expressed. Several participants
reported that both excitement and peacefulness occurred
simultaneously or immediately in succession. There was often
mentioned a sense of humility and gratitude that went along with
these.
Physically there was an experience of; "renewal", "freshness",
"being charged", "energized", "cleansed" and "purified", "uplifted".
Regardless of the previous state of health or mind, the inspiration
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provided a riveting and immediate lift. Other phrases that capture
some of the variety of being energized include:
"full of light"
"...made up of humming particles"
"powerful" and "strong".
"An inner push"
"jelliness"
"I felt juices flowing."
At times this energy was translated into immediate action,
other times it was used as an impetus or an affirmation to direct
one's energies in a particular direction. This was not a description of
motivation; several participants made this distinction clear.
Motivation was sometimes the mechanical, logistical, operational
consequence of inspiration, but the initial energetic spark was
described as a more fleeting, powerful and ephemeral event. Where
motivation involves applying our will toward accomplishing a goal,
the inspiration is a moment of galvanizing energy that may then be
consciously distilled into work on some task. Where inspiration
provides the illuminating vision and surge of excited energy,
motivation may emerge naturally or willfully as a next pragmatic
step in order to get a "job" done.
While taking some action was frequently indicated as an
outcome of inspiration it was not so in every case. On other occasions
no action seemed required, especially when the sensation was one of
peacefulness.
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Opened
There was an almost universal description of being "opened" i
some way. This was described as an availability and receptivity
which often occurred quite unexpectedly and spontaneously. A few
people said it was a familiar experience and that there had been
some conscious preparation for its arrival. For example, the artist,
author or meditator who prepared themselves mentally, created an
inviting environment and focused their minds in a particular
direction. Whether unexpected or invited, the phrases below
emerged consistently:
"available"
"letting go"
"flowed through"
"a channel"
"not in my control"
"Everything in my body just opened up."
In many cases there was a complete repudiation that they had any
responsibility or power over the events.
"I was merely taking dictation."
"I felt as though 1 was being used as an instrument for
another's will."
"It was simply not in my control, I could shut it out at times
but it would nag to come back through.".
Such experiences certainly sound like those described by poets and
certain mystics in chapter two. The idea of inner communication
seems reinforced by these descriptions. As part of being opened
there was sometimes expressed a sense of "awe", even wonder and
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often thankfulness or relief. There were a variety of descriptions of
opening up one's heart. They were opened to: "...myself, "to the
moment", to a loved one, "to the sunset", "to God".
The concepts of "surrender", "allowing", "letting go" as well as
May's (1982) ideas of "willingness" as opposed to "willfulness"
capture this experience. When all trying ceases or when the internal
chatter stops, there is the possibility for inspiration to emerge out of
this stillness. Such experiences find kinship with many meditative
disciplines and religious concepts as were detailed in chapter two.
As a consequence of being open or opened there was a often a
simultaneous description of being "filled" or of serving as a channel
through which something flowed. The filling "substance" was most
often described as energy, light, or warmth. Several participants also
indicated being filled with a sense of God or spirit as well as with
illuminating ideas. A literal meaning of the word inspire - to be filled
or infused - expresses this experience precisely.
Clarity
Sensory clarity and cognitive clarity emerged as frequent and
distinct phenomena. Participants reported having a heightened
sensory awareness: "I fell every cell of my skin", "My hearing, my
sight became so clear." "Everything fell so alive". "The colors were so
brilliant like nothing 1 had experienced before, "...the scene was so
beautiful". These descriptions find commonality with moments of
"ecstasy" revealed in chapter two.
There was also a dramatic shift in thinking towards crystal
clarity. More than just a decision becoming clear or receiving a clear
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answer to a question, it was regularly reported as gaining a larger
and much clearer perspective on one's life. Out ol this posture might
come a sense of peacefulness, relief or a clear choice. People spoke ol
lessons being given and learned in such moments, of growing, of
being reminded of very important and uplifting knowledge. An
epistimological shift was noted: "It didn't come analytically, although
it made perfect sense, but as a flash of clarity." This non-rational
form of knowing appears consistent with the descriptions from
transpcrsonal psychology, religious experience and breakthroughs m
creativity.
Selected Interviewer Summaries
Each of the interviewers were asked to summarize their
individual findings and put forth any conclusions they could draw
about inspiration based on their interviews. Excerpts from five such
summaries follow. The content is generally representative of all ihc
s u m m a r i e s
.
I n t e r \ i e w e r M
"The research has confirmed my belief that we all ha\c an
unconscious need to be nourished through inspiration. While
individual and unique to each, there were some common elements
that each experienced:
1. A discovery of knowledge or reality- a truth or answer or
simply the realization that they had the ability to be iranslornicd.
2. The inspiration had a lasting effect on their lives in the way
that it took them away from the mediocrity of everyday life.
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3. Boih receptivity and letting go."
IntcTviewer C
"Inspiration involves...
1. a shift in the person's perspective
2. a physical sensation or physical connection.
3. a long term impact on a person's life.
4. some kind of energy - glowing, tingling, buzzing, ringing."
I n ( e r \ i e w e r L
"There were various patterns ...including: 1. the stages of
inspiration, 2. the phenomenology 3. long-term effects.
The first phase of the inspiration begins as a 'normal' state ol
being, but one in which iliere is some receptivity to inspiration.
There may even be some sense ol' dissatisfaction with ilie prcseiil
state.
Thcu there a moment of realization or understanding, a
moment when everything clicks or falls into place. Usually this is
fostered by an external trigger - music, a passage in a book, a person,
the surrounding environment."
I n t e r V i e \v e v B
"The overall pattern I've noticed is one of communion. Through
this one experiences many different phenomena. By connnunioii 1
m e a n
:
1. An experience of self in a new or fuller way.
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2. Awareness and surrender to energy whether it be external
or internal.
3. a tuning into an idea, person, experience, environment so as
to experience a physiological and / or perceptual shift and gain
knowledge which reminds one of something wonderful, ("it rings").
The state which precedes inspiration might be one of mild
depression, disconnection or disharmony with one's self, others or
the environment. Often inspiration seems to follow a minor act of
will. (That is) one doesn't force inspiration to happen bui rather one-
can will one's self into a receptive state where one is ready to
participate in the experience of inspiration in some way.
The connection or communion with spirit seemed to permeate
and weave through the description."
Inter \ iewer H
"Without my attempting to lead the participants all were able
to respond - that is, they seemed to know what inspiration was. The
reports they gave agreed to a remarkable extent. This suggests that
inspiration has a real experiential referent and is neither an
abstraction nor an antecedent matching of label and event."
"Inspiration:
1. ...is emotional (excited, unifying, powerful, soaring, a
celebration) 2. ...involves energy. Energy seemed to be the central
theme of all the conversations. Typically the energy would 'come in'
when a person was 'opened up' or had been able to let go in some
way. They might 'connect' with it or 'tap' it. The effect of this energy
usually facilitated performance. Songs would 'pop' into awareness or
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be 'written without effort'. The wisdom given was less that
information was given than awareness enhanced. Meaning or
significance of that moment or that struggle became apparent. As one
person put it, '...seeing that there is more to life than just plodding
along and stubbing your toes.'
The energy itself was variously referred to as 'healing',
'harmonizing' or 'positive'. One could not manipulate that energy,
only channel it. There was a sense that it was always present, always
available; that if it was absent from one's life that was because one
was not able to accept it.
3. ...can not be sustained and one should not try to sustain it.
While the work it inspired might continue, and the insight might
remain, the event itself would soon fade. (This inevitability seemed
natural and healthy.)
4. ...has consequences.
5. ...is related to the spiritual. I am struck by the similarity
these reports and reports in other places regarding the spiritual.
There is the same metaphor of water as given in the Tao te Ching.
The same emphasis on surrender and openness one finds in some
Western discussions of faith. The same attributes of benevolence are
given to inspiration as one may find given to the sacred."
Additional Observations of Student Interviews
No participants had any difficulty recalling inspirational events,
often there was one or two that leapt immediately to mind while
others emerged as the conversation progressed; frequently the
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contexts were very different from one another. It appears that
inspiration can take different forms within the same person.
Without exception all participants also said that talking about a
particular incident evoked some of the same experiences thai they
had during their original inspiration. That is, they felt somewhat
inspired again simply through describing the event. This may be
important in considering the possibilities for cultivating inspiration.
We may be able to evoke a heightened state by simply remembering
an event.
About one-third reported a color associated their experience, in
many cases they were asked this question specifically. With one
exception either a shade of blue or what was often described as
"sunlight", either a bright golden-yellow or whitish color was
reported.
The seven areas by which the profiles were organized
represent different aspects of the experience. These categories are:
creating, helping others, beyond limitations, new perspectives, love,
clarity and connection. "Clarity" and "connection" contain primaril)'
phenomenological material and were elaborated above, the
remaining five areas are discussed below.
Creating
As the literature on creativity in chapter two suggests,
inspiration can occur in the context of creative activity. While no
scientists were interviewed by students, there were several people
who described their inspiration in an experience of writing, painting,
sculpting or musical composition and performance. They described
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mainly a breakthrough moment that occurred after they had been
focusing on a problem or project. There were also incidents of an
inspiration occurring spontaneously that served as the vision to start
some creative project.
Serving Others
Inspiration was described in the context of giving service to
others. Frequently some feeling of great empathy and compassion,
often at a tragic or difficult situation, was cited as a moment of
inspiration in which one then choose to help someone or some group.
The act of helping offered a payback of uplifting inspiration as well.
Moments of humble contentment, satisfaction, loving connection and
enhanced compassion were expressed as the product of helping.
Beyond Limitations
In a variety of situations people described moving beyond
some self-imposed limitation. This always involved overcoming some
degree of fear, uncertainty and self-doubt. Whether climbing a
mountain, performing on stage, or making an assertive statement,
the result was a dramatically powerful sense of expansion and
confidence. These fit the kind of self-defining experiences that May
(1982) described in his consideration of ecstasy. These are not
experiences of a loss of self and mystical unity with the cosmos, but a
deeper unity with oneself that involves enhanced self-love. These
are deeply satisfying and personally reinforcing.
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A New Perspective
A new perspective on a problem or on one's life was described
often. In a problem solving dilemma this occurred as a fresh insight,
described much in the same language that an inventor, scientist or
artist uses as they get a glimpse of a solution. Excited energy and / or
steadying relief, as if a weight had been lifted and one had been
freed up, was described. In addition to this specific new perspective,
some people spoke of finding a new view of some aspect of their
lives. For example, some unresolved part of one's history finally fell
in place, providing relief and a freshness to the way they see the
world. "Falling in place", "making sense", "coming to rest", "getting the
big picture" describe this larger or new perspective.
Love
As we saw in chapter two, Plato listed love as one of four kinds
of divine madness. An experience of falling or being in romantic love
is indicated as inspiring for several participants. Two different forms
were observed. The first is characterized by bubbling excitement, a
quickening of the heart, and a nervousness. This is described onl) at
the early stages of a relationship or before a relationship has begun.
The term "crush" probably captures this most directly. The second
form involves a growing intimacy and connection between people
and within oneself. It is not felt as bubbling excitement but as a rich
deepening and opening of heart, often perceived as risky as one
opens oneself for possible emotional hurt.
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The Data in Its Fnfir^iy
The material that emerged from conducting my interviews was
very consistent with that of the class. The phenomenological
experiences of Clarity, Connection, Energy and Openness described
above were also uncovered in my interviews and will not be
repeated below. It was clear that all eighty-nine people interviewed
had an immediate understanding of what inspiration was for them
and their ideas were generally consistent. As one student
interviewer writes - "They seemed to know what inspiration was.
The reports they gave agreed to a remarkable extent... .inspiration
has a real experiential referent and is neither an abstraction nor an
antecedent matching of label and event." We may gather that despite
the great many shades of meaning the term has in common usage ii
appears to represent a clear and consistent event. This event seems
to take one of three general forms: problem solving, spiritual and
"everyday". Each will be described immediately below. This will be
followed by four additional areas of observation: 1. that which
precedes inspiration - challenge and risk ; 2. triggers for inspiration;
3. depression - the opposite of inspiration; 4. possibilities for creating
inspiration.
Three Types of Inspiration
Problem Solving
Problem solving encompasses four areas: scientific or inventive,
aesthetic activity, general and decision making. While there are sonic
procedural differences between and within these categories,
inspiration is described in very much the same ways in these
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activities. It involves a "light bulb" of an idea popping in, or a fleeting
image of "what feet to put on the pot", or a clear solution or sense of
direction presenting itself. These are frequently documented in the
literature on creativity and appear among scientists, artists, and
anyone involved in problem solving.
The central characteristics of inspiration in this sphere include:
clarity
breakthrough
confidence
motivation
satisfaction
accomplishment
beauty or order
Spiritual
Spiritual inspiration was described by most of those 1
interviewed. Among the forms it took were: a spontaneous
apparition, an experience of the Holy Trinity, receiving information
from spiritual guides. While these experiences had similar
characteristics to problem solving, including a dramatic emotional
and epistemological shift, these moments were described with
greater intensity and with transformative results. These were often
life changing events, while problem resolution was usually not.
While there was diversity between the particular experiences,
they may be classified into two general types: "mystical" or
otherworldly and what 1 will label a dramatic experience of "heart".
Whether in a psychic communication with a spirit guide or in a
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feeling of loving communion both may be usefully thought of as
spiritual. One involves an other-worldly dimension the other an
experience of "full humanness". Both share these phenomena:
wonder
opened
deepened
moved
awe
reverence
love
communion
humbled
a channel
Problem solving and spiritual inspiration are not mutually
exclusive. For example, a problem was sometimes solved by what
was perceived as a spiritual solution, providing not just an answer lo
the problem presented, but also a dramatically altered perception ot
the world. This was described in art, science and in general
situations. At times the problem that was to be solved was a spiritual
consideration.
An experience that appears in both of these categories is thai
of feeling as though one were a channel through which something
was expressed. This was described in a teaching situation in which a
lecture emerged spontaneously, in solving a writing dilemma, in
musical composition, and in receiving answers to specific questions.
The descriptions of these events sometimes implied divine guidance,
other times a sense of mysterious "flowing" without a religious
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meaning. At times these events have the transforming power of a
religious event, in other situations they serve as a regular and
convenient source of guidance.
"Evervdav"
The third general category of inspiration beyond Spiritual and
Problem Solving is non-specific or what I will call for lack of a better
term, "Everyday". These are moments that involve neither a solution
to a problem nor a momentous spiritual awakening. They are.
however, far from ordinary. These events were described by nearly
everyone interviewed as providing a potent, dramatic, uplifting
perceptual shift. These were profound experiences that offered a
sense of hope, meaning, value and clarity in life. They lifted
individuals out of lifeless depression, energized and animated their
actions, expanded their perceptions and filled them with vitality and
even love. Often they occurred spontaneously but at times they were
induced by specific activity (e.g. listening to particular music, taking
a walk). The results included: "feeling more alive", "joy",
"appreciation", "trust", encouraged to do something such as
"...working toward some goal". The term "Everyday" seems
appropriate in that several participants described the possibilities of
these events occurring daily, whereas Spiritual or Problem Solving
inspiration was much less frequent. Some identifying characteristics
of "everyday" inspiration include:
feeling refreshed .
a new perspective
recharged
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energized
a sense of hope and optimism
feeling clearer
As mentioned above, this was not a description of motivation;
several participants made this distinction clear. Motivation was
sometimes the pragmatic, active, operational consequence of
inspiration, but the initial energetic spark was described as a more
fleeting and powerful event. Where motivation involves applying our
will toward accomplishing a goal, the inspiration is a moment of
galvanizing energy that may then be consciously distilled into effort
on some task. Where inspiration provides the illuminating vision and
surge of excited energy, motivation may emerge naturally or
willfully as a next pragmatic step in order to gel a job done.
inspiration in problem solving gives a solution to a question
often by completing some gestalt; Spiritual inspiration is an event of
intimate connection and possible transformation; "Everyday"
inspiration seems to provide vision, hope and "remembrance" of
wisdom, beauty, health and even holiness. "Everyday" neither
catalyzes a vertical leap in the development of consciousness (as a
spiritual event is sometimes thought to do) nor gives a penetrating
and constructive understanding of a problem. Instead, it appears to
provide sustenance through "remembrance" or expansion. This type
of inspiration sustains our vitality, sense of meaning and value in
living. Participants often described their inspiration as an experience,
sometimes vague, of being reminded of some very important
knowledge, (e.g. "1 remembered to trust myself"; "1 recognized the
inherent wisdom... that 1 knew was there all along"; "1 had forgotten
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this feeling of joy and connection".) For some the remembrance was
distinct and cognitive; for others it was more vague as if their body
was remembering as evidenced by a feeling of knowing and
exaltation while their rational understanding lagged behind. While
some had a clear sense of being reminded of something, others
described a recognition of truth or rightness. As described in chapter
two, Plato's highest form of knowledge, "episteme", and the process
that describes this attainment, "anamnesis", captures this event
precisely. For Plato this awareness was understood as the soul's
remembrance of truth. While the domain of social scientific inquiry
can not support or refute a claim of the soul's understanding or even
the existence of a soul, we can avoid getting caught in this problem of
proof by considering the concept of anamnesis as a descriptive
metaphor, image and phenomenological characterization of
inspiration.
Preceding Inspiration
With rare exception, inspiration emerged out of some difficulty,
challenge, or unanswered question. We find clear examples of the
struggle in problem solving when we get a breakthrough after
wrestling with a question. One scientist described: "You really do
reach points of frustration... The insight wasn't going to happen in the
first ten minutes, it really took a long time to gel. It required
preparation and frustration." When inspiration comes in decision
making it is frequently after there has been concern and struggle
over the question; this challenge is accompanied by some risk or
uncertainty: "I'll be working toward a direction and won't know all
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the pieces, then a wave of clarity just comes over me." This risk may
involve letting go of a previous way of thinking about something as
when we cling to a certain theory or idea.
The challenge or risk generally implies moving into some
unknown territory. This was described in a variety of situations: in
love, as when we risk the depth of intimacy; in meditation, when we
encounter some new aspects of our consciousness; in trying to
balance all the activities of one's life (e.g school, sports, friends); in
attempting some new activity or some new level of expertise in an
activity. This unknown was also described in "questing" to find
meaning and fathom the mystery of life.
In Everyday inspiration, the shift may have been borne out of
frustration, an unpleasant mood, or exhaustion. Frequently
inspiration came in dramatic and galvanizing contrast to the state
that preceded it. For one person the perception of intentionall\ tacin
rainy or cold weather provided enough of a perception of struggle
and risk to provide an uplifting inspiration.
This is not to suggest causation between struggle and
inspiration, but that there is a relationship. There does not appear to
be a consistency between the duration of struggle or challenge and
likelihood or intensity of inspiration. That is, the longer the struggle
does not necessarily mean the greater the inspiration. At times the
inspiration may spring quickly and powerfully from a momentary
discouraging mood, at other times after a long bout with a challenge.
Challenge, risk and some degree of struggle seem to be an
inevitable part of the process of inspiration. We might be inclined lo
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welcome these experiences more if we can have confidence that
inspiration is a likely outcome.
Triggers
As m Laski's (1961) consideration of ecstasy, there seemed to
be "triggers" to inspiration. These were described not as the cause of
the inspiration but as a catalyzing influence. These included:
nature
love
suffering and / or courage
Ideas or knowledge
music
exercise
religion
beauty or quality
Nature was the most common trigger mentioned: "...sort of a
brisk, ominous sort of melancholy sky."; "...a beautiful crisp blue sk\":
"Being near the ocean"; "the summit of a mountain"; "Recognizing thai
(nature) is just something completely complicated and that we will
never understand it all... and if someone said: 'Take a picture of whai
God looks like.' 1 would say that it is the intricacy of nature." The
abuse of nature was also reported as an inspiring catalyst, whether ii
be in seeing pollution or in the destruction of species.
Love, both falling in love and a deepening of intimacy was
mentioned. The later was described not only with a partner but also
with friends, strangers, children or parents, teachers or students and
with religious or spiritual figures, in many cases this was described
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as an opening of heart. At times the love of another person either
towards us or towards someone else was inspiring. In other
descriptions it was the mutuality of feeling, that was the catalyst. In
still other situations it appears to be our own love for someone else
that brought forth an inspiration.
Witnessing suffering served to inspire some people to take
action to alleviate pain in a person or a group. Often suffering or
difficulty was accompanied by human courage. Witnessing courage in
the fate of oppression or in handling a terminal medical diagnosis
were inspiring triggers. Seeing someone grow, overcoming fears or
obstacles of nearly any sort, was also mentioned.
Ideas or new knowledge were commonly identified as triggers
to inspiration. This may occur when a student asks a question that
had not been considered before - "...if a student says something or
asks something important that 1 hadn't thought of...". It may occur as
we get a fresh perspective on how another culture experiences the
world as through traveling, reading or listening to someone describe
their experience. Learning in general is inspiring for some, especially
when it retains a child-like curiosity and appreciation in the process.
Such ideas as freedom, dignity, liberty, adventure served as triggers
for some. Select pieces of literature, poetry or speeches are also
described - "Martin Luther King's 'dream' speech (inspires me)."
Others described learning some idea about themselves, as one person
said: (My friend) said to me: 'You need to learn mercy'...! think I
encountered something like a spiritual feeling from being told the
truth, from recognizing it."
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Listening to music was commonly reported as a catalyst, but
not by everyone. The results of hearing certain music were regularly
but not unfailingly uplifting. The types of music were fairly diverse
and included: opera (e.g. Puccini, particular arias, anything sung by
Pavorati), Gospell music, religious choirs, special songs whose lyrics
have personal significance, some melancholy Celtic music, and a grcai
variety of other work that does not seem to fit neatly into categories.
The experience of performing certain music was also noted as
inspiring.
Exercise - jogging, playing sports, walking, working around the
house, gardening were indicated as triggers for some, li appears ih;ii
becoming engrossed in the activity is helpful. Csikszcnimihalyi's
(1990) ideas of "flow" seem to be most relevant to this process.
Several participants mentioned beauty and quality as ser\ii)g
to inspire. Pieces of art work have often been described in this way
but also indicated were things that might better be described as
possessing quality: a "perfect" meal, a resonant wine, a magnifieeiii
dress, a gloriously crafted piece of furniture, a precisely engineered
machine, l^hese things and many more were similar not in theii kind
but in their level of expression.
Finally religion or spiritual considerations were implicated as
triggers. One person said: "The first time 1 went to the Congregational
church to check out the choir it all came flowing back. ...1 felt an
incredible need for God, for a spiritual aspect to life." "...1 distinct ly
fell grace during the liturgy. It certainly didn't come from the
sermon. ..but something in the service open up, triggered this wlu)le
new level..." Another person mentioned the power of the act of a
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catholic mass, another felt inspired simply while silting in the
presence of a spiritual teacher.
The Opposite of Inspiration
If we consider inspiration as one end of a continua, toward the
other end is a constellation of experiences that seem to have
depression as their center.
"The opposite of inspiration is depression".
"A hopelessness and meaninglessness creep in. Ijfe seems like
a great burden." "I fell sick, numb, just going through the motions.
"The opposite is dead, dull, low, grey, numb, isolated... your
mind is dead" ...depression"
"The opposite is being bored. ..(eventually) depression"
As part of this depressive experience there is an accompanying
feeling of shutting down or of separation that everyone I
interviewed indicated: "...closing off from the world"; "1 feel isolaicd.
alone and (I) don't want to deal with other people."; "a lack of
expansion"; "lightness"; "crushing".
Activities or attitudes that seemed to precipitate and become
magnified as a consequence of the opposite of inspiration include:
"...a decrease in physical activity"
"(getting) lost in analytical thought, as when I try to force a
decision" "worry which breeds anxiety"
"...a lack of trust and faith"
"just muscling through life."
"self-doubt"
With the exception of physical activity, these experiences may
be thought of as having roots in an attitude lacking trust and faith,
either in oneself or in some aspect of the process of living (e.g.
creativity, decision making, meaning, God). As one person said:
"Worry and inspiration can't exist at the same time. If there is worry
or fear or confusion there may be a pulling back from life, where
inspiration creates the trust to go forward." Again, Gerald May's
(1982) notion of willingness in the process of living as opposed to
steady willfulness seems particularly relevant to an attitude of trust.
With inspiration, direction for action becomes clear, with its
opposite there can be a paralysis or frustration resulting from
confusion over the appropriateness of a course of action; "1 think
inspiration creates the energy to go forward." With other people the
result may not be paralysis but dull or plodding resignation to
"forcing" an outcome or a decision.
Creating Inspiration
I ended nearly all the interviews by asking participants what
advice they had to themselves in relation to inspiration. "Trust" was
the theme that emerged: "trust myself"; "trust the benevolence and
wisdom of the spirit"; "trust and stay attuned with the spirit";
"Letting myself be vulnerable ...trusting that an answer will come."
Responses also included: "To try and try" - which may be interpreted
as an act of trust that one will eventually succeed. One person
reminded themselves to have more fun in their work as negative
aspects of competition bred worry and a feeling of a lack of self
worth. The goal is to bring more "light and fun to work", the means
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may be through less worry and more trust in oneself and the course
of one's work.
Just as there seem to be different forms of inspiration, there
are different means that participants expressed for encouraging or
cultivating inspiration. There was some agreement that you can not
force it to occur but there were several methods that were reported
that set up the proper conditions for inspiration to happen with
considerable likelihood. In order to gain a fresh perspective on
problem solving - artistic, scientific, or otherwise - physical acliviiy
was suggested by one person - "Often it not until about three
quarters of the run that it clicks in I can look around me." Several
people suggested specific activities that would invite inspiration:
playing uplifting music, taking the time "to make a fire or a cup of
tea", or reading certain pieces of literature or poetry. 1'he goal lor all
of these activities is a shift in focus away from some issue or acli\ii\
that was occupying ones mind.
Rather than shifting perspective away from an enterprise, the
another frequent suggestion was to heighten attention and focus on a
particular task such as immersing themselves in a creative project or
"Looking carefully at the literature and finding unanswered
questions in someone else's work."
In order to gain an answer or insight several people expressed
the importance of framing a specific question, asking it and expecting
to get an answer. With a very high degree of regularity pariicipanis
who used this method reported having a brief vision, sound or
feeling of the answer. There was importance in how clearly the
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question was framed and how able one was to still the mind long
enough to listen.
Several people mentioned special places that they could go to
feel inspired. Near or on water was most often described. Beautiful
scenes in nature - a crisp blue sky, a mountain top, leaves in a
stream - were most often named as triggers for inspiration.
There was also a type of inspiration that seemed to be less
available to our willful preparation. This was spoken of as spiritual
or religious inspiration. Several people reported having had dramatic
spiritual inspirations. For most these seemed entirely spontaneous
and beyond their control. The ideas of grace and mystery were used
in describing these events. At the same lime two participants
mentioned meditation as a means for consciously positioning
themselves to receive inspiration of a spiritual nature.
From these interviews two words capture the most central
elements for cultivating inspiration - trust and listening. Listening
involves clearing the mind of extraneous thoughts through
meditation, activities like exercise and listening to music, or through
focused concentration in order that one may "hear" with the least
distraction. As several people indicated we can not force it, but we
can be still, have faith and patience and wait for it to come. An
attitude of trust, faith or willingness to be in the flow of the events in
one's life seems to undergird all of this. For some this took place in
certain contexts (e.g. creativity or problem solving) for others it
seemed to be generalized to most aspects of their lives.
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Perhaps the extent that this is spread over all our activities is
reflective of the degree to which we feel the benefits of inspiration
our lives - uplifted, clear, connected, peaceful and loving.
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CHAPTER 7
CONCLUSIONS
Summary
Rather than a rare event reserved for the gifted artist or great
mystic, inspiration appears to be something that all of us experience
and have some understanding of. A fourteen year old student, a fifty
one year old scientist and a thirty three year old mother along with
all of the other eighty six participants in this study described
significant inspiration in their lives. It is a concept that is grounded
in consistent identifiable experience.
Inspiration appears to unfold as three general types: Problem
Solving, Spiritual and Everyday. It is an event that is most easil)
noticed by its emotional, epistimological and, in some forms, spiritual,
aspects. Always, it is an uplifting emotional experience that involves
an expansion in perspective or comprehension that comes about
through a non-rational process. This new understanding is described
as a recognition or remembering, as a intuitive insight or as an
expansive shift.
Inspiration in problem solving gives a solution to a question
often by completing some gestalt; Spiritual inspiration is an event of
intimate connection and possible transformation; "Everyday"
inspiration seems to provide vision, hope and meaning. Just as
proper nutrition is essential for physical development and
functioning, inspiration seems to nourish those aspects of ourselves
from which meaning, optimism and loving connection spring. Without
it we become psychologically and perhaps spiritually "flat" - we
become depressed.
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"Everyday" inspiration provides sustenance through
"remembrance". Participants often described their inspiration as an
experience, sometimes vague, of being reminded of some very
important knowledge. For some the remembrance was a distinct
expansion of understanding, for others it was a vague feeling. While
some had a clear sense of being reminded of something, others
described a recognition of truth or rightness. As described in chapter
two, Plato's highest form of knowledge, "episteme", and the process
that describes this attainment, "anamnesis", describes this event. For
Plato this awareness was understood as the soul's remembrance of
truth. Such metaphor provides a framework for a revised definition
of inspiration, particularly that which has been labeled as
"Everyday." That is, inspiration is an event involving a significant
epistemological and emotional shift that provides psychological and
spiritual sustenance and is characterized by a remembrance or
recognition of some valuable knowledge or perspective.
"Remembrance", in this usage comes to mean an expansion of
understanding which involves an intimate relationship with some
idea, object or person and which is characterized by a feeling of
remembered truth. This may be experienced in a limited form as a
completion of some gestalt (especially in problem solving) or as an
answer to a question or dilemma. In its most expansive form it is fell
as a sense of communion or revelation - an encounter with truth.
This new definition implies a direct relationship between what 1 will
call healthy functioning and inspiration.
Inspiration was significant for: problem solving, decision
making, uncovering meaning and spiritual perspective, and in finding
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joy and vitality in daily living. Depression was described as the
common and inevitable consequence of a lack of inspiration. Life was
described as boring, lifeless, even hopeless and pointless in this state.
Through inspiration individuals found clarity, energy, connection and
an openness to the world.
We did not attempt to consider conceptions of healthy
functioning either through examining the literature or directly
through the questions asked of participants. It was not the intent of
this study to make detailed or definitive conclusions about
inspiration and healthy functioning; it was the goal to begin to form
an impression of the relationship. As we consider the extremes of
depression and of inspiration, and the concept of inspiration as
sustenance, it appears that inspiration is related to fulfilling, vital,
pleasurable functioning. Inspiration is described as providing a sense
of health, hope and optimism. We can not definitively conclude thai
these are the characteristics of "healthy" functioning. There is no
objective, generally agreed upon set of criteria that describe healthy
psychological or spiritual functioning. However, just as when we go to
the physician with some physical complaint, it may be that our best
guide for pointing toward psychological, spiritual, mental and
emotional health are our own feelings as to what is functioning well
or not and what our actions in the world betray. This is not to
suggest that depression, confusion and doubt are not part of a
process of healthy development but few would argue that they
represent an apex of functioning. I can not find a list of
characteristics that "ring truer" as an expression what healthy
functioning seems to be than what our participants described in
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moments and the consequences of inspiration: energized, open, clear,
loving, helping others, having meaning, creating, connected,
confident, humbled, joyous, and alive.
While it does not seem possible to will inspiration into
existence it does seem likely that we can set up favorable conditions
to encourage it. This varies depending on the context in which
inspiration is desired, but have as their common essence an attitude
of trust or faith and an ability or willingness to listen or allow events
to unfold. In some types of spiritual inspiration there seems no way
of encouraging the experience; when they occur they do so
spontaneously. Preparation in the form of framing a problem or
question that we are considering also seems critical for inspiration lo
emerge, particularly in problem solving (artistic, scientific or
otherwise). With only a few exceptions some form of preparation
occurred for all of our participant's inspirations. At times this was
conscious and deliberate, an invocation of sorts. This took the form of
prayer, meditation, or formulating and asking a specific question. A{
other times the hard work of considering a concern from many
angles or struggling with an issue of personal significance seemed lo
set the stage for one to then let go, stopping the internal dialogue,
and allowing an inspiration to emerge.
Although difficult to measure, it appeared thai the greater the
willingness of one to trust or have faith and their ability to "allow",
surrendering or letting go of conscious willful effort, the greater the
frequency of inspiration. Add to this preparation through framing a
problem or paring away extraneous material and focusing their
attention on the heart of a matter, and we have a tentative formula
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for creating inspiration: focused preparation, trust and letting go.
Assessing our ability on each of these three may suggest a
prescription for enhancing inspiration.
The research methods appeared successful in uncovering the
experience of inspiration. The results from student conducted
interviews were largely consistent with those of the interviews that 1
conducted. In some instances the student interviews were less well
able to unearth some of the more detailed nuances of inspiration, bui
collectively they seemed very useful. A slightly more consistent
format might have helped to standardize the quality of the
interviews and make analysis more efficient. The discussion of the
topic and analysis of the data by the class was very helpful in
generating new perspectives on inspiration, particularly thematic
ones that were constructed from the data. The research appears lo
have met the four primary goals of: collecting in-depth information
from a relatively large number of participants, allowing the formal lo
be flexible and intimate enough to encourage the participants'
uninhibited discussion, generating ideas on inspiration that could
help focus further research, providing a worthwhile and respectful
process for everyone involved.
As to this last goal, most researchers and participants described
feeling some degree of inspiration during the interviews. There was a
sense that these discussions were enjoyable, served as reminders of
important events or knowledge and heightened awareness of the
frequency and importance of inspiration in their lives. Student
researchers also generally agreed that the course was a worthwhile
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exercise in learning to conduct qualitative research and a slimulaiino
way to learn about inspiration first hand.
A simple recollection of an event was sufficient to bring forth a
re-experiencing of the dramatic positive characteristics of the
original inspiration, we may be able to help individuals change their
current state of mind very easily through helping them to remember
inspirations. This does not speak to enduring benefits of a temporary
shift in perspective. However, just as a hot shower or a pleasant
distraction of some sort may alter our outlook in some small way,
particularly if we are caught in some myopic perceptual rut, an
inspiration remembered may provide a powerful perceptual shift.
This may be a useful tool in moving us away from defeating self -
talk, very much the goal of cognitive therapies. It may also give thai
reminder of hope or optimism for someone flat with discouragement
or depression. Could a dose of remembered inspiration supplement a
dose of Prosaic?
Further Research
It would be useful to consider inspiration in a greater diversil)
of research participants. Different socioeconomic, educational and
religious groups would be particularly important to hear from. It
might also be informative to conduct cross-cultural samples.
Is there such an experience as collective inspiration? In a
group setting it would be revealing to test whether inspiration can be
induced or encouraged through particular conditions and triggers. For
example, playing certain pieces of music, reading selected poetry, or
meditating as a group may be worth attempting. This would revel
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the potential for inspiring groups as well as for seeing what
conditions stimulate which individuals. We might also be able to
gather data from people who attended an event (e.g a religious
service, speech, or musical event) that seemed to inspire to
determine whether there were common or very disparate
experiences reported.
Considering the relationship between certain personality
factors or learning styles and the form that inspiration takes might
uncover interesting data as well. Consideration of different domains
of development and the form inspiration may take would also be
interesting. For example, in what was does an elderly person
experience inspiration differently from a teenager; do people of
different intellectual, moral or spiritual development express
different types of inspiration?
Implications: Education and Psvchotherapv
While inspiration appears applicable to a wide range of
activities including: creativity, scientific inquiry, spiri(ualil\ and
daily living, implications in two areas leap out to me - education and
psychotherapy. In considering what healthy functioning is and how
to help our clients move in these directions, it seems clear that
inspiration may be of significant value. In fact, as a therapist most of
what we hear from clients are precisely problems which we have
found to be the antithesis of inspiration: depression, confusion, sell-
doubt, a lack of vitality and meaning, hopelessness, worry, boredom,
lack of trust, feeling closed off from the world. Uncovering the roots
of problems is often a valuable step for helping the healing process.
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along with it we may discover that uncovering experiences of
inspiration serves as important and vitalizing reminders. If we can
help individuals find, honor and cultivate their inspirations we may
take a long step toward moving people into meaningful and vital
living. If we focus only on the roots of problems we may find
ourselves nurturing only those difficulties, leaving little energy to be
inspired.
Does inspiration have a role in education? Education at its best
seems to both inform and to inspire. While we struggle to find ways
to improve the quality of our children's education we have nearly
always looked toward improving the information exchange. This
takes the form of considering a longer school year or day, increasing
the amount of homework, demanding proficiency exams, increasing
teacher salaries, advocating free choice as to which school a student
will attend. In some unusual instances we have considered more
radical approaches such as attempting to improve self-esteem.
However, what this study begins to demonstrate is that inspiration is
a powerfully riveting, clarifying and motivating event that is
apparently common to all of us. As such, it may both serve to work
as a catalyst for learning and should emerge naturally and regularly
out of a process of learning. It is this experience that we may want to
nurture, notice and use as a guide for directing educational
enterprise. As we have seen in this research, hard work, struggle,
challenge often go hand-in-hand with inspiration. Inspiration is an
event of such great pleasure and power as to provide a galvanizing
and sought after experience around which to organize learning, li not
only provides new excitement and clarity for engaging in stimulaiing
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education but it decreases hopelessness and increases self-esteem
,
the same time. What effect would classrooms that possessed clarity,
energy, openness and connection have on the mere acquisition of
facts, on the dropout rate and on discipline and morale? At a time
when schools seem to be a repository of the damage from drugs,
violence, divorce, poverty, apathy, and a lack of meaning, we may
want to consider such "drastic" measures as finding ways to invite
inspiration in the classroom.
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APPENDIX
PARTICIPANT CONSENT FORM
Research Consent Form
Tobin Hart
University of Massachusetts, Amherst
Doctoral Dissertation
,
understand that the material
discussed in this interview will be audio taped and that tape will be
transcribed for use in a research project conducted by Tobin Han. 1
have been informed as to the content and nature of the research and
I give permission for the material, including direct quotations, to be
used for this research project and in any future publications that
may stem from it. 1 further understand that an alias will be used for
my name and that certain identifying circumstances (e.g. names,
locations, etc.) will be altered if I so specify at the conclusion of the
interview. If I so designate at the conclusion of the interview, certain
portions of the interview will be deleted entirely.
Signature
Date
Address
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